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Summary

Summary

Summary

This section presents a summary of the key information, subsequently dealt with in-depth in each following section
of this document, inherent to the solvency situation and the financial conditions of the Cattolica Assicurazioni
Group with reference to:
 Business and performance
 System of governance
 Risk profile
 Valuation for solvency purposes
 Capital management.
Business and performance
The Group ended the year with a consolidated net profit of € 93,368 thousand.
Gross consolidated premiums (which therefore comply with the definition of insurance policy as per IFRS 4) at the
end of the accounting period amounted to € 4,531,334 thousand. Also taking into account investment contracts,
total premiums written came to € 4,758,833 thousand.
Gross direct business premiums of the non-life classes amounted to € 1,987,650 thousand and those of the life
classes came to € 2,543,684 thousand. Total life premiums written amounted to € 2,771,183 thousand.
With reference to direct business, the ratio of other non-life administrative expenses to premiums written for the
period fell from 5.9% to 5.7%, while the ratio of other life administrative expenses to life premiums rose from
0.9% to 1.1%.
The non-life class ended the year with a profit of € 89,631 thousand. Net premiums of the non-life business
amounted to € 1,721,300 thousand. The combined ratio of direct business came to 91.4% and is characterised by a
claims ratio of 64.3%.
Financial operations closed with a result of € 85,428 thousand and were characterised by net income from other
financial instruments and investment property for € 91,302 thousand and operating expenses relating to
investments, including those in class D, for € 6,979 thousand.
The life class ended the year with a profit of € 4,401 thousand. Net premiums amounted to € 2,517,501 thousand
and financial operations closed with a result of € 390.6 million.
System of governance
The corporate governance system is proportionate to the nature, capacity and complexity of the activities of the
Group, as illustrated in greater detail in the Report on corporate governance and the ownership structures for 2016,
pursuant to Article 123 bis of the Consolidated Finance Law available in the Company’s website at the address www.cattolica.it - in the Governance section. The Group’s Internal Control System is also illustrated within the
same.
The governance structure of the Company is based on a traditional management and control model and its main
bodies are: the Shareholders’ meeting, the Board of Directors (which operates with the support of the board
Committees), which is responsible for the management and administration of the Company, and the Board of
Statutory Auditors with control functions on the business administration.
The governance system is characterised also by the presence of fundamental units identified by Article 30.2, letter
e) of the Italian Private Insurance Code, such as the internal audit unit, the risk management unit, the compliance
unit and the actuarial unit.
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The roles and the responsibilities of the fundamental units tasked with the internal control are established by
specific company policies.
The corporate governance system undertakes a central role in the definition of the business strategies and the
policies for the management and control of the risks typical to insurance activities and is therefore subject to an
audit at least once a year by the board of directors so as to ensure the maintenance of conditions of sound and
prudent management over the mid and long-term.
Risk profile
The Group is equipped with a risk management system, formalised in the policies issued in accordance with Article
30 bis, section 4 of the Private Insurance Code, which has the aim of ensuring an effective monitoring of the risks
deriving from the performance of its activities. Particular attention is paid to the most significant risks which may
undermine the solvency of the Group insurance companies or the observance of the objectives laid down by the
Resolution on the Risk Appetite. The main objective of the risk management system is to ensure the ability to fulfil
the commitments vis-à-vis the insured parties, the beneficiaries and the injured parties and, on a more general note,
the various stakeholders.
With reference to the risks measured also by means of the regulatory capital requirement, indication of the related
percentage of each risk with respect to the total is illustrated. These percentage values are determined taking into
consideration the correlations between the risks and the mitigation effect associated with the technical provisions
and the deferred taxes, consequently they do not unequivocally correspond with the presentation as per the
obligatory statements.
Risk categories

% of total

Market risks

46%

Non-Life underwriting risks

31%

Operating risks

12%

Counterparty default risks

5%

Life underwriting risks

5%

Health underwriting risks

1%

Valuation for solvency purposes
The assets are valued in compliance with the international accounting standards (IFRS) and on a consistent basis
with assessment approach as per Article 75 of directive 2009/138/EC (“Directive”).
In detail, Article 75 of the Directive establishes that the assets are valued at the amount at which they could be
exchanged between informed and consenting parties in a transaction carried out under normal market conditions.
With regard to the liabilities, they are valued at the amount at which they could be transferred, or settled, between
informed and consenting parties in a transaction carried out under normal market conditions.
For the purposes of establishing the own funds available for the coverage of the Solvency Capital Requirement, the
Group is obliged to draw up a solvency balance sheet (“Market Consistent Balance Sheet” or “MCBS”), according
to the standards indicated above and differing with respect to those used for the purpose of the annual financial
statements.
The illustration of the Group’s own funds is presented below.
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Composition of the own funds by Tiering
(€ thousands)
Tier 1 unrestricted

1,741,637

87%

Tier 1 restricted

80,549

4%

Tier 2

95,624

5%

Tier 3

90,412

5%

Total Own Funds

2,008,222

100%

Eligible capital

2,028,219

Capital management
The Group’s Solvency capital requirement comes to € 1,088,657 thousand. The details for each risk module are
presented below:
Breakdown of the solvency capital requirement by risk sub-module
(€ thousands)
Risk module

Capital requirement

Solvency Capital Requirement

1,088,657

Adjustment due to RFF

21,871

Adjustment

-467,914

Capital requirements for other financial sectors (non-insurance capital requirements)
Operational SCR

35,163
164,598

Basic Solvency Capital Requirement

1,334,938

Market risk

923,428

Counterparty default risk

111,774

Underwriting risk for life assurance

152,117

Underwriting risk for health insurance
Underwriting risk for non-life insurance

71,047
606,766

The results thus illustrated are determined by means of the application of the standard formula with the group
specific parameters (hereinafter GSP, approved on May 11th, 2017 with application as from the values as of
December 31st, 2016).
The minimum solvency requirement is calculated on the basis of the provisions contained in section VII of the
Delegated Acts and is equal to € 572,975 thousand.
The Group has eligible own funds for covering the capital requirements equal to 1.86 times the Solvency Capital
Requirement (SCR) and equal to 3.35 times the Minimum Capital Requirement (MCR).
During the year, no periods have been noted in which the Group has not covered its solvency capital requirement
(SCR) or its minimum capital requirement (MCR).
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In conclusion, all the amounts indicated within the document may be subject to rounding off due to the use of a
measurement scale differing from the unit of €uro.
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Business and Performance

Business
Group mission and values
The Cattolica Assicurazioni Group is one of the leading groups within the Italian insurance market, active both in
the non-life classes and the life classes, endowed with a premiums volume which in 2016 came to around € 4,758.8
million.
The Group’s headquarters are in Verona and it operates throughout Italy thanks to a tightknit distribution network
based on the agencies and the branches of the partner banks. Its range mainly addresses the individual, households
and small and medium-sized production businesses.
The Group’s activities are divided up into three business segments: life, non-life and other.
The business of the Group, headed up by Cattolica Assicurazioni, a company which is involved in both life and
non-life business, is divided between the non-life business (ABC Assicura, BCC Assicurazioni, TUA
Assicurazioni, C.P. Servizi Consulenziali for the Cattolica non-life mandate) and the life business (BCC Vita,
Berica Vita, Cattolica Life, Lombarda Vita, C.P. Servizi Consulenziali for the Cattolica life mandate).
The other activities include the agricultural-real estate sector of Cattolica Agricola and Cattolica Beni Immobili and
the operating services, instrumental in the performance of the Group’s activities: Cattolica Services, Cattolica
Immobiliare and Agenzia Generale Agrifides.
Good-standing and solidity permit them to develop, gradually but continually. Gradually, the other sectors grow
alongside the hail and fire classes: accident and injury, theft, third party liability (TPL). The range again addresses
individuals and small businesses.
The Cattolica Assicurazioni Group aspires to a wealth of values which derive directly from its particular origin. In
its mission, it favours the insurance coverage of individuals, households and businesses, with particular attention to
the social and economic contexts in which it operates.
Quality, personalisation of the service, assistance and advice for the customer base are looked after to the highest
standard. For this purpose, the role of the agent is fundamental: and that of the Cattolica Assicurazioni Group is a
particular agent, both professionally and personally. This policies’ specialist, well trained for the task of dialogue
and analysis, is in a position to understand the customer’s protection needs and guide them in the search for the
most suitable solutions.
The Group encourages the participation of its partners/shareholders in corporate life and offers them exclusive
services. It turns to account the co-workers and their professionalism, seeks continuity in the relationship with the
agents and the partner companies.
The Group constantly assesses the social effects of the business activities, because it wishes to contribute towards
the economic and civil development of the community within which it operates.
Its idea of co-operation is decisive in this: being a co-operative in fact represents an essential value for the Group,
beyond the legal form. In the opinion of the Group, the co-operative model is capable of reconciling values and
interests, social and economic dimension.
The Cattolica Assicurazioni Group adopts a multi-channel distribution model. The agents’ network, which in any
event remains central, along with the financial advisors and pension and welfare product consultants, is supported
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by a structured bank-assurance system, created by means of agreements with banking partners, for this reason
representing one of the leaders in Italy due to the number of branches involved in the sale of its products.
Corporate information
The Cattolica Assicurazioni Group is enrolled in 19th place in the Register of insurance Groups care of IVASS.
The Parent Company is Società Cattolica Assicurazioni with registered offices in Lungadige Cangrande 16,
Verona, Italy. The enrolment number in the Verona Companies’ Register is 9962.
Tax code and VAT No. 00320160237
The enrolment number in the Business Register held by IVASS is 1.00012.
The responsible Supervisory Authority is IVASS (“Istituto per la Vigilanza sulle Assicurazioni”), with
headquarters in Via Del Quirinale 21 – 00187 – Rome, Italy (www.ivass.it; telephone No. +39.06.42.133.1).
The company appointed to carry out the external audit is Deloitte & Touche s.p.a. with registered offices in Via
Tortona 25, Milan, Italy (www.deloitte.it; telephone No. +39.02.83322111).
The Parent Company has been listed on the Milan Stock Exchange since November 2000.
The lines of business (LOB) in which the Cattolica Assicurazioni Group operates are the following:
Non-life area
















Medical expenses insurance;
Protection of earnings insurance;
Motor third party liability insurance;
Other motor insurance;
Maritime, aeronautical and transport insurance;
Insurance against fire and other damages to assets;
General third-party liability insurance;
Credit and suretyship insurance;
Legal protection insurance;
Assistance;
Sundry financial losses:
Non-proportional reinsurance - Health;
Non-proportional reinsurance - Third party liability;
Non-proportional reinsurance - Maritime, aeronautical and transport;
Non-proportional reinsurance - Property.

Life area




Insurance with profit-sharing;
Insurance linked to an index and linked to units;
Other life insurance.

Significant events in the reference period
On a consistent basis with Cattolica’s strategic choice to strengthen itself in the agricultural and foodstuffs sector
also further to the finalisation of strategic agreements with associations of primary importance, at the end of
December the merger via incorporation of FATA Assicurazioni Danni (hereinafter FATA) within the Parent
Company was finalised.
Within the same sphere, Cattolica acquired an investment of 51% in the agent company “Agenzia Generale
Agrifides s.r.l.” with headquarters in Rome, with the aim of establishing new sales outlets care of the territorial
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headquarters of Coldiretti, thereby developing a new sales network for the non-life and life insurance products,
which as at December 31st were already 19.
Investment action continued in the real estate sector, with participation in the “Mercury” fund to which 66
properties of three territorial co-operatives forming part of the CONAD Group were assigned, for an overall value
of around € 300,000 thousand. The Parent Company subscribed units equal to 51% in each of the three segments of
the Fund for a total of € 69,050 thousand.
Furthermore, an agreement was reached with Cassa Depositi e Prestiti for a property development transaction, in
which H-Farm will also participate, which envisages the establishment of an organic complex of buildings and
infrastructures intended for digital school and university education, on the land of Tenuta Cà Tron, known as “HCampus”.
The Group ended the year with a Group profit of € 76 million.
The consolidated profit was penalised by non-recurrent expense for € 57 million attributable for € 39 million to the
writedown of the equity investment and the bond issue in Cassa di Risparmio di San Miniato, and, respectively for
€ 6 million and € 2 million, to the alignment of the value of the equity investment in Banca Popolare di Vicenza
(BPVi) and Veneto Banca at the subscription price of the Atlante Fund, in addition to € 4 million for the writedown
of the Atlante Fund and for that of other private equity funds. The consolidated profit, normalised by the nonrecurrent effects, came to € 150 million and the Group profit came to € 132 million.
Total premiums written amounted to 4,758.8 million, down with respect to the previous year (-15.2%).
In the Non-Life classes, direct premiums written amounted to € 1,972.6 million (-2.8%).
In the Life sector, direct business premiums came to € 2,771.1 million. The drop (-22.3%) is due to a significant
extent to the weakness of the distribution channels linked to Banca Popolare di Vicenza (-€ 349 million with
respect to December 31st, 2015; -64.5%). With regard to the other distribution channels, premiums written were in
line with the expectations for traditional products, slowing down, but in line with the market trends for class III
products.
The quality of the Motor portfolio and the expertise within the sphere of claims settlement permit the Company to
maintain the technical balance also in a market context of heavy competition and a pick up in the frequency of
claims.
In a market featuring heavy tension on prices and pronounced competition, the Group’s efforts for defending the
technical excellence in its motor business continued in 2016 as well, with action targeted at the containment of the
costs of the claims (e.g. push towards the use of contracted body repair shops, as well as experimentation
throughout Italy of Immediate Medical Claim Settlement Centres) and the development of a more targeted and
selected range, via the use of new databases during the tariff rating and risk selection phase.
Activities continued on the corporate segment aimed at rebalancing the portfolio mix towards target products and
the containment of the exposures on highly volatile risks. With regard to innovation in the undertaking and pricing
phase, mention is made of the launch of the new Small Business product for SMEs, as well as the evolution of the
range in the agricultural risks sector, inclusive of services for the farmer.
The efforts made with regard to an on-going strengthening of the Group settlement model led to the launch of a
project for the enhancement of the anti-fraud activities, with the development of a new information system which
will be fully up and running in the first few months of 2017.
Development of the insurance potential of the agricultural and foodstuffs sector, playing on the leadership position
obtained further to the acquisition of FATA in 2014, represents one of the fundamental strategic lines on which the
Group Plan is based.
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The need to handle the Group strategy in a centralised manner in this segment, also aiming for a greater governance
and execution capability of the agreement entered into with Coldiretti, is the main reason which led the Group to
deem the unification of the two entities (Cattolica and FATA) more efficient, as a natural completion of an
operational and systems-related integration process already successfully carried out in the first few months of 2016.
On December 22nd, 2016, as already reported, the deed for the merger via incorporation of FATA in Cattolica was
entered into and became effective as from December 31st, 2016, with accounting and tax effects as from January
1st, 2016.
The corporate unification will maximise the benefits obtained with the operational integration already achieved in
the last few months and will permit a synergic handling of the innovation initiatives put together by the Group, with
the development of non-life products for the coverage of the risks both in the agricultural and foodstuffs sector and
in the insurance of the crops, endowed with evolved contents supporting the settlement activities and customer
service (e.g. use of drones and satellite images during the settlement stage, development of specific apps serving
the farms to be used also for foreseeing damaging events, biotic risks or for on-going monitoring of the state of the
crops).
With regard to management operations, the plan for the simplification of the processes and the transversal review
of a series of IT mechanisms indispensable for improving the response times to brokers and customers, as well as
for ensuring a more accurate coverage of the legislative compliance rules, was accomplished, according to the
original schedule defined. The afore-mentioned IT and procedural measures represented the necessary starting
point of a much broader project, launched last May, which regards the complete renewal of the IT platform and the
life systems for all the Group companies.
The Group’s commitment continued throughout the year in the realisation of the objectives defined in the digital
transformation programme, to equip the distribution networks and head office structures with instruments
indispensable for continuing to compete and grow in the changed market context, which sees new and more
evolved customer purchasing behaviour establish itself.
During the year, the Group achieved the process for the consolidation and bringing onto stream of advanced
approaches for the management of the investments, which made it possible to optimise its profitability per risk unit.
The implementation of the new ALM (Asset Liability Management) management model was in fact completed,
consistent with the new Solvency II legislative requirements, already at the time of definition of the 2016 Asset
Allocation.
Merger with Fata
You are hereby reminded that the Parent Company’s Board of Directors resolved to comply, with effect as from
December 13th, 2012, with the opt-out regime as per Articles 70.8 and 71.1 bis of the Issuers’ Regulations,
therefore availing itself of the faculty to depart from the obligations to publish the disclosure documents laid down
at the time of significant merger, spin-off, share capital increase via conferral of assets in kind transactions,
acquisitions and transfers.
On April 5th, the Parent Company’s Board of Directors approved the project for merger via incorporation of
FATA, as a further initiative to support the achievement of the 2014-2017 Group Business Plan which considers
the growth in the agricultural and foodstuffs sectors to be one of its strong points.
By means of resolution No. 119/2016 dated September 20th, 2016 IVASS authorised the merger via incorporation
of FATA Assicurazioni within the Parent Company. On October 4th, the respective Boards of Directors resolved
the merger.
The procedure envisaged by current legislation having concluded, on December 22nd, 2016 the deed for the merger
was entered into and, once the legal registration had taken place, became effective as from 11.59 p.m. on December
31st, 2016, with accounting and tax effects as from January 1st, 2016.
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Banca Popolare di Vicenza
On March 5th, Banca Popolare di Vicenza’s extraordinary shareholders’ meeting resolved its transformation into
an Italian joint-stock company.
The bank also launched, in April, an offer to the capital market for 1.5 billion in accordance with the authorisation
granted during the afore-mentioned shareholders’ meeting.
On April 29th, the global offering for subscription of the shares of BPVi concluded within the sphere of which
applications were presented for 7.66% of the total equivalent value of the offering of 1.5 billion; Cattolica had, in
this context, resolved to take part in this share capital increase for an amount of € 2,686,123.38.
On May 2nd, Borsa Italiana, having duly noted the results of the global offering and the insufficient diffusion of the
subscribed shares between the general public, did not authorise the launch of trading for the Bank’s shares.
Therefore, the Global Offering of BPVi and, thus, the subscriptions to the same ceased and the Atlante Fund, by
virtue of the agreements entered into between BPVi and Unicredit and between the latter and Quaestio Capital
Management SGR, subscribed the entire share capital increase so that it now holds 99.33% of the bank’s share
capital. On conclusion of the matters described, the Parent Company’s holding in BPVi was diluted from 0.89% to
0.006% of the share capital.
The equity investment of 40% in the following Group companies is therefore referable - indirectly - to Quaestio
Capital Management SGR via the Bank: ABC Assicura, Berica Vita and Cattolica Life plus the holdings held by
BPVi in Cattolica.
The Parent Company’s Board of Directors therefore from time to time examined the situation which had come
about in the partnership dealing with BPVi, in light of the outcome of the global offering for the subscription of
shares of the bank, which led, as just indicated, to the integral subscription of the share capital increase by the
Atlante Fund.
Specifically, the Board examined the right to unilateral withdrawal which the partnership agreements acknowledge
to Cattolica after the transformation of BPVi from a co-operative company to a joint- stock concern. The Outline
Agreement which disciplines the partnership, renewed on December 14th, 2012, envisaged that Cattolica may at
any time and stage of the partnership “unilaterally withdraw” in the event that BPVI should resolve “the
transformation of its co-operative legal status or go ahead with a merger for its incorporation in another bank or
financial company which does not have a co-operative form”. This right to withdraw could have been exercised
within the 180 days after the transformation resolution, effective 180 days after the exercise of this right. This latter
deadline having expired, a sale option can be exercised by Cattolica, as specified herein, as a result of which BPVi
is obliged to repurchase the entire ownership of the three product companies Berica Vita, ABC Assicura and
Cattolica Life, in which BPVi and Cattolica respectively hold 40% and 60% of the related share capital, according
to the terms and conditions disciplined in said Outline Agreement; accordingly, BPVi will obviously be free to
proceed with the negotiation of new bank-assurance agreements with third party partners.
On August 4th, the Parent Company’s Board of Directors therefore resolved to exercise the right to unilaterally
withdraw from the partnership agreements with BPVi. The withdrawal, whose full effectiveness takes place on
expiry of the sixth month after the receipt by BPVi of the related communication and therefore February 10th,
2017, involves a structured series of immediate or deferred effects under the terms identified under agreement
mainly including:



the immediate termination, as of the date of communication of the withdrawal, of all the representation and
safeguards of BPVi in the management and corporate set-up of Cattolica;
as from the date of communication of withdrawal, BPVi’s commitment to provide, in each corporate
venue, including meeting venues, consent to the elimination of modification of each and every clause of
Cattolica’s articles of association, deriving from the ceased agreements, if deemed unquestionably
appropriate by Cattolica;
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the termination of the lock-up commitment on 4,120,976 Cattolica shares held by BPVi;
the effectiveness of specific commitments of BPVi, after the termination of the partnership, in relation to
any disposal, full or part, of the related equity investment in Cattolica, provided that it is greater than 3% of
its share capital. BPVI will amongst other aspects be obliged, in the event of disposals on the market also
of blocks, to adopt formalities which do not involve a negative impact for the listing of the Cattolica
shares;
the regulation of the premium and penalty mechanisms conventionally envisaged in relation to the
performance of the corporate joint ventures (Berica Vita, Cattolica Life, ABC Assicura);
Cattolica’s right, to be exercised within 60 business days of the date of effectiveness of the withdrawal (i.e.
as from the expiry of the sixth month after receipt by BPVi of the related communication), to sell (and the
mirror right-obligation of BPVI to purchase) the 60% equity investments in Berica Vita, Cattolica Life and
ABC Assicura;
the termination, as from the date of exercise of the purchase option as per the previous point (vi) and in any
event in the case of failure to exercise as of the date of the related expiry, of all the agreements, including
commercial, covered by the partnership.

You are hereby informed that the decisions relating to said withdrawal led to the activation of the procedure on the
related party transactions. On August 11th, 2016 a specific Disclosure Document was published, pursuant to Article
5 of the Regulation adopted by CONSOB by means of Resolution No. 17221/10 and subsequent amendments.
On February 10th, 2017, further to the matters communicated on August 4th, 2016, since six months had elapsed as
from receipt by BPVi of the communication relating to the unilateral withdrawal of Cattolica from the partnership
agreements with the bank, the lock-up restriction on 4,120,976 Cattolica shares owned by BPVi ceased, without
prejudice to anything else envisaged in the agreements.
Furthermore, as from February 10th, 2017 the period for the exercise of the purchase option which terminated on
May 10th, 2017, starts.
Cattolica Assicurazione’s Board of Directors, meeting on April 4th under the chairmanship of Paolo Bedoni, after
having analysed the assessments and reflections, given the serious uncertainty of the scenario emerging from the
2016 financial statements of Banca Popolare di Vicenza and for the purposes of clarity and transparency vis-à-vis
the shareholders and in general the market, resolved to exercise the right to sell to Banca Popolare di Vicenza the
investments held in the share capital of Berica Vita, Cattolica Life and ABC Assicura, in accordance with the
matters envisaged by the Partnership Agreements originally entered into with said bank and already communicated
to the market exactly in compliance with the afore-mentioned contractual conditions.
It is formally acknowledged that the shareholders’ meeting of the Parent Company held on April 22nd, 2017
approved certain amendments to the articles of association (illustrated in the Board of Directors’ Report on the
business on the agenda of the Ordinary and Extraordinary Shareholders’ Meeting held on April 21st/22nd, 2017 in
accordance with Article 125 ter of the Consolidated Finance Law, published on March 20th, 2017), essentially
attributable to the need to review a number of provisions due to the withdrawal from the partnership agreements
with Banca Popolare di Vicenza exercised on August 4th, 2016.
Recapitalisations
During the year, the Parent Company made the following payments towards share capital:
 In favour of Cattolica Beni Immobili: three payments towards capital for an overall sum of € 10,000
thousand for the purpose of permitting the completion of the safety and requalification measures for the
properties of the “Cattolica Center”, care of which Cattolica’s shareholders’ meeting was held on April
16th. Furthermore, in relation to the purchase, which took place in July, of a property located in Verona, a
payment was made towards share capital for € 9,300 thousand and on December 2nd a further payment was
made for € 7,100 thousand;
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In favour of Cattolica Agricola: three payments for a total of € 37,000 thousand with reference to the
purchase of land, equipment and properties adjoining the Cà Tron estate in the municipalities of Quarto
d’Altino and Venice;
In favour of BCC Vita: in December BCC Vita requested the shareholders, also in relation to the
development of said insurance company, for a recapitalisation measure totalling € 40,000 thousand which
Cattolica took part in pro rata with a payment towards capital of € 15,300 thousand made in December.
The payment of the additional tranche was made in 2017;
In favour of TUA Assicurazioni, for solvency requirements, a payment was made towards share capital for
€ 25,000 thousand;
For the purpose of supporting the investments in the IT area envisaged for 2016, the allocation to the share
capital of Cattolica Services of the € 5,000 thousand loan outstanding was agreed, a loan agreed with the
Company by means of contract dated December 2015, and towards share capital for a total of € 25,000
thousand.

USP
On May 11th, 2017, by means of IVASS Protocol No. 00929325/17 the Cattolica Assicurazioni Group obtained
Authorisation to use, as from the 2016 assessments, specific Group parameters in replacement of the sub-set of
parameters defined in the standard formula for the calculation of the group solvency capital requirement for:
1) the tariff rating and reservation risks in the segments of the non-life reinsurance and insurance obligations, as per
Attachment II to the EU Delegated Regulation 2015/35 dated October 10th, 2014, indicated below:
 Segment 2 - Other motor proportional insurance and reinsurance;
 Segment 4 - Proportional insurance and reinsurance against fire and other damage to assets;
 Segment 5 - Proportional insurance and reinsurance on general third party liability.
2) the reservation risks in the segments of the non-life reinsurance and insurance obligations, as per Attachment II
to the EU Delegated Regulation 2015/35 dated October 10th, 2014, indicated below:
 Segment 1 - Proportional insurance and reinsurance on third party liability deriving from the circulation of
motor vehicles.
as well as in the segments of the NSLT health obligations, as per Attachment XIV to the EU Delegated Regulation
2015/35 dated October 10th, 2014, indicated below:
 Segment 1 - Proportional insurance and reinsurance for medical costs;
 Segment 2 - Proportional insurance and reinsurance protecting earnings.
The figures contained in this document are therefore calculated with the use of the specific parameters indicated.
Governance
The Managing Director, Mr. Giovan Battista Mazzucchelli, as from May 30th, 2107 left the offices of Director and
Managing Director of the Company; the Board of Directors appointed Mr. Alberto Minali as the new Managing
Director, who entered office on June 1st, 2017 (please see the press release dated April 28th, 2017).
The corporate structure of the Group
A list of the directly and indirectly controlled subsidiary and investee companies is presented below, corresponding
with the scope of consolidation considered for the purposes of the calculation of the Group solvency as per Article
210 ter of the Private insurance code and compliant with Article 335 of the EU Delegated Regulation 2015/35:
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Società Cattolica di Assicurazioni società cooperativa, parent company of the insurance Group bearing
the same name;
 ABC Assicura s.p.a.: registered offices in Italy, 60% controlled by Cattolica Assicurazioni and 40% by
Banca Popolare di Vicenza s.p.a.;
 BCC Assicurazioni s.p.a.: registered offices in Italy, 51% controlled by Cattolica Assicurazioni and 49%
by Iccrea Banca s.p.a.;
 BCC Vita s.p.a.: registered offices in Italy, 51% controlled by Cattolica Assicurazioni and 49% by Iccrea
Banca s.p.a.;
 Berica Vita s.p.a.: registered offices in Italy, 60% controlled by Cattolica Assicurazioni and 40% by
Banca Popolare di Vicenza s.p.a.;
 Cattolica Life DAC: registered offices in Ireland, 60% controlled by Cattolica Assicurazioni and 40% by
Banca Popolare di Vicenza s.p.a.;
 Lombarda Vita s.p.a.: registered offices in Italy, 60% controlled by Cattolica Assicurazioni and 40% by
UBI Banca s.c.p.a.;
 TUA Assicurazioni s.p.a.: registered offices in Italy, wholly-owned by Cattolica Assicurazioni;
 Cattolica Immobiliare s.p.a.: registered offices in Italy, wholly-owned by Cattolica Assicurazioni;
 Cattolica Agricola s.r.l.: registered offices in Italy, wholly-owned by Cattolica Assicurazioni;
 Cattolica Beni Immobili s.r.l.: registered offices in Italy, wholly-owned by Cattolica Assicurazioni;
 Cattolica Services s.c.p.a.: registered offices in Italy, 99.96% controlled by Cattolica Assicurazioni,
0.005% individually by ABC Assicura, BCC Assicurazioni, BCC Vita, Berica Vita, FATA Assicurazioni
Danni, Lombarda Vita and C.P. Servizi Consulenziali, and 0.001% by TUA Assicurazioni;
 CP Servizi Consulenziali s.p.a.: registered offices in Italy, wholly-owned by Cattolica Assicurazioni;
 Agenzia Generale Agenzia Generale Agrifides s.r.l.: registered offices in Italy, 51% controlled by
Cattolica Assicurazioni and 49% by Coldiretti;
 TUA Retail s.r.l.: headquarters in Italy, wholly-owned by TUA Assicurazioni1.
 All Risk Solutions s.r.l.: registered offices in Italy, 20% invested in by Cattolica Assicurazioni, 20% by
Aldo Iaquinta and the remaining 60% by MA PI Holding Limited;2
 Cassa di Risparmio di San Miniato s.p.a.: registered offices in Italy, 25.118% invested in by Cattolica
Assicurazioni, 42.098% by Grifoni CRSM s.p.a., 19.941% by other shareholders, and 12.675% by
Fondazione Cassa di Risparmio di San Miniato. 0.168% of the share capital is represented by own shares in
the portfolio2.
The afore-mentioned representation corresponds with the scope of consolidation considered for the purposes of the
calculation of the Group solvency as per Article 210 ter of the Private insurance code and compliant with Article
335 of the EU Delegated Regulation 2015/35, which differs from that used for the consolidated financial statements
drawn up in accordance with Article 154 ter, section 1 of Italian Legislative Decree No. 58 dated February 24th,
1998, the “Consolidated Finance Law”, and Article 95 of the Private insurance code and, on the basis of the
international accounting standards, in particular IFRS 10, due to the non-consolidation of the following companies:







Fondo Euripide;
Fondo MacquireOffice Italy;
Fondo Perseide;
Fondo Mercury.

The above real estate property funds have not been included in the scope of consolidation for the purposes of
solvency since they are not considered to be instrumental companies given that their activities are not ancillary to
the Group’s insurance activities. Since they are also excluded from the definition of equity investments pursuant to
1
2

Company consolidated at cost
Company carried at equity
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Regulation No. 10 dated December 22nd, 2015, Article 335, letter f) is not applicable, by virtue of which also the
figures relating to the investee companies carried at equity are included in the consolidated figures.
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A. Business and Performance
A.1 Business

A.2 Underwriting Performance
A.3 Investment Performance
A.4 Performance of other activities
A.5 Any other information

Business and Performance

Underwriting Performance
Underwriting performance by line of business
The figures of the Company are summarised below, with a breakdown on the non-life business lines, with regard to
the underwriting results as illustrated within the quantitative regulatory template S.05.01.
Recall that this QRT does not include the Other Technical Income and includes the Operating Expenses relating to
Investments.
Information on the premiums, costs on claims and other expenses, with breakdown by Line of Business for
the Non-life area
Lines of business for: non-life insurance and reinsurance obligations (direct activities and accepted proportional reinsurance)
Income
Protection
insurance

Medical
expenses
insurance

Workers’
compensation
insurance

Motor vehicle
liability
insurance

Other motor
insurance

(€ thousands)

Maritime,
aviation and
transport
insurance

Fire and other
damage to
property
insurance

Credit and
suretyship
insurance

General
liability
insurance

Premiums written
Gross - Direct business
Gross - Proportional reinsurance
accepted
Gross - Non-proportional
reinsurance accepted

62,085

197,100

0

953,439

133,802

10,689

345,468

173,358

20,163

468

1,866

0

1,125

1,802

53

6,755

1,307

1,117

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Reinsurers’ share

-4,586

-35,312

0

-22,528

-20,672

-7,620

-112,318

-30,571

-11,668

Net

57,967

163,653

0

932,036

114,933

3,121

239,905

144,094

9,612

61,680

196,071

0

961,211

132,184

11,949

353,994

177,442

21,863

434

1,896

0

553

1,760

48

6,514

1,299

929

Premiums earned
Gross - Direct business
Gross - Proportional reinsurance
accepted
Gross - Non-proportional
reinsurance accepted

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Reinsurers’ share

-5,295

-34,333

0

-29,731

-22,001

-8,238

-108,964

-30,722

-11,964

Net

56,819

163,634

0

932,033

111,943

3,759

251,544

148,019

10,828

-55,950

-69,921

0

-673,850

-63,554

-7,315

-265,554

-83,333

-7,943

-254

-783

0

-1,684

-954

45

-4,753

-676

-446

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Claims incurred
Gross - Direct business
Gross - Proportional reinsurance
accepted
Gross - Non-proportional
reinsurance accepted
Reinsurers’ share
Net
Changes in other technical
provisions
Gross - Direct business
Gross - Proportional reinsurance
accepted
Gross - Non-proportional
reinsurance accepted
Reinsurers’ share
Net
Expenses incurred

3,965

13,960

0

20,659

10,460

6,973

100,087

-13,159

5,139

-52,239

-56,744

0

-654,876

-54,049

-298

-170,220

-97,168

-3,250

146

-191

0

0

0

0

0

-77

0

-4

-19

0

-29

0

-1

-335

0

-17

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-225

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-83

-210

0

-29

0

-1

-335

-77

-17

-11,183

-58,687

0

-236,149

-32,553

-880

-82,712

-52,636

-3,674
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Lines of business for: non-life insurance and reinsurance obligations (direct activities and proportional reinsurance accepted)
Medical
expenses
insurance

Income
Protection
insurance

Workers’
compensation
insurance

Motor vehicle
liability
insurance

Other motor
insurance

Maritime,
aviation and
transport
insurance

Fire and other
damage to
property
insurance

General
liability
insurance

Credit and
suretyship
insurance

Administrative expenses
Gross - Direct business

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Gross - Proportional
reinsurance accepted

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Gross - Non-proportional
reinsurance accepted

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Reinsurers’ share

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Net

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-91

-306

0

-3,418

-85

-41

-696

-2,327

-202

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

-91

-306

0

-3,418

-85

-41

-696

-2,327

-202

-1,048

-2,713

0

-24,443

-4,447

-108

-7,567

-3,381

-448

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Operating expenses relating
to investments
Gross - Direct business
Gross - Proportional
reinsurance accepted
Gross - Non-proportional
reinsurance accepted
Reinsurers’ share
Net
Claims-related operating
expenses
Gross - Direct business
Gross - Proportional
reinsurance accepted
Gross - Non-proportional
reinsurance accepted

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Reinsurers’ share

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-1,048

-2,713

0

-24,443

-4,447

-108

-7,567

-3,381

-448

-9,028

-55,796

0

-146,001

-26,823

-1,897

-80,596

-45,994

-5,918

-5

-97

0

-147

0

-36

-4,170

-42

-16

Net
Acquisition costs
Gross - Direct business
Gross - Proportional
reinsurance accepted
Gross - Non-proportional
reinsurance accepted
Reinsurers’ share
Net

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

668

11,702

0

3,005

6,642

1,496

25,402

6,259

4,323

-8,366

-44,191

0

-143,143

-20,182

-437

-59,364

-39,777

-1,611

-1,678

-11,477

0

-65,146

-7,840

-293

-15,085

-7,152

-1,413

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

General expenses
Gross - Direct business
Gross - Proportional
reinsurance accepted
Gross - Non-proportional
reinsurance accepted

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Reinsurers’ share

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-1,678

-11,477

0

-65,146

-7,840

-293

-15,085

-7,152

-1,413

-6,685

47,992

0

40,979

25,342

2,581

-1,723

-1,862

3,887

Net
Other expenses
Total expenses
Non-life underwriting result
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Lines of business for: non-life insurance and
reinsurance obligations (direct business and accepted
proportional reinsurance)
Legal expenses
insurance

Lines of business for: accepted non-proportional reinsurance

Miscellaneous
financial losses

Assistance

Health

Maritime,
aviation and
transport

Casualty

Total

Property

Premiums written
Gross - Direct business
Gross - Accepted
proportional
reinsurance
Gross – Accepted nonproportional
reinsurance
Reinsurers’ share
Net

15,227

37,399

23,792

0

0

0

0

1,972,521

0

0

7

0

0

0

0

14,499

0

0

0

62

358

0

209

630

-13,161

-13,823

-6,482

0

0

0

0

-278,741

2,066

23,576

17,317

62

358

0

209

1,708,909

15,209

36,567

26,378

0

0

0

0

1,994,548

0

0

15

0

0

0

0

13,449

0

0

0

64

369

0

215

648

-12,592

-14,486

-9,018

0

0

0

0

-287,344

2,617

22,081

17,375

64

369

0

215

1,721,300

1,645

-9,510

-2,741

0

0

0

0

-1,238,026

0

0

-11

0

0

0

0

-9,517

0

0

0

-10

-101

0

656

545

-1,133

8,615

2,033

0

0

0

0

157,597

511

-895

-719

-10

-101

0

656

-1,089,401

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-123

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-404

Premiums earned
Gross - Direct business
Gross - Accepted
proportional
reinsurance
Gross - Accepted nonproportional
reinsurance
Reinsurers’ share
Net
Claims incurred
Gross - Direct business
Gross - Accepted
proportional
reinsurance
Gross - Accepted nonproportional
reinsurance
Reinsurers’ share
Net
Changes in other
technical provisions
Gross - Direct business
Gross - Accepted
proportional
reinsurance
Gross - Accepted nonproportional
reinsurance

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Reinsurers’ share

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-225

Net

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-751

3,341

-10,299

-10,771

0

0

0

0

-496,203

Expenses incurred
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Lines of business for: non-life insurance and
reinsurance obligations (direct business and accepted
proportional reinsurance)
Legal expenses
insurance

Miscellaneous
financial losses

Assistance

Lines of business for: accepted non-proportional reinsurance
Maritime,
aviation and
transport

Third-party
liability

Health

Total

Property

Administrative expenses
Gross - Direct business

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Gross - Proportional
reinsurance accepted

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-33

-22

-100

0

0

0

0

-7,321

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Gross - Non-proportional
reinsurance accepted
Reinsurers’ share
Net
Operating expenses
relating to investments
Gross - Direct business es
Gross - Proportional
reinsurance accepted
Gross - Non-proportional
reinsurance accepted
Reinsurers’ share
Net

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-33

-22

-100

0

0

0

0

-7,321

-145

-105

-267

0

0

0

0

-44,671

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Claims-related
operating expenses
Gross - Direct business
Gross - Proportional
reinsurance accepted
Gross - Non-proportional
reinsurance accepted
Reinsurers’ share
Net

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-145

-105

-267

0

0

0

0

-44,671

-4,449

-9,682

-9,591

0

0

0

0

-395,775

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-4,514

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Acquisition costs
Gross - Direct business
Gross - Proportional
reinsurance accepted
Gross - Non-proportional
reinsurance accepted
Reinsurers’ share
Net

8,847

1,528

436

0

0

0

0

70,307

4,398

-8,154

-9,155

0

0

0

0

-329,981

-880

-2,018

-1,249

0

0

0

0

-114,230

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

General expenses
Gross - Direct business
Gross - Proportional
reinsurance accepted
Gross - Non-proportional
reinsurance accepted
Reinsurers’ share
Net

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-880

-2,018

-1,249

0

0

0

0

-114,230

Other expenses

-55,132

Total expenses

-551,336

Non-life underwriting
result
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Information on the premiums, costs on claims and other expenses, with breakdown by Line of Business for
the Life area
Total
Lines of business for: life insurance obligations

Health insurance

Insurance with
profit
participation

Index- linked
and unit-linked
insurance

Other life
insurance

Life reinsurance obligations

Annuities
stemming from
non-life
insurance
contracts and
relating to health
insurance
obbligations

Annuities
stemming from
non-life
insurance
contracts and
relating to
insurance
obbligations
other than health
insurance
obbligations

0

0

(€ thousands)

Health
reinsurance

Life reinsurance

Premiums written
Gross

0

2,054,137

636,750

80,333

0

0

2,771,219

Reinsurers’ share

0

-288

-10

-25,885

0

0

0

0

-26,183

Net

0

2,053,849

636,740

54,448

0

0

0

0

2,745,037

0

2,054,137

636,750

80,333

0

0

0

0

2,771,219

Premiums earned
Gross
Reinsurers’ share

0

-288

-10

-25,885

0

0

0

0

-26,183

Net

0

2,053,849

636,740

54,448

0

0

0

0

2,745,037

Gross

0

-1,671,966

-731,441

-35,445

0

0

0

0

-2,438,852

Reinsurers’ share

0

5,657

0

15,795

0

0

0

0

21,452

Net

0

-1,666,309

-731,441

-19,650

0

0

0

0

-2,417,400

Gross

0

-642,274

60,674

-3,050

0

0

0

0

-584,650

Reinsurers’ share

0

-1,914

0

-2,375

0

0

0

0

-4,289

Net

0

-644,187

60,674

-5,426

0

0

0

0

-588,939

Expenses incurred

0

-94,349

-31,854

-12,554

0

0

0

0

-138,756

Claims incurred

Changes in other
technical provisions
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Lines of business for: life insurance obligations

Health insurance

Insurance with
profit
participation

Index- linked
and unit-linked
insurance

Annuities
stemming from
non-life
insurance
contracts and
relating to health
insurance
obbligations

Other life
insurance

Total

Life reinsurance obligations
Annuities
stemming from
non-life
insurance
contracts and
relating to
insurance
obbligations
other than health
insurance
obbligations

Health
reinsurance

Life reinsurance

Administrative expenses
Gross

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Reinsurers’ share

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Net

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Gross

0

-23,005

-2,321

-884

0

0

0

0

-26,210

Reinsurers’ share

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Net

0

-23,005

-2,321

-884

0

0

0

0

-26,210

Gross

0

-2,666

-869

-53

0

0

0

0

-3,587

Reinsurers’ share

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Net

0

-2,666

-869

-53

0

0

0

0

-3,587

Gross

0

-49,097

-19,893

-14,036

0

0

0

0

-83,027

Reinsurers’ share

0

20

0

4,688

0

0

0

0

4,709

Net

0

-49,077

-19,893

-9,348

0

0

0

0

-78,319

Gross

0

-19,601

-8,770

-2,268

0

0

0

0

-30,640

Reinsurers’ share

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Net

0

-19,601

-8,770

-2,268

0

0

0

0

-30,640

Operating expenses
relating to investments

Claims incurred

Acquisition costs

General expenses

Other expenses

-47,571

Total expenses

-186,327

Total amount of the
redemptions

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Life underwriting result

0

-350,996

-65,881

16,819

0

0

0

0

-447,629
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Main comments on the underwriting results
Non-life results
With regard to the primary line of business, Medical expenses insurance, on final balance there was a worse
technical performance than that estimated.
Motor third party liability insurance was affected by minor growth with respect to that estimated and growth in the
average cost higher than expected. By contrast, other motor insurance benefited from greater premiums written and
a better technical performance.
With regard to insurance against fire and other damages to assets by contrast, the improved technical performance
with respect to that forecast in fact offset the net impact of the earthquake. The sum of this class with nonproportional reinsurance, in fact, is in line with the budget figure.
General third party liability insurance also benefited from a greater stripping of provisions on previous years.
Legal protection benefited from a better technical performance than the budget figure.
Life results
With regard to insurance with profit-sharing, there was 41.3 million of impairment (of which 34 million of writedowns relating to investee insurance companies and associated companies not envisaged in the budget).
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Business and Performance

Investment Performance
Investment Performance by activity classes
The breakdown of the economic results of the investment activities of the Company is summarised in the table on
the following page. The activity classes from which the figures have been taken are those defined within the
quantitative regulatory template S.09.01 as per the Execution Regulation (EU) 2015/2452 of the Commission dated
December 2nd, 2015. The reference information has been reclassified according to the local Gaap standards.
The performances refer to the investment portfolio of the Company in its entirety, inclusive of the assets relating to
unit-linked and index-linked products.
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44
2,506

3,043

326,329

100,174

Government securities

Corporate bonds

2,335

132

0

0

33,157

0

644

47,665

882

-405

-10,450

0

454

Undertakings for collective
investment (UCITs)

Guaranteed securities

Cash and deposits

Mortgages and loans

Investment property
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80,011

0

465,348

Call options

Total investments

852

0

Investments in subsidiaries,
associated companies and
joint ventures

Other assets

Structured bonds

24,437

54

Capital instruments
13,355

Other
income

Interest

Asset classes

-6,117

0

0

0

-2,223

0

0

-35

-0

-3,448

-0

-250

-161

Other
charges

161,000

1,148

0

0

0

0

0

0

453

23,650

17,154

26,281

92,313

Realised gains

-59,842

-2,200

0

0

0

0

0

-2,100

-30

-17,634

-18,253

-11,022

-8,603

Realised
losses

640,399

-860

852

454

30,934

-10,450

-405

-1,122

50,423

27,649

12,310

118,226

412,385

63,355

1,287

0

0

0

0

0

0

22

48,111

148

5,944

7,843

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-64,262

-26,824

0

0

-9,212

0

0

0

-5

-8,522

-2,763

-3,013

-13,923

Total realised
Valuation
income and Valuation Value writecapital
charges from capital gains
back
losses
investments

-78,641

0

-34,881

0

0

0

0

-1,125

0

-24,791

-10,573

-7,270

0

454

0

560,851

21,723

-9,212

-79,547

-10,450

0

-26,397

-405

0

-25,537

-2,247

-1,125

-34,029

50,441

18

-34,881

42,447

14,798

-878

113,887

-4,339

-13,188

406,305

-6,080

Total income
Total
and charges
unrealised
from
Writedown income and investments
charges from recognised in
investments the income
statement

Result of the investment activities by asset classes

(€ thousands)

Business and Performance

The final 2016 result of the investment activities, amounting to 560.9 million, was greater than the Budget figure of
539.9 million. These are the main causes: 1) positive returns of the Class D assets in the life business, totalling 66.9
million compared with a prudently nil Budget; these greater returns are visible above all else in the category
“Government Securities” (+26.2 million in class D), “Corporate bonds” (+16.7 million), “UCITs” (+51.7 million),
partly balanced by the -26.9 million in the “Call options” class; 2) unexpected impairments equal to -34.0 million in
the class “Investments in subsidiaries, associated companies and joint ventures”; 3) the greater contribution of the
class “Structured bonds” (50.4 million Vs. 13.1 million Budgeted former class D) in part offset by the minor
contribution of the “Corporate bonds” class (97.2 million Vs. € 130.9 million Budgeted former class D); 4) minor
contribution of the class “Capital instruments” (-0.2 million Vs. +9.6 million former class D) again due to certain
impairments on strategic investments.
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Business and Performance

Performance of other activities
Performance of other activities
Other revenues include 19,284 thousand relating to recoveries from provisions for risks and charges and 15,129
thousand relating to withdrawals from the write-down allowance.
The other costs mainly include amortisation on intangible assets for 42,568 million, provisions for risks and
charges for 18,360 million and adjustments on receivables totalling 20,495 million.
Results of the non-technical account on final balance
2016

(€ thousands)
Other revenues

53,902

Other costs

-115,819

Total

-61,917

Operating and financial lease agreements
The Group does not have any operating or financial lease agreements outstanding at present.
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Business and Performance

Any other information
The Group believes that all the essential information on the current and future business is already contained in the
previous sections. Therefore, there is no further material information to be included in this section.
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System of Governance

General information on the system of governance
Società Cattolica di Assicurazione, in its capacity as of ultimate Italian parent company, heads up the Cattolica
Assicurazioni insurance group, enrolled in 19th place in the Register of Insurance Groups care of IVASS, as
illustrated below.

The parent company, when carrying out the management and co-ordination activities, in accordance with article 2
of the Articles of Association, adopts - vis-à-vis the companies making up the group - the provisions for
implementing the instructions imparted by IVASS in the interests of the stable and efficient management of the
insurance group. Likewise, the companies belonging to the group, according to the article of association provision,
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subject to the management and co-ordination activities of Società Cattolica di Assicurazione, are obliged to observe
the measures which the parent company adopts for the implementation of the instructions imparted by IVASS in
the interests of the stable and efficient management of the group.
The governance system is structured so as to permit a sound and prudent management of the Group’s activities in
accordance with current legislation via:
a) the identification of the bodies and the units which are entrusted with the company management according to a
suitable organisational structure, which takes into account a clear division and separation of the respective
responsibilities as well as remuneration mechanisms consistent with the risk management policies and the longterm strategies;
b) the possession of competence and integrity requirements by those who carry out administration, management
and control functions and fundamental functions;
c) the establishment of a risk management system for the identification, measuring and monitoring of the risks to
which the group companies are exposed as well as the interdependencies between the risks;
d) the establishment of an internal control system, which envisages the presence of fundamental control units (such
as internal audit, compliance checking, risk management and actuarial unit), suitable administrative and accounting
procedures as well as the organisation of a suitable system for transmitting the information for each level of the
company;
e) the formation of a unit for the production of data and information useful for the purposes of exercising
supervision over the group.
The governance system undertakes a central role in the definition of the business strategies and the policies for the
management and control of the risks typical to insurance activities of the group and is therefore subject to a
periodic internal audit at least once a year by the board of directors of Cattolica and its subsidiaries so as to ensure
the maintenance of conditions of sound and prudent management over the mid and long-term.
The Parent Company has adopted regulations which have the purpose of identifying the Group governance model,
understood to be the series of norms relating to the organisational and procedural architecture, the dealings between
the Parent Company and the subsidiaries and the method by means of which management, co-ordination and
control power / duty of the Group is exercised.
Further information on the subject is contained in the Report on corporate governance and the ownership structures
drawn up in pursuance of Article 123 bis of the Consolidated Finance Law and published on the Cattolica website
on March 30th, 2017.
The description of the governance system, which the parent company has deemed suitable in relation to the nature,
importance and complexity of the risks inherent to the activities carried out by the group in 2016, follows.
Directors and officers
The Parent Company’s management and control system is traditional in type and envisages the joint presence of a
board of directors, which is responsible for the administration and management of the Company, and of a board of
statutory auditors, with control functions over the company administration, both appointed by the shareholders’
meeting.
The board of directors in office, comprising, pursuant to the Articles of Association, 18 members, was appointed by
the shareholders’ meeting held on April 16th, 2016. The related mandate has a duration of three years and will
therefore expiry with the approval of the financial statements as of December 31st, 2018. The directors are elected,
on expiry of the body or in the event of replacement of one or more outgoing directors for other reasons, on the
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basis of lists presented by the board of directors or by the shareholders, as per the formalities envisaged by the law
and by the Articles of Association in force at the time.
The board of directors defines the general lines and the entrepreneurial policies of the Parent Company, is vested
with the widest powers for the ordinary and extraordinary business of the same and in particular avails of a reserve
exclusively pertaining to it, as well as on the matters in relation to which said exclusivity is envisaged by the law,
also in relation to certain specific spheres envisaged by the Articles of Association, including, merely by way of
example but not limited to: the definition of the general lines and the entrepreneurial policies of the Company and
the Group, with the related strategic, industrial and financial plans and budget; the determination, within the sphere
of the powers which can be delegated in accordance with the law, of the powers of the Executive Committee and
the Managing Director, as well as the specific functions attributable to special offices; the appointment of one or
more General Managers, one or more Joint General Managers and/or one or more Deputy General Managers, as
well as the possible termination of the relationship with the same; the approval of the organisational structure of the
company and the system of authorisations and powers, seeing to the suitability over time; the assessment of the
general operating trend and checks with regard to the suitability of the organisational, administrative and
accounting set-up of the Company; the determination of the criteria for the co-ordination and management of the
companies in the insurance group and for the implementation of the instructions imparted by IVASS; the adoption
of procedures which ensure the essential and procedural transparency and correctness of the related party
transactions in accordance with legislative in force as and when applicable.
The Board is assigned responsibility for the corporate governance system, in relation to which, within the context
of the sector legislation and the Articles of Association, it defines the guidelines and the policies checking their
correct implementation by Senior Management. The Board requires that it is periodically informed by Senior
Management and by the internal control units on the effectiveness and suitability of the system and its functioning,
also for the purposes of carrying out the annual audit.
The Articles of Association envisage the possibility, for the board, to establish board committees, a faculty that it
has availed itself of, also in consideration of the regulatory provisions applicable and the instructions laid down
with regard to conduct. As at December 31st, 2016 the following were in office and operative:
 the Executive Committee, with decision-making and investigative functions on the decisions of strategic or
extraordinary significance which are the responsibility of said Board of Directors;
and with advisory and investigative functions:
 the Control and Risks Committee, with regard to structure of the controls and risk management;
 the Remuneration Committee, relating to the Group remuneration policies and the remuneration of
Directors and executives with strategic responsibilities;
 the Related Parties Committee, on the procedures and the transactions with related parties, in accordance
with the Regulation Transactions with Related Parties issued by Consob by means of Resolution No. 17221
dated March 12th, 2010;
 the Corporate Governance Committee, with regard to definition of the corporate governance system of
Cattolica and the Group and assessment of its efficiency;
 The Investments Committee (established on May 13th, 2016, via the integration of the pre-existing Finance
Committee and Real Estate Committee ), regarding financial investments and investment properties of the
Company in compliance with the legislative, regulatory and article of association provisions and the
guidelines established by the same board of directors.
The Board has appointed a chairman, a vice deputy chairman and a deputy chairman, with mainly institutional and
legal representation functions, a secretary and a managing director, with specific operational powers.
The Board has also appointed two General Managers, responsible respectively for the «Insurance and
Administrative technical co-ordination» division and the «Markets and Operations» division, and two deputy
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general managers, one identified as the Chief Financial Officer, with responsibility for the «Finance, Strategic
Planning and Control» division, and the other for the «Bank-assurance and Direct Business Unit» division.
Control over the management of the Company is entrusted to a Board of Statutory Auditors, made up of five
statutory auditors and two substitute auditors, who are responsible, in particular, for the functions checking the
suitability of the organisational, administrative and accounting set-up adopted by the Company and its effective
functioning. The Board of Statutory Auditors has a three-year mandate.
The composition of the directors and officers as of December 31st, 2016 is presented below:
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Paolo

Bedoni

Chairman

Aldo

Poli

Vice Deputy Chairman

Manfredo

Turchetti

Deputy Chairman

Giovan Battista

Mazzucchelli

Managing Director

Alessandro

Lai

Secretary

Luigi

Baraggia

Barbara

Blasevich

Bettina

Campedelli

Lisa

Ferrarini

Paola

Ferroli

Paola

Grossi

Giovanni

Maccagnani

Luigi

Mion

Carlo

Napoleoni

Angelo

Nardi

Pilade

Riello

Eugenio

Vanda

BOARD OF STATUTORY AUDITORS
Giovanni

Glisenti

Chairman of the Board of Statutory Auditors

Federica

Bonato

Statutory Auditor

Cesare

Brena

Statutory Auditor

Luigi

De Anna

Statutory Auditor

Andrea

Rossi

Statutory Auditor

GENERAL MANAGEMENT
Marco

Cardinaletti

General Manager

Flavio

Piva

General Manager

Carlo
Carlo

Barbera
Ferraresi

Deputy General Manager
Deputy General Manager
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In order to provide complete information, it is hereby specified that:
 During 2016, Anna Tosolini covered the office of director and handed in her resignation with effect as
from October 24th, 2016;
 Luigi Baraggia handed in his resignation with effect as from January 13th, 2017;
 By means of resolution dated January 17th, 2017 the Board of Directors co-opted the Directors Nerino
Chemello and Chiara de Stefani, confirmed in office by the shareholders’ meeting held on April 22nd,
2017;
 Mr. Giovanni Battista Mazzucchelli, as from May 30th, 2017, left the offices of Director and Managing
Director of the Company, replaced as from June 1st, 20017 by Mr. Alberto Minali (please see the press
release dated April 28th, 2017) (3).
 Flavio Piva, as from July 1st, 2017, left the office of General manager Markets and Operations Division,
replaced as of the same date by Carlo Ferraresi who ad interim maintains the office of CFO and Investor
Relations Officer (please see press release dated June 13th, 2017).
Fundamental units
The governance system is characterised also by the presence of fundamental units identified by Article 30.2, letter
e) of the Italian Private Insurance Code, such as the internal audit unit, the risk management unit, the compliance
unit and the actuarial unit.
The roles and the responsibilities of the fundamental units tasked with the internal control are established by
specific company policies resolved by the board of directors and are described in summary form below.
Internal audit unit
The internal audit unit is tasked with monitoring and assessing the efficacy and efficiency of the internal control
system and its needs for adaptation, also via support and advisory activities for the other company units. The
activities of the unit include the assessment of the adequacy and effectiveness of the additional components of the
corporate governance system. It assists the company organisation in the pursuant of its objectives by means of a
systematic professional approach aimed at assessing the control, risk management and corporate governance
processes, aspiring to the Code of Conduct and the professional ethics (integrity, objectiveness, confidentiality and
competence), on a consistent basis with the Professional Practices Framework issued by The Institute of Internal
Auditors.
The Internal Audit unit aligns its activities with the afore-mentioned professional standards commonly accepted at
Italian and international level and checks:
 The operating processes and the organisational procedures;
 The regularity and functioning of the information flows between company sectors;
 The suitability of the information systems and their reliability so that the quality of the information on
which senior management bases its decisions is not invalidated;
 The compliance of the administrative-accounting processes with the criteria of correctness and due keeping
of the accounts;
 The efficiency of the controls carried out on the outsourced activities;
 The propensity of the internal control system to prevent internal and external fraud.

(3) It is hereby disclosed that Mr. Giovanni Battista Mazzucchelli covered offices care of a number of Cattolica Group
companies, which also ceased with effect as of May 30th, 2017.
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The unit provides advisory services to the operating divisions, without however undertaking managerial
responsibility which would compromise is objectiveness and independence. It is made up of various offices, each
with a specific focus (internal processes, distribution network, settlement structures).
Risk management unit
The Risk Management unit facilitates the implementation of the risk management system which the Group uses to
identify, assess and control the current and forecast risks at individual and aggregate level, as well as the
interdependencies between the risks. The most significant risks, these being understood to be the risks whose
consequences may undermine the solvency of the company or seriously prevent it from achieving its goals, are
subject to stress tests carried out by the Risk Management unit, for the purpose of assessing the potential impact on
the fundamental values. The Risk Management unit also contributes towards the definition of the risk management
policies and the operating limits to be assigned to the operating structures, for the purpose of making the general
risk profile of the company consistent with the risk appetite defined by the Board of Directors. When performing its
mandate, the Risk Management unit has access to all the Group’s activities and all the pertinent information. This
unit is independent and separate from the operating divisions.
Compliance unit
The Compliance Unit carries out advisory activities for the Boards of Directors on the observance of the legislative
and regulatory provisions and the European norms directly applicable, carries out an assessment of the possible
impact of the activities of the company deriving from changes in the legislative framework and the case law stances
and identifies and assesses the risk of non-compliance with the norms.
The Compliance Unit represents one of the company safeguards aimed at preventing risks of non-compliance and
the reputational risks associated with the same.
The unit is also entrusted with the task of assessing whether the organisation of the company and the internal
procedures adopted are in line with the objective of preventing the risk of incurring legal and administrative fines,
equity losses or reputational damage.
Actuarial unit
The Actuarial Unit has the task of co-ordinating, controlling and supporting with regard to all the aspects and
calculations of a technical-actuarial nature associated with the insurance activities; technical provisions valued for
the purposes of both the solvency statements and the annual financial statements, risk undertaking policy,
mitigation of the insurance risk by means of reinsurance agreements, capital requirements associated with the
insurance technical risks for the purpose of the solvency statements.
The fundamental internal control units are ensured the necessary powers, resources and functional independence
from the operating divisions by means of suitable provisions contained in the policies of the control units resolved
by the Parent Company’s Board of Directors as integral parts of the directives on the internal control system. The
heads of the fundamental units have been appointed and removed by the Parent Company’s management body, to
which they have directly reported; at the time of annual planning, the heads propose - to the parent company’s
management body - the budget of the human resources and technologies necessary for the execution of the annual
activities on the group, therefore expressing an opinion on the qualitative-quantitative adequacy of the structure
with respect to the assigned control purposes. Any changes to the budget have been resolved by the management
body.
The Risk Management, Compliance, Actuarial and Anti-money Laundering units report hierarchically to the Chief
Risk Officer, an individual established by Cattolica’s Board of Directors in the meeting held on July 13th, 2016.
The centralisation of the Internal Audit, Risk Management, Compliance, Actuarial and Anti-money Laundering
units care of the specialised organisational units of the Parent Company guarantees an overall and adequate co-
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ordination at group level. Also with regard to the Irish insurance company Cattolica Life, which has a unique
control model (in detail: insourcing of the Compliance unit, outsourcing to the Parent Company of the Internal
Audit unit, outsourcing agreements for the Risk Management activities and Actuarial Units to local suppliers, coordinated by the respective group units) it is believed that the due co-ordination by the parent company is ensured.
Each head of the afore-mentioned units, both in the stage for the planning and finalisation of the respective
activities, acquires an overview of the controls and the risks present within the sphere of the group. The scenario is
completed with the proposals and requests for intervention which the administrative, management and control
bodies may make to the head of the Internal Audit unit on a preparatory basis for the drawing up of the annual
planning of the activities.
The information-related connection between the management and control bodies of the company and the
fundamental units tasked with control is achieved according to the formalities and timescales established in the
directives on the internal control system resolved by the management body, which identify moments of information
exchange on a quarterly and annual basis and in the event of occurrence of situations of particular gravity.
The fundamental units have informed the management and control bodies of the results of their control activities on
a quarterly basis, also drawing up a final annual report. The activity plans are by contrast annual and have been
submitted to the management bodies for approval. During 2016, the head of the internal audit unit did not
acknowledge those situations of particular gravity which, in accordance with the policy of said unit, would have led
to immediate communication to the corporate bodies. The internal audit and risk management units supported the
administrative and management bodies in the fulfilments linked to the drawing up of the reports on the internal
control and risk management system required by sector legislation.
Within the sphere of the group, the exchange of information between the corporate bodies and the company control
units is facilitated by the centralisation care of a specific Parent Company organisational unit of the secretarial and
support units for the functioning of the boards of directors with the exception of the foreign subsidiary; this
organisational aspect ensures that the various internal control and risk management matters are scheduled and
handled within the group companies in a standardised manner and in compliance with the Parent Company’s
standards.
The Boards of Statutory Auditors of the group companies can also avail themselves of the corporate internal
control units within the sphere of the periodic checks.
Remuneration policies
The remuneration policies for 2016 define the guidelines and the operational mechanisms aimed at stimulating and
guiding the parties concerned towards an effective achievement of the business development strategies combined
with a sound management of the risks, avoiding the furthering of conduct aimed at the undertaking of risks
exceeding the limits of tolerance established company-wise. The remuneration policies are therefore defined on a
consistent basis with the history and the inspiring principles of the group, as established by the internal code of
conduct, such as in particular ethics and good standing; in the application of the remuneration, these principles have
been translated in terms of uniformity of the remuneration in the presence of equivalent roles and responsibilities,
in the balance of the company remuneration level with that of the reference market, in the continuity and graduality
in the application of the reward system for guiding the results and the conduct over the mid/long-term for the
purpose of contributing towards the creation of value for all the stakeholders over a mid and long-term timescale, at
the same time safeguarding the risk profile, the image and the reputation of the Group companies.
With regard to the non-executive directors, the remuneration is established as a pre-established fixed amount for
each period which takes into account the commitment and the responsibilities undertaken with the office but is not
linked to the future economic results and/or the achievement of specific targets. Additional pre-established fixed
remuneration for each period is envisaged for the office of Chairman and Deputy Chairman.
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With regard to the Managing Director of the Parent Company, the splitting of the remuneration in a fixed and a
variable component is envisaged, expressed as a percentage of the fixed annual remuneration and structured in a
component linked to short-term objectives (annual MbOs) and the remaining by contrast correlated to
medium/long-term results (LTIP) Advance system access clauses are also envisaged, minimum result thresholds
which the payment of the variable remuneration is subordinate to, corrective after the fact such as penalty and claw
back.
The emoluments for the members of the Board of Statutory Auditors are established to a fixed extent, including an
attendance fee. With regard to the non-executive Directors and the Statutory Auditors, variable forms of
remuneration or those based on financial instruments or non-monetary benefits do not exist and insurance coverage
for third party liability is envisaged.
The employees who cover the capacity of board directors in the group companies transfer their remuneration to the
company they belong to.
Also with regard to the staff with management roles, the remuneration policies envisage a suitable balancing of the
variable components with respect to the fixed one in relation to the strategic objectives and the risk management
policy. The fixed component is sufficient for remunerating the service in the event that the variable component is
not paid due to failure to achieve the targets. The variable component is structured in a short-term monetary
incentive system based on the traditional MbO model (Management by Objectives), up to a maximum value of
20% of the gross company remuneration and, only for certain parties with a role closer to the business strategies, in
a monetary incentive system linked to performance objectives over a long-term timescale (LTIP - Long Term
Incentive Plan), up to a maximum value of 15% of the gross company remuneration. With regard to those who are
assigned both the MbO system and the LTIP system, the short-term variable components envisage the deferral by a
year of a portion of 5%. Both the incentive systems envisage advance system access clauses, minimum result
thresholds which the payment of the variable remuneration is subordinate to, corrective after the fact such as
penalty and claw back.
Supplementary remuneration, with respect to that established by the national labour agreement, with regard to
supplementary pensions, healthcare and social welfare, is envisaged for just employees who cover executive
functions.
Further information can be obtained from the Reports on the Remuneration Policies published on the Cattolica
website.
Essential transactions
With regard to transactions of essential importance with the shareholders, with the exception of transactions falling
under the core business activities, on August 4th, 2016 the Board of Directors of the Parent Company resolved to
exercise the right to unilaterally withdraw from the partnership agreements with Banca Popolare di Vicenza S.p.A..
Significant changes
The shareholders’ meeting of the Parent Company held on April 22nd, 2017 approved certain amendments to the
articles of association essentially attributable to the need to review a number of provisions due to the withdrawal
from the partnership agreements with Banca Popolare di Vicenza exercised on August 4th, 2016.
No essential amendments took place in 2016 to the powers granted by the Board of Directors.
With a view to strengthening the Group control and governance safeguards, during 2016 the Parent Company
established the role of “Chief Risk Officer” which includes in the same organisational area the Risk management,
Compliance, Anti-money laundering units and the Actuarial unit. The structure thus defined enables the synergies
between the individual units, for the purpose of avoiding potential overlapping between the second level controls.
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The merger carried out by the Parent Company Cattolica via incorporation of the subsidiary Fata Assicurazioni
Danni led, in 2016, to the launch of a process for the integration of the resources and processes which will be fully
concluded in 2017. This transaction is the consequence of Cattolica’s strategic choice to strengthen itself in the
agricultural and foodstuffs sector also further to the finalisation of agreements with associations of primary
importance.
During 2016, the Agricultural and Foodstuffs and Religious and Non-profit Bodies Monitoring centres were
launched; their research and work programmes were seen to by the Corporate Branding unit, reorganised so as to
enable the best handling of the corporate identity and image policies co-ordinated by the Group as well as so as to
ensure creativity, exactitude and consistency in the communication processes to the institutional and internal
stakeholders and the market.
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Fit and proper requirements
The policy for the assessment of possession of the suitability requirements for the office, adopted by the company,
also in the capacity of Parent Company, in fulfilment of the regulatory legislation, envisages that the competence of
the individuals who manage the company (in the case in question, directors, statutory auditors and general
managers) and the heads of the fundamental units within the sphere of the Group, be assessed in accordance with
the matters established by the legislative and regulatory discipline relating to requisites. With specific reference to
the management body, the possession of specific know-how and experience in the areas of competence indicated
below, of a managerial and technical nature, is also deemed necessary:
 Insurance and financial markets
 Commercial strategies and business models
 Governance systems
 Financial and actuarial analysis
 Legislative context and related requisites
 External relationships with shareholders, stakeholders and the market
The methods by means of which the professionalism and integrity requirements of the directors, the statutory
auditors and the general managers and of those who cover fundamental functions are assessed, are described in the
policy adopted by the Parent Company in 2015, as recently up-dated in November 2016.
First and foremost, it is hereby revealed that the possession of the requirements in question is ascertained by the
body which, on the basis of the specific resolution-making responsibilities, adopts the final resolution with regard
to the identification of the party to be appointed. In the event that said body is the shareholders’ meeting, this
assessment is made by the board of directors.
It is therefore envisaged that the candidate certifies, by means of self-certification, the possession of the requisites
required, signing for this purpose a specific declaration accompanied by an up-to-date copy of their CV.
The declarations made are examined and checked, also by means of an accurate perusal of the chamber of
commerce records available, and the criminal record and the pending charges certificates obtained from the Public
Prosecutor's Office responsible geographically.
The existence of the requisites is in conclusion monitored over time, by means of the performance of ad hoc
checks, carried out annually and via formalities essentially identical to those envisaged at the time of establishment
of the party concerned.
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Risk management system
The Group is equipped with a risk management system, formalised in the policies issued in accordance with Article
30 bis, section 4 of the Private Insurance Code, by the Parent Company’s Board of Directors, as an act of policy
and co-ordination and by the Boards of the individual subsidiaries. The risk management system pursues the
purpose of ensuring the effective monitoring of the risk deriving from the performance of its activities, paying
particular attention to the most significant risks; these are understood to be those risks which may undermine the
solvency of the Group and the companies which belong to the same or the observance of the business objectives,
including those laid down by the Resolution on the Risk Appetite. The main objective of the risk management
system is to ensure the ability to fulfil the commitments vis-à-vis the insured parties, the beneficiaries and the
injured parties and, on a more general note, the various stakeholders. This objective is pursued applying a risk
management strategy based on three fundamental principles:
 Responsibility vis-à-vis the customers and understanding of their needs;
 Clear understanding of the various risks which affect the Group and the companies which belong to it;
 Consistency with the aspiring principles of the company.
During 2016, the Group pursued the objective of maintaining its capital solidity and a satisfactory level of
profitability. Accordingly, the risk management process took into account the objectives of the business plan and
the annual budget. This process is divided up into the following macro-phases, recursively carried out:
 Risk identification and assessment;
 Definition of the Propensity level to risk;
 Definition of the policies for the undertaking and handling of the risks;
 Definition and assignment of the operating limits (monitoring and mitigation of the risks);
 Measurement of the risks.
The phase for the identification of the risks is interpreted by means of the use of a series of methods, differentiated
on the basis of the categories of risks to which the Group is exposed. At least quarterly, the complete assessment of
the solvency position is up-dated, including therein the detailed records of the risk exposures. With the same
frequency, analysis is also carried out on the sensitivity to market risk factors, due to their more volatile nature, as
well as the monitoring of the action mitigating the operational risks detected for each company. The on-going
handling of the risks to which the Group companies are exposed is also pursued by means of the monitoring of
summary indicators, whose up-date frequency is associated with the degree of uncertainty of the variables on which
the same have an impact. Information flows are also prepared from the first level control units to the Risk
Management unit, on a periodic as well as occasional basis for events of particular importance or specifically
formalised in relation to the pertinence with the Group risk profile. This second case undertakes particular
importance within the sphere of the prior controls with regard to investments, in accordance with the provisions of
IVASS Regulation No. 24/2016. The results deriving from said analysis and information flows are - at least
quarterly - brought to the attention of the Board of Directors of each Group Italian insurance company.
The exposure of each company to the various types of risks is also summarised every six months by means of the
use of the risk map, which intends to create of point of convergence of the analytical information collated,
monitored and handled, so as to provide an unitary and effective representation of the risk position. The
measurement of the risks thus identified is first of all carried out by means of the use of the capital requirements, as
established consistently for the entire market by the EIOPA (European supervisory authority); specifically, limited
to the Non-Life and NSLT Health risks4, the Group and the companies Cattolica di Assicurazione and TUA
Assicurazioni, availing themselves of the possibility envisaged by legislation, have received authorisation from
4

NSLT Health (non similar to Life techniques) is equal to health insurance assigned to the areas of activities for the non-life

insurance obligation.
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IVASS to replace a sub-set of parameters of the Standard Formula with the specific business parameters (so-called
GSP – Group Specific Parameters and USP – Undertaking Specific Parameters) for the purpose of more accurately
reflecting the risk profile. The valuation deriving from the application of the regulatory capital requirements is also
streamlined and supplemented by assessments inherent to the specific exposure on occurrence of adverse scenarios
deemed to be particularly significant.
With regard to the risks not included in the standard formula, the assessment method is structured in relation to the
specificities of the type of risk and the formalities by means of which the same could turn into a detriment for the
Group or for the companies which belong to the same. This sphere includes the liquidity risk, Group membership
risk, the reputational risk and the risk of non-compliance with legislation. The exposure to operational risks is also
measured on the basis of methods not limited to the application of the capital requirements, as illustrated further on
in this document.
For the purpose of maintaining the risk profile in line with the risk appetite established by the Parent Company’s
Board of Directors, each company has assigned operating limits to the managers, the observance of which has been
monitored on an on-going basis by the Risk Management unit in collaboration with said managers. The quarterly
monitoring of these limits is submitted by the Risk Management unit for the attention of the company’s Board of
Directors and if necessary corrective action is undertaken in accordance with the formalities established by the
Management Body.
The identification, analysis and assessment of the internal and external risks to which the Group is exposed, as well
as the periodic review of the same for considering the changes in the risk factors, the evolution of the activities and
the market context, required the involvement of the operational units, which carry out first level controls, identified
as areas of risk undertaking. The Risk Management unit carried out its mandate also with the contribution of the
contacts belonging to the various operational areas, performing the second level control activities, outlined in the
annual activity Plan of said unit, approved by the Board of Directors.
In conclusion, the Risk Management unit annually provides suggestions and recommendations to the Group HR
management unit at the time of the drawing up of the Remuneration policies up-date proposal. As per the same
timescale, these reports are checked by the Board of Directors.
Internal assessment of the risk and the solvency
The current and forecast internal assessment of the risks and the solvency (so-called ORSA), formalised in a
specific policy of the Parent Company’s Board of Directors, involves the assessment, over a three-year timespan
consistent with the strategic plans, of the observance on an on-going basis of the minimum solvency level required
by legislation, the capital requirement necessary in relation to the risk profile and the business strategy and any
need for corrective action on the risk profile or the capital endowment. During 2016, the Group carried out the
current and forecast assessment of the risks and the solvency on an annual basis and with reference to the year end
(December 31st). The results of the assessments of the Parent Company and the subsidiaries carried out within the
ORSA sphere have been included in a consolidated document for the internal assessment of the Group risk and
solvency, on a consistent basis with the faculty envisaged by Ivass Regulation No. 32 for the ultimate Italian parent
company.
The assessment is mainly divided up into the following phases:
 Projections of the economic results as a consequence of the forecasts on the performance of the businesses
and in consideration of the evolution of the macro-economic scenario;
 Assessment of the current risks and projection over the timescale of the risk and solvency profile of the
companies and the Group by the Risk Management unit;
 Discussion of the results of the assessment by the management body with the approval of the disclosure to
be forwarded to the Supervisory authority;
 Communication of the decisions undertaken by the management body to the company structure for the
purpose of their implementation;
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Monitoring of the evolution of the risk and solvency profile.

The assessment of the risk and the solvency is a complex managerial process which is headed up by Senior
Management and which involves numerous company structures, each within their own sphere of competence. A
central role in the assessment activities is carried out by the Risk Management unit, aided by the Actuarial Unit
with regard to the technical provisions. The decision-making process is finalised with board discussion and
approval.
The ORSA process highlights the connections between the current and forecast risk profiles, the Risk Propensity,
the related thresholds and the ability to satisfy, on an on-going basis, the mandatory capital requirements and the
requisites inherent to the technical provisions. The results of this process are used in the definition of the risk
appetite by means of which the target risk profile and the tolerance levels are defined. These balances guide the
main key processes such as strategic planning, budget, product plan, strategic asset allocation, which contribute
towards the strategic approach of the Group and the companies which belong to the same. Within this sphere, the
Risk management unit has checked the sustainability of the three-year economic forecasts from a risk and solvency
standpoint so as to satisfy the risk appetite system in a forward-looking manner.
The objectives with regard to return on the capital of the business units in relation to the risk restrictions and the
capital absorptions are monitored over time within the sphere of the capital management and risk management
process.
The internal assessment of the risk and the solvency is approved by the management body and reviewed at least
once a year. In 2016, it was reviewed during the board meeting held on May 13th.
The Capital Management process is divided up into five phases, in strict relation to the other company processes.
The five phases of the capital management process are:
1. Final measurement of the required capital and the available capital;
2. Formulation of the Capital management plan;
3. Operational monitoring and reporting;
4. Managerial measures on the capital;
5. Dividend distribution.
The capital management process contributes towards the strategic business policy together with other key processes
such as planning, and is subsequent to the definition of the risk appetite, by means of which the target risk profile
and the tolerance levels of the Group and the individual companies are defined on the basis of the coverage ratios
between available capital and required capital (Solvency Ratio).
The capital management process defines and monitors objectives with regard to return on the capital of the business
units of the Group and the individual companies in relation to the risk restrictions and the capital absorptions,
measuring the ratio between standardised net profit and average of the capital allocated over a year.
The 2016-18 capital management plan has been drawn up together with the respective ORSA 2016 assessment.
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Internal control system
General information
The group internal control system, as an integral and essential part of the corporate governance, adopts a model in
line with the most advanced governance systems, structured on three levels of protection which are represented in
the following diagram.

The role performed by each level of control is described below.
 First level: this type includes the controls inherent to the operating processes which involve checks carried
out both by whoever undertakes a specific activity, and whomever is responsible for supervision of the
same. They are defined within the organisational procedures which describe the business processes; they
are present in each company activity or function and are the responsibility, in the first place, of the
executive responsible for the individual organisational unit.
 Second level: these controls oversee the process for the identification, assessment and management of the
risks linked to the operations ensuring the consistent observance of the business objectives. They are
entrusted to specialised structures which contribute, together with the company bodies, towards the
definition of the policies for handling the risks and control the consistency of the operations with the
objectives and the risk levels defined by the pertinent company bodies, also in accordance with the Private
Insurance Code. Within the sphere of the Cattolica Group, additional structures and parties are present
which have control duties envisaged by other legislative sources and which carry out their activities with
different degree of independence and segregation from the operating units and the company control units.
 Third level: it monitors and assesses the efficacy and efficiency of the internal control system and its needs
with regard to adaptation, also by means of support and advisory activities for the other company
units, providing independent assessments which extend also to the suitability of the first and second levels
safeguards. These are periodic control activities carried out by the Internal Audit unit, which include the
assessment of the adequacy and effectiveness of the additional components of the corporate governance
system.
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Components of the internal control system are the mechanisms regarding Group solvency. For such purposes, the
Cattolica Group is endowed with a framework structured over three levels, monitored by means of:
1. Risk Appetite: measured and handled by means of the definition of fluctuation categories and Solvency II
ratio thresholds;
2. Risk Appetite by type of risk: defined on a consistent basis with the level of risk propensity, also
structured in risk appetite and respective soft and hard limits, expressed in terms of SCR or qualitative
terms;
3. Operating limits: interpretation of the risk appetite in the daily handling of the risk by means of
assignment and monitoring of the operating limits.
This structure translates at operational level into the definition of thresholds which represent points of
attention/intervention (soft and hard limits), or rather a defined target of a fluctuation category which represents the
risk appetite which the Group tends toward.
Referring to the sections dedicated to the analysis of the characteristics of the fundamental units, it is hereby
specified that the company’s internal control system, in observance of Article 30 quater of the Insurance Code, also
includes the preparation of suitable administrative and accounting functions, the organisation of a suitable system
for the transmission of the information for each level of the company, as well as the establishment of the unit for
checking the compliance of the activities of the company with current legislation, directives and company
procedures.
The administrative accounting procedures base their suitability in a sturdy consolidating technological architecture,
whose focal point is represented by the general accounts and financial statement platform in relation to which a
standard market IT solution has been adopted, highly integrated so as to handle the data originating from the
general accounts of all the companies belonging to the Group in an automated manner, also for those whose
accounts are outsourced (BCC Vita and Cattolica Life). Also the information flows, originating from the operating
systems and which populate the general accounts accounting procedures, are in turn governed in an automated
manner and subject to control processes. The automation is supported by additional precise and on-going
safeguards checking the completeness and accuracy of the information in an IT and administrative sphere.
Supplementing the intrinsic controls in the applications architecture of the information systems, a specific
governance standard of the quality of the data is present relating to this public disclosure and the periodic reporting
for the Supervisory authority. The information systems adopt physical and logical security measures, and are
subject to a disaster recovery plan capable of activating technological and logistical/organisational measures aimed
at restoring systems, data and infrastructures in the presence of events capable of compromising the continuity of
the company services.
For control purposes, the organisational structure tasked with the administrative-accounting processes is separate
with respect to the business divisions and the financial area and is characterised, also internally, by a good level of
segregation between the offices it is made up of: the structure envisages different functional levels consistent with
the procedures which make up the accounting process. The application of uniform accounting standards and
standardised operating methods at group level is guaranteed by the centralisation of the accounting and reporting
process care of the Group’s specialised units; the latter also interface, via operating controls as well, with the
companies whose accounts are outsourced.
The procedural safeguards used within the administrative sphere are numerous, such as automatic reconciliations,
payment authorisations with double signature, responsibility system for tasks and for accounts with consistent
profiling of the IT users. Furthermore, the Group companies benefit from the organisational model defined by the
Parent Company Cattolica which, in the capacity of listed issuer, has appointed an executive in charge of drawing
up the company accounting documents in accordance with Article 154 bis of the Consolidated Finance Law,
identified as the Administration Manager. In accordance with the legislation, the appointed executive has organised
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suitable administrative and accounting procedures for the formation of the annual financial statements and the
consolidated financial statements, as described above, as well as a risk management system safeguarding the
accounting information, subject to up-date using formalised timescales and methods, suitable for supporting the
declaration envisaged in accordance with legislation as the responsibility of the appointed executive.
A centralised Group unit has been established within the administration division for the production of data and
information useful for the purposes of exercising supervision over the Group.
The administrative procedural system is completed by the planning and reporting processes, which are headed up
by a specific Parent Company organisational unit. During the year, summary reporting was drawn up with the trend
of the main economic operational variables, also at consolidated level, for the management body and senior
management along with analytical reporting benefiting the heads of the company units concerned. Particular
importance in the management control was assigned to the analytical accounting of the costs and control of the
expenditure budget assigned to the centres of responsibility identified.
For the purposes of overseeing the intercompany operations, a centralised organisational model has been adopted,
with structuring and progressive unification of the organisational and operating structures, which increasingly take
on the form of individual operating unit safeguards.
The Parent Company’s Board of Directors has also undertaken responsibility for the identification of the general
policies relating to the management and co-ordination activities and the transactions of greatest economic, equity
and financial importance also with regard to the subsidiaries. Furthermore, the intercompany transactions
concerning Cattolica are subject to prior examination and/or subsequent monitoring according to the procedures
adopted in accordance with CONSOB Regulation No. 17221/2010 concerning related party transactions.
With regard to the ex-post accounting and reporting procedures concerning the intercompany transactions, those
with counterparties belonging to the group are recognised in a native manner distinctly in the sectional accounts
and the general accounts, while those with other counterparties are accounted for and reported by means of ad hoc
extractions from the operating systems. The ex-post accounting and reporting procedures relating to the risk
concentration, as defined by the related group policy, remain on the same first and third pillar supervisory
processes.
Compliance function
The Compliance function established by means of the resolution of the Parent Company’s Board of Directors dated
November 12th, 2008, subsequently amended by means of resolution dated January 21st, 2009, has the task of:
 Identifying the provisions applicable to the Company on an on-going basis and assessing their impact on
the processes and the company procedures;
 Assessing the suitability and effectiveness of the organisational measures adopted for the prevention of the
risk of non-compliance with the provisions and proposing the organisational and procedural changes aimed
at ensuring an adequate overseeing of the risk;
 Assessing the effectiveness of the organisational adjustments consequent to the changes suggested and
preparing suitable information flows for the directors and officers of the company and the other structures
involved.
The Compliance function, in accordance with Article 23 of the Isvap Regulation No. 20/2008, is independent and
separate from the operating areas and the other control units; by means of resolution of the Parent Company’s
Board of Directors dated July 14th, 2016, with a view to a strengthening of the control and governance safeguards,
the Unit reports - also via the Chief Risk Officer - to Cattolica’s Board of Directors guaranteeing the observance of
independence and separateness of the individual control units, as well as observance of the principle of
separateness between operating units and control units.
The function located care of the Parent Company in compliance with the matters laid down by Article 23.II of the
ISVAP Regulation No. 20/08.
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The Board of Directors, as envisaged by Article 24 of the Isvap Regulation No. 20/2008, takes steps - having
checked the suitability requirements for the office - to appoint the Head of the Unit; the revocation of the
appointment of the same is also the responsibility of the Management Body.
The head of the unit, in addition to the final annual report, has on a quarterly basis prepared information flows
intended for the Board of Directors, subject to examination by the Parent Company’s Control and Risk Committee,
Senior Management, the directors and officers and the units included in the Internal Control System, as well as the
other company units concerned. Besides the periodic reporting, the head of the unit presented the Management
Bodies with the plan of the activities for 2017, with indication of the measures which he/she intends to implement
with regard to the non-compliance risks, which will take into account both any weaknesses revealed thanks to the
on-going monitoring and verification activities, and the emerging risks.
The legislative scope entrusted to the Unit presupposes the direct safeguard (assistance for the line units, initial
heads responsible for the safeguarding, monitoring and control) with respect to the non-compliance risks relating to
primary and regulatory legislation which disciplines the performance of insurance, reinsurance and brokerage
activities, as well as for those provisions in relation to which forms of specialised safeguard within the Group are
not already envisaged. With reference to other legislation in relation to which specific forms of specialised
safeguard are already envisaged, such as for example the legislation on safety in the workplace, the Privacy
legislation, the Compliance Unit represents an indirect safeguard, carrying out on-going monitoring and
accomplishing any checks on the work of the specialist control units.
The Cattolica Group’s governance model regarding Organisation, Management and Control Models adopted in
accordance with Italian Legislative Decree No. 231/01 (hereinafter “OMCM”), envisages that the Compliance Unit
supports the Group Organisation unit in the up-dating of the OMCMs adopted by each company, with particular
reference to the legislative amendments and the case law stances, also providing assistance to the Supervisory
Bodies of the companies with regard to the information flows and the on-going supervision of observance of said
Model.
Since the risk of non-compliance with the provisions is widespread at all levels of the company organisation,
especially within the sphere of the operating lines, the prevention activities take place in the first instance where the
risk is generated, according to a risk-based approach, checking that the internal procedures are suitable for
preventing said risk.
The unit is also equipped with suitable financial resources, both for the purpose of ensuring its effective
independence and in consideration of the possibility of accessing services which permit the complete
accomplishment of its duties in light of the complexity and the dimensions of the Group. Accordingly, the Parent
Company’s Board of Directors approved the annual budget for the unit upon the proposal of the head of the unit in
the context and in co-ordination with the budget proposed by the Chief Risk Officer (C.R.O.).
As required by the Regulation and in compliance with the Directives on the internal control system, the
Compliance unit interfaced during the year with the other fundamental units by means of information flows and the
exchange of reports, as formalised in specific liaison procedures between the control units.
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Internal audit function
The formalities for the implementation of the internal audit unit have been inspired by the so-called audit cycle
envisaged by the international auditing standards and the regulatory provisions. The process is divided up into
phases which are achieved according to the following cyclical development:




Planning activities with progressive level of detail;
The execution of the plan and consistent reporting with a progressive level of conciseness;
The performance of follow up activities.

The head of the unit has drawn up the annual programme applying a risk based approach criterion which made the
definition of the areas to be submitted by way of priority to investigations possible on a consistent basis with the
main risks which the company is subject to. The plan, which also included the activities to be carried out in
accordance with the legislative obligations and a margin for dealing with the needs of unforeseen checks, was
submitted for the approval of the Board of Directors in December 2015, before the start of the reference period.
On the basis of precise internal standards, the head of the unit informs the administrative, management and control
bodies of the results of the checks carried out via audit reports and quarterly reporting so as to guarantee them
awareness and oversight of the company events subject to the internal audit activities. By means of the same
reporting flows, the directors and officers have been made aware of the results of the monitoring of the corrective
action plans drawn up by management to remove the problematic aspects highlighted in the audit reports.
With a view to collaboration and co-ordination, the internal audit unit maintained information flows formalised
with the other parties tasked with control.
Over the year, no changes took place such as to lead to the need to adapt the programmes; the final annual reporting
presented to the management bodies in February 2017 therefore highlighted that the plans were fully carried out.
The internal audit unit, on a consistent basis with the matters established by its policy, performs its appointment so
as to preserve its independence and objectiveness for the purpose of expressing a professional and impartial opinion
on the effectiveness and efficiency of the internal control system.
The independence, an objective characteristic of the internal audit function and its components, is essentially
guaranteed by:







Absence of responsibilities relating to operations and segregation of tasks also with the other control units;
A suitable organisational placement reporting to the Chairman of the Board of Directors which ensures
autonomy with respect to management;
The appointment, removal and remuneration conditions for the head, whose incentive system is dependent
on the results of the areas subject to control;
The direct information flows with the management and control body;
An economic, human resource and technological endowment which cannot be subject to restrictive
measures without the approval of the management body;
Freedom of access for the unit appointees to the information systems, the company structures and the
documentation subject to control, also on an autonomous basis.

The objectiveness, a subjective characteristic of the internal audit function and its components, is conditional on
independence and is also supported by:




An assessment of the areas of origin and the duties previously carried out by the unit’s staff;
The periodic rotation in the assignment of the appointments or mentoring of several resources in the
execution of the activities;
A constant development of the professionalism of those appointed;
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An accurate hierarchical control on the results of the assigned activities.
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Actuarial function
On the basis of Article 30 sexies of the Private Insurance Code, the Parent Company has established the Actuarial
function to which it assigned co-ordinating, controlling and supporting tasks with regard to all the aspects and the
calculations of a technical-actuarial nature associated with the insurance activities; technical provisions valued for
the purposes of both the solvency statements and the annual financial statements, risk undertaking policy,
mitigation of the insurance risk by means of reinsurance agreements, capital requirements associated with the
insurance technical risks for the purpose of the solvency statements.
On a consistent basis with the directives of the Board of Directors, the Actuarial Unit is organised in a centralised
manner on the Parent Company and therefore provides its service via specific outsourcing agreements, also to all
the subsidiary insurance companies with the exception of the foreign company Cattolica Life, which has outsourced
the activities of the unit to a local supplier.
The Actuarial function is, similarly to the other second level control units, hierarchically dependent on the Group’s
Chief Risk Officer (C.R.O.) and reports - also via the Chief Risk Officer - to the Board of Directors guaranteeing
the observance of independence and separateness of the individual control units, as well as observance of the
principle of separateness between operating units and control units.
The Board of Directors appoints and removes the Head of the Unit.
The Actuarial function carried out the following activities in 2016:
 Co-ordination and validation of the calculation of the technical provisions according to Solvency II
valuational principles, for the purpose of the determination of the solvency statements;
 Formulation to the Board of Directors of an opinion on the global underwriting policy;
 Formulation to the Board of Directors of an opinion on the reinsurance agreements;
 Contribution towards the effective application of the risk management system, with particular reference to
the calculation of the specific Group parameters for the purpose of the quantification of the capital
requirement associated with the non-life technical risks (GSP) and the projection of the technical
provisions within the sphere of the internal forecast assessment of the risk and the solvency (ORSA);
 Drafting and signing of specific reports, within the sphere of the annual financial statements, for the
purpose of certifying the sufficiency of the direct business technical provisions for the Life and Third
party liability for vehicles and craft classes;
 Drafting and signing of the report, within the sphere of the annual financial statements, on the current and
foreseeable returns in relation to the pertinent Life classes;
 Drafting and signing of specific reports, within the sphere of the annual financial statements, for the
purpose of certifying the sufficiency of the indirect business technical provisions for the Life and Non-life
classes.
In relation to the afore-mentioned activities, the function periodically provided the Boards of Directors with
appropriate reports and, at the time of the approval of the 2016 financial statements, presented the Boards of
Directors with a report containing all the duties carried out during the year and the results achieved, as envisaged
by current legislation.
The function worked closely and continuously with the Risk Management Unit, providing its contribution on the
quantitative aspects of a technical-actuarial nature associated with the insurance activities.
The Actuarial function forwarded the annual report on the duties carried out and the other reports to the other units
forming part of the internal control system, after presentation to the Board of Directors.
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Outsourcing
In accordance with the primary and regulatory legislation, the Group companies have endowed themselves with an
outsourcing policy which defines the criteria for handling the outsourcing agreements between the insurance
company and third party suppliers of services, even if not authorised to carry out insurance activities, for the
accomplishment of a service or an activity otherwise accomplished by said insurance company. For the purpose of
achieving the business objectives, the choices regarding outsourcing are based on a clear definition of the benefits
and the risks which derive therefrom, and must envisage the creation and maintenance of an effective monitoring
system on the outsourced activities. The model for the governance of the outsourcing envisages that, for each
Group insurance company, the Board of Directors defines the guidelines and strategic polices, whose
implementation is delegated to Senior Management which, also on the basis of the assessments of the risks carried
out by the Compliance and Risk Management units, has the task of authorising the outsourcing of the services and
reporting to the management body. The task of preparing the periodic information flows to the directors and
officers on the results of the controls carried out as well as promptly informing in the event of serious violations
detected, is the responsibility of the appointed heads, distinguished by pertinence on operating services and on
control units.
The possibility that the outsourcing concerning insurance risk undertaking activities or the activities which due to
their nature, quantity or transfer formalities may lead to the draining of the company is excluded; the assessment of
the appropriateness of outsourcing is based on efficiency, cost effective or transitory criteria with regard to the
services to be entrusted to the suppliers.
The policy provides criteria for the identification of the activities and disciplines both the outsourcing of services
considered non-essential but functional for the performance of the business activities, and the outsourcing of
essential or important activities, whose anomalous or non-execution would seriously compromise the company’s
financial operations and the stability of the business or the continuity and quality of the services for the insured
parties.
Only with reference to crucial or important services do the insurance companies assess by way of priority the
possibility of entrusting the outsourcing to other group companies, resorting to external suppliers only when
particular specific skills are necessary, albeit in observance of the principles of integrity and financial capacity of
the supplier, in any event defining emergency plans and exit strategies. For each crucial or important service
outsourced, the outsourcer must have an operational continuity plan (Business Continuity Plan) and an operations
recovery plan (Disaster Recovery) which represent an integral part of the Group continuity plans. In the event of
termination of the outsourcing relationship so as to permit the Company to insource the service once again or
entrust it to another supplier, an operating strategy is envisaged which includes feasibility analysis on the possible
options, the selection of the option to be implemented and the activation of measures for prompt implementation.
The Italian insurance companies in the Group have outsourced the following activities to the Parent Company:
 Finance
 Actuarial
 Reinsurance
 Complaints service
 Anti-money laundering unit
 Internal control units (Internal audit, Risk Management, Actuarial Unit, Compliance).
The Italian insurance companies in the Group, with the exception of BCC Vita, have also outsourced the following
crucial activities to Cattolica Services s.c.p.a., a Group company with headquarters in Italy which provides highly
industrialised specialist services:
 The handling of the post-sales of insurance products;
 The handling and settlement of claims (except those relating to special risks);
 The IT services;
 The keeping of the section-related accounts.
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The following are entrusted to outside suppliers:
 The handling of the legal protection and the financial losses on motor claims (ARAG SE Rappresentanza
Generale e Direzione per l’Italia, with Italian jurisdiction);
 The handling of the motor assistance and elementary classes coverage (MAPFRE ASSISTENCIA Compania
Internacional de Seguros y Reaseguros SA with representative offices in Italy and Italian jurisdiction;
EUROP ASSISTANCE Italia Spa with Italian jurisdiction);
 The administrative management and the settlement of multi-class products, life products in the pension and
welfare sphere and for the UNIT products (PREVINET Spa with Italian jurisdiction);
 Limited to TUA Assicurazioni, the services relating to the PASS portfolio and issue system, the application
maintenance and the infrastructural hosting service for the same system (RGI S.p.a. with registered offices in
Italy).
BCC Vita has entrusted the administrative management of the insurance products, the handling and settlement of
the claims, the IT services and the keeping of the section-related accounts to the supplier ITO srl with Italian
jurisdiction.
Cattolica Life Dac, with headquarters in Ireland, has outsourced the Internal Audit unit to the Parent Company, the
Risk Management units and the Actuarial Unit to Milliman Ireland, as well as the portfolio management and
financial and accounting reporting activities to Irish Progressive Services International, along with the IT services,
both with headquarters in Ireland.
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System of Governance

Any other information
Within the Group’s governance system, the Anti-money Laundering Unit, established for the insurance companies
carrying out life business, is tasked with preventing and combatting the violation of legal, regulatory and selfregulation provisions concerning laundering and the funding of terrorism. For such purposes, it identifies the
applicable provisions with regard to laundering and the funding of terrorism, assesses their impact on the company
processes and the internal procedures, collaborates with regard to the identification of the safeguards and the
measures aimed at the prevention and combatting of the risk of laundering and terrorism funding, checks the
suitability and degree of effectiveness of the same on an on-going basis and, where necessary, proposes the
organisational and procedural changes for the purpose of ensuring a suitable oversight of these risks.
For a complete view of the governance system, it is recalled that the Group companies have organisation,
management and control models pursuant to Italian Legislative Decree No. 231 dated June 8th, 2001, relating to the
administrative liability of the bodies and legal persons, Italian Legislative Decree No. 81 dated April 9th, 2008
regarding the protection of health and safety in the workplace and Italian Law No. 262 dated December 28th, 2005
concerning financial disclosure for listed issuers. An internal model is also operative for preventing and combatting
in-house fraud.
Cattolica and the subsidiaries carrying out insurance activities in the assistance class have filed the report together
with the financial statements, which reveals the staff and the equipment it avails of so as to deal with the
commitments undertaken in compliance with Article 93.4 of the Code.
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C. Risk Profile

Risk profile

Introduction
This section illustrates the methods followed in the measuring and handling of the exposure to risk and the results
of the monitoring activities.
The fundamental metrics for the measuring of the risks are divided into two macro-categories. With regard to the
so-called quantifiable risks, the first reference amount is the measurement of the capital requirement according to
the solvency metric. Within the sphere of the same risk classes, additional instrumentation is also used which
supplements the regulatory requirement with stress and sensitivity analysis and with processes for monitoring the
individual analytical amounts useful for more frequently understanding the performance of the risk positions.
The risks differing from the previous category adopt an assessment on a qualitative scale, with which a concept of
expected loss is typically associated on the basis of analysis made by means of self-assessments by those
responsible for the process and direct assessments by the second level control units.
With reference to the risks measured also by means of the regulatory capital requirement, indication of the related
percentage of each risk with respect to the total is illustrated. These percentage values are determined taking into
consideration the correlations between the risks and the mitigation effect associated with the technical provisions
and the deferred taxes, consequently they do not unequivocally correspond with the presentation as per the
obligatory statements.
Risk categories

% of total

Market risks

46%

Non-Life underwriting risks

31%

Operating risks

12%

Counterparty default risks

5%

Life underwriting risks

5%

Health underwriting risks

1%

Definition of the stress scenarios
The process for definition of the stress scenarios subject to specific analysis is based on the assessments made
within the sphere of the map of the risks of the insurance companies belonging to the Group, which defines the
relevance and the expected forecast performance of each risk macro-category.
The risks deemed most significant are subject to specific stress test analysis, within the sphere of the assessments of
the risk profile of each company and the Group in its entirety. In this sense, the risk macro-categories deemed most
significant with reference to the overall risk profile are the Market and technical risks of the Non-Life classes. The
other risks are assessed by resorting to detailed analysis of the results deriving from the application of the standard
formula, which due to its very nature expresses the sensitivity of the company assets to the change in specific risk
factors.
General comments on the system of limits
For the purpose of an on-going assessment of the risk profile and the related handling of the exposures, specific
monitoring processes are set up, which are fundamentally expressed within the sphere of the system of operating
limits which the Group insurance companies have equipped themselves with in accordance with the Resolution on
Risk Appetite. The definition of the underwriting limits by type of business aims to handle the overall exposure,
undertaking risks on a consistent basis with the propensity expressed by the Parent Company’s Board of Directors
and of each subsidiary and commensurate to the nature of the activities carried out.
The system of limits in fact represents a fundamental element within the sphere of risk management. During the
year, steps were taken to enhance this system and in particular the phase for the gauging of said limits, based on a
unique and consistent method for all the types of quantifiable risks.
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In detail, a model for the proposal of the limits has been streamlined based on sensitivity analysis of each value of
interest, created in such a way as to measure the effect on the solvency position of a series of adverse changes
assessed at the same time. The system of limits is therefore an interpretation, also operative, of the Risk Appetite
defined by the Parent Company from a strategic standpoint and aims to govern the trend of the solvency position in
advance.
Within this system, the trend of the exogenous variables of greatest importance is also captured, by means of the
monitoring of summary indicators whose recent and forecast trends require specific attention.
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Risk profile

Underwriting risk
Underwriting risks of the Life class
As of December 31st, 2016 the technical risks of the Life class represented around 5% of the overall SCR (taking
into consideration the effect of the diversification between risk modules and the contribution of the loss absorption
capacity linked to technical provisions and deferred taxes).
The main risks of this type to which the Group is exposed are the risks associated with the conduct of the insured
parties (redemption risk), followed by the expenditure risk and by demographic risks.
The risk linked to the conduct of the insured parties is that subject to greatest volatility, as a consequence of the
close connection with the financial variables and consequently due to their more erratic nature.
The quantitative assessment of this risk is carried out using a standard formula, considered adequate in
consideration of two elements:
 Profile of the products and the customers of the portfolio of the Group insurance companies essentially in
line with the market;
 Demographic characteristics of the insured parties in Italy similar to European values.
The monitoring of these risks is carried out by means of specific processes, particularly linked to the system of
operating limits which each insurance company belonging to the Group has equipped itself with in accordance with
the related Resolution on the Risk Appetite. As indicated previously, the system of limits in fact represents a
fundamental element within the sphere of risk management.
Within the sphere of the technical risks of the Life class, particular attention is paid to the trend of the premiums
written by business line (measuring the riskiness associated with products which can be revalued, unit-linked and
those which cannot be revalued on a summary basis) and to amounts characterising the quality and the profitability
of the premiums written. The risk control and monitoring activities are carried out first of all by the heads of the
first level controls. The performance of these activities takes place on a consistent basis with the matters indicated
in the policies for management of the individual risks, in particular the reservation and underwriting policies. The
Risk Management unit, since it has independent access to the necessary data for the monitoring of the risks, checks
in accordance with necessity that which has been received from the heads of the first level controls.
The underwriting risk of the Life classes is also overseen in the underwriting phase, by means of the use of metrics
for the valuation of the sustainability of the guarantees offered both according to traditional insurance management
logics and with a view to market consistent.
Concentrations such as to prejudice the risk profile of the insurance companies or the Group do not stand out; in
detail, the exposure by individual head insured is handled within the sphere of risk concentration also by means of
recourse to reinsurance.
Technical risks of the Non-Life and NSLT Health class
The technical risks relating to the Non-Life business represented around 31% of the overall Group SCR while the
technical risks relating to the NSLT Health business represent just over 1%, taking into consideration the effect of
the diversification between risk modules and the contribution of the loss absorption capacity linked to technical
provisions and deferred taxes.
With regard to the Non-Life and NSLT Health business underwriting risks, the expected trend over the mid period
is essentially stable.
The Company identifies three categories of Non-Life and NSLT Health technical insurance risks:
 Tariff rating risk, linked to the underwriting of the risks, the events covered by the insurance agreements
entered into and the trend of the claims;
 Reservation risk, linked to the quantification of technical provisions for the observance of the commitments
undertaken vis-à-vis insured and injured parties;
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Catastrophe risk, linked to the uncertainty surrounding the hypotheses for calculation of the premiums and
establishment of the provision in relation to extreme and unforeseeable events.
The quantitative assessments of the Reservation and Tariff Rating risk are carried out via the standard formula with
GSP, whose use was authorised by the Supervisory Authority on May 11th, 2017.
The monitoring of these risks is carried out by means of specific processes, particularly linked to the system of
operating limits which the Company has equipped itself with in accordance with the Resolution on the Risk
Appetite. As indicated previously, the system of limits in fact represents a fundamental element within the sphere
of risk management.
Within the sphere of the technical risks of the Non-Life and NSLT Health business, the main amounts subject to
monitoring concern the trend of the premiums written by significant groups of business lines, the technical trend
(for example measuring the combined ratio, settlement speed and average cost of the claims) and the reservation.
Also with reference to the Non-Life and NSLT Health business, the risk control and monitoring activities are
carried out first of all by the heads of the first level controls. The performance of these activities takes place on a
consistent basis with the matters indicated in the policies for management of the individual risks, in particular the
reservation and underwriting policies. The Risk Management unit, since it has independent access to the necessary
data for the monitoring of the risks, has the faculty to check that which has been received from the heads of the first
level controls.
It should also be considered to be a type of risk of great importance, also due to the nature of the Group insurance
companies and their business profile; concentrations such as to prejudice the risk profile do not stand out. The
exposures relating to natural catastrophes, Earthquake, Flood and Hail, the concentration for the risk of Fire and the
concentration for the suretyship risk are monitored.
On the basis of the scenarios identified by the Risk Management unit, the Company carries out sensitivity analysis
both within the ORSA process and separately.
The process and the methods adopted by the Company with regard to the analysis on the Non-Life and NSLT
Health underwriting risks can be summarised thus:
 Sensitivity analysis with regard to the most significant risk factors, carried out at least annually on the
solvency position.
During the year, a number of Stress Tests were carried out, final and forecast, performed on the basis of a series of
risk factors assessed jointly, such as:
 Increase equal to 3% of the claims provisions;
 Seismic event with period of return equal to a year on 200.
The results deriving from the analysis carried out make it possible to confirm the current and forecast solidity of the
Group also in the presence of the stress scenarios identified.
The Risk Appetite thresholds defined by the Board of Directors emerge as amply observed, thanks to the solid
balance sheet position of the Group.
The main mitigation technique for the underwriting risk is represented by recourse to reinsurance.
The Cattolica Group’s reinsurance strategy, with the exception of the Group XL Catastrophe Fire and CVT
agreement, is based on the risk profile of each individual insurance company, for the purpose of taking into account
the specificities of the business underwritten by each company and in relation to the optimum retention levels. In
this connection, reference is made to the matters indicated in Section C - Risk profile of the “Report on the
Solvency and Financial Condition” of the individual Group insurance companies.
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Risk profile

In conclusion, recourse has not been made to vehicle companies for the transfer of the risks.
Risk mitigation techniques
The main mitigation technique for the underwriting risk is represented by recourse to reinsurance.
The Parent Company’s reinsurance programme maintained a standardised structure in line with that last year,
making reference to a programme of proportional transfers with the complementarity of optional transfers.
The residual retained portion of each class was further protected by claim excess coverage against the occurrence
of both individual insured events of a significant amount as well as catastrophic events.
The proportional transfer is represented by a multi-class bouquet (Fire, Theft, Accident and Injury, Land Vehicle
Hulls, Leasing, Sundry Financial Losses, Agricultural-Livestock Risks, Transport, Suretyship, Credit) and by
specific proportional transfers for the technological classes (construction, assembly risks, ten-year indemnity,
machine breakdowns, electronic risks, supply guarantees), Assistance, Legal Defence and Sundry Financial Losses
(PPI).
On the basis of the actuarial analysis carried out to determine an efficient reinsurance programme according to the
Value Based method, steps were taken to lower the transfer portion of the Fire class from 16% to 10% and the
transfer portions of the Theft, Accident and Injury and LVH classes from 15% to 10%.
With regard to the other classes the transfers maturing were confirmed.
With regard to the policies combined with loans (PPI - Payment Protection Insurance), in light of the changes
requested by the IVASS-Bank of Italy letter dated August 26th, 2015, steps were taken to re-think the product
portfolio so as to comply with the requests of the regulator and at the same time streamline and rationalise the range
of available products. All this took place by means of the identification of just a few standard products, which the
entire business currently existing was directed to.
Furthermore, with regard to the main elementary classes (Accident and Injury, Health, Fire, Theft, Technological
Risks and General TPL), a specific proportional agreement has been renewed known as “Multiline”, for the
purpose of intercepting the business typically covered by optional reinsurance and of making access to the same
easier, reducing the typical volatility of this type of business and benefiting from greater stability in the reinsurance
coverage.
With regard to the FIRE + LVH CATASTROPHE XL coverage, confirming the extreme level of prudence in the
definition of the coverage, the decision was made for 2016 to acquire a total capacity of € 300 million,
corresponding to a period of return of around 293 years (RMS model).
A specific agreement has also been renewed to cover earthquake coverage for residential risks. With regard to the
Medical Malpractice section, pertaining to the general TPL class, optional specific coverage was availed of.
With regard to the hail class, the 2016 reinsurance structure envisages a proportional coverage with transfer
percentage equal to 50%. The retention is protected by a stop loss agreement with priority equal to 110% (the
coverage is activated when the claims/premiums ratio exceeds this threshold) and extent equal to 70%.
Dealings with reinsurance companies which present the best prospects of continuity over the long-term have been
preferred. When selecting the partners, particular attention was paid to the solidity and reliability of the same,
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directing the choice towards those with the best rating or those less exposed, in the composition of the portfolio, to
risk categories liable to technical-economic imbalances.
When defining the reinsurance programme, the Company followed the provisions of the Outline Resolution
concerning outgoing reinsurance in pursuance of Article 3 of the ISVAP circular No. 574/D dated December 23rd,
2005.
Recourse is made to reinsurance also for the Life business, albeit to a less significant extent than for Non-Life.
With regard to the portfolio of the individual and collective policies, steps were taken to renew the nonproportional agreements by risk and by event, as per maturity.
With regard to the XL programme for risk, due to the negative performance of the peak claims registered in 2015,
an increase in the priority became necessary from € 250,000 to € 350,000.
With regard to the business associated with the disbursement of loans (PPI), the matters already indicated above are
applicable for the Life business.
The renewal, under the same conditions, of the proportional agreements relating to the coverage of the following
completes the life reinsurance programme:



risk of non-self sufficiency (long-term care) with a transfer percentage of 60%;
salary-backed loans for employees and pensioners with a transfer percentage of 70%;

Recourse has not been made to vehicle companies for the transfer of the risks.
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Risk profile

Market risk
As of December 31st, 2016 the market risks represented around 46% of the overall SCR, taking into consideration
the effect of the diversification between risk modules and the contribution of the loss absorption capacity linked to
technical provisions and deferred taxes.
The main risks of this type to which the Group is exposed are the risks of change in the credit spread, real estate
and share-related. The interest rate, concentration and currency risks follow.
The exposure to the spread risk follows the significant bond stake in which the overall portfolio is invested, and
which includes a portion of securities of corporate issuers. The real estate risk is the direct consequence of the
overall exposure to real estate assets, which is associated with a capital absorption significant percentage-wise at
present.
In accordance with the matters envisaged by the “principal of the prudent person”, the portfolio of the assets in its
entirety is invested, for each insurance company belonging to the Group, in assets and instruments in relation to
which it is possible to suitably identify, measure, monitor, manage, control and report the risks, taking appropriate
account of the same in the valuation of the overall solvency requirement. This principle is interpreted in the
investment analysis processes, both forecast and final, integrated by the system of limits.
All the assets, in particular those which cover the minimum capital requirements and the solvency capital
requirement, are invested in such a way as to ensure the safety, quality, liquidity and profitability of the portfolio in
its entirety. The limits are gauged jointly for all the areas of risk, establishing a structured system of conditions
whose observance is a safeguard of the suitability of the portfolio with respect to the desired level of these
attributes, on a consistent basis with the Risk Appetite of each insurance company and the Group in its entirety.
The assets held to cover the technical provisions are also invested in keeping with the nature and the duration of the
liabilities held.
The level of concentration is subject to specific monitoring, both with respect to the thresholds laid down by the
system of limits and the thresholds laid down by the standard formula to detect the presence of a concentration risk
such as to merit an asset allocation.
With regard to the market risk, the Group insurance companies do not have particular risk mitigation techniques,
defining the related risk positioning with respect to the related propensity via the definition of Strategic Asset
Allocation. The process for the definition of the same is in fact strictly linked to the significant processes in the
ORSA sphere, representing the basis for an informed and appropriately handled undertaking of risk.
The assessment of these risks is carried out using the standard formula, considered today appropriate given the
profile of the Group’s investments in line with the market. When applying the standard formula, particular attention
is paid to the correct application of the look-through approach on real estate property funds, whose riskiness takes
into suitable consideration the possible leverage present.
The processes for the monitoring and management of the risks outstanding with reference to the market risks is
structured according to various lines, defining an overall consistent system which represents a safeguard for the
investment activities and the risks deriving from exogenous factors.
A prior investment analysis process exists, in accordance with the provisions of IVASS Regulation No. 24 and
concerns in particular the so-called complex assets, indicated in the same Regulation and further interpreted within
the sphere of the Investment Policy which the Parent Company and the individual insurance companies belonging
to the Group have adopted.
The review of this process started towards the end of 2016, further to the approval of the investment policies which
internalised and interpreted the provision of the afore-mentioned Regulation No. 24. Previously, a prior analysis
process was in any event active, representing the starting point for the subsequent enhancement induced by the
adaptation to the new reference legislation.
The monitoring of the market risks is also overseen within the sphere of the ALM activities, which via the
operational interpretation of the process envisaged by the asset and liability management policy, periodically
monitors the main reference amounts within the investment sphere, first of all comparing the asset allocation with
the related strategic forecast. The analysis is then checked in further depth and detail with regard to the most
significant amounts within the sphere of the monitoring of the investment activities.
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In conclusion, the investment policy and the operating limits subject to assignment by the Senior Management of
each insurance company interpret the Resolution on the Risk Appetite, defining specific aggregate and detailed
amounts on which the investment activities are focused. The system of limits is applied by means of a first level
safeguard pertaining to the operational units and a second level independent control pertaining to the Risk
Management unit. Within this sphere, the Risk Management unit has independent access to all the significant data
for the control of the risk and goes ahead with autonomous assessments on the consistency of the most significant
amounts. During 2016, this independent assessment was of particular significance in consideration of the important
innovations introduced within the sphere of the system of limits and concerned a large extent of the values subject
to monitoring. In fact it is believed that the introduction of new values subject to monitoring requires specific
attention by the Risk Management unit, with independent analysis of the trend of the most significant variables.
The third level control is, as envisaged, the responsibility of the Internal Audit unit.
Within the sphere of the Market risks, an extensive set of limits is defined for each insurance company,
supplemented by specific limits significant at Group level and which intends to cover values typically
complementary to those monitored in a Strategic Asset Allocation sphere and entirely consistently with the same.
Therefore, values indicative of the exposure to interest rate risk (duration mismatch between the asset and the
liability), the risk of change in the credit spread (spread duration) are measured, in addition to a series of indicators
aimed at measuring the exposure in specific categories of activities.
Within the sphere of assessment of the market risks, the trend of the regulatory capital requirement is also
monitored. This specific monitoring is also carried out using disclosure instruments directly used by the ALM unit
and is subject to on-going comparison with the business and first and second level control units, within the sphere
of an on-going and accurate assessment of the exposure to risk.
The Group carries out sensitivity analysis both within the ORSA process and separately.
The process and the methods adopted by the Group with regard to the analysis on the market risks can be
summarised thus:
 Sensitivity analysis with regard to the most significant risk factors, carried out quarterly on the solvency
position. During 2016, the exposure to the risk of an increase in the interest rates and the credit spread was
measured with the afore-mentioned frequency, jointly on Government Securities and those of corporate
issuers, along with the risk of a reduction in share prices and real estate.
3 sets of sensitivity analysis were carried out, whose impacts on the solvency position are indicated below.
- Increase in the interest rates lacking risk of 50bps: +2 percentage points;
- Increase in the credit spreads (government and corporate) of 50 bps: -16 percentage points;
- Reduction of 25% of the share and real estate values: -13 percentage points.
 Stress tests, final and forecast, were carried out on the basis of a series of risk factors assessed jointly and
determined on the basis of past analysis. The preponderant risk factor assessed in 2016 was the trend of the
credit spreads on Government Securities, as a consequence of the significant exposure in the portfolio.
The results deriving from the analysis carried out make it possible to confirm the current and forecast solidity of the
Group also in the presence of the stress scenarios identified.
In all the stress scenarios applied, the Risk Appetite thresholds defined by the Board of Directors are amply
observed, thanks to the solid balance sheet position of the Group.
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Risk profile

Credit risk
As of December 31st, 2016 the credit risks - understood to be risks of default by the counterparty and therefore not
inclusive of the spread risk on bonds - represented around 5% of the overall SCR, taking into consideration the
effect of the diversification between risk modules and the contribution of the loss absorption capacity linked to
technical provisions and deferred taxes.
The main types of exposure falling within this category to which the Group is exposed relate to the exposure in
current accounts, vis-à-vis reinsurers and for amounts receivable from brokers and insured parties.
The assessment of these risks is carried out using the standard formula, considered today appropriate given the
profile of the assets in question held by the insurance companies belonging to the Group, in line with the market.
Within the sphere of the assessment made using this metric, particular attention is paid to the breakdown of the risk
by type of exposure and for the individual counterparties of greatest significance, monitoring the trend over time
and assessing case-by-case the appropriateness of management-type action aimed at containing the risk.
The credit risk management process is first and foremost concentrated on the suitable selection of the
counterparties. A system of limits is also defined which aims to appropriately handle the most significant
exposures, by means of the assignment of limits to the operating structures, for each insurance company belonging
to the Group, expressed as a capital requirement determined using the standard formula and interpreted by
individual type.
Specifically, limits referring to the capital requirement for exposures in current accounts and vis-à-vis reinsurers are
assigned. These values make it possible to summarise various dimensions of the risk, comprehending the riskiness
of the individual counterparty, the overall exposure and the possible presence of concentrations.
The most significant exposures involve reinsurance counterparties, whose associated risk is contained thanks to the
related high credit worthiness. The effective suitability of the counterparty risk undertaken as a consequence of
recourse to reinsurance is also subject to assessment within the process for the selection of the reinsurers, laid out in
the related policy.
No particular credit risk mitigation techniques are applied. The consistency of the risk undertaken with the Risk
Appetite defined by each insurance company by means of the Parent Company resolutions is maintained by means
of the selection of the counterparties and the handling of the related exposure.
During 2016, steps were taken to significantly reduce the overall exposure to the risk of counterparty default, in
particular reducing the current account exposure vis-à-vis counterparties with a worse credit worthiness. This
improvement in the exposure to risk is also the consequence of the streamlining of the cash management process,
illustrated in the following section.
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Risk profile

Liquidity risk
The assessment of the liquidity risk is carried out, for each insurance company belonging to the Group, according
to the provisions of the related policy, which aims to establish a level of oversight concentrated on careful financial
planning, having also taken into account the elements of variability which influence the trend of the future cash
flows.
The trend of the investment portfolio is also subject to periodic reporting and monitoring, for the purpose of
constantly assessing the availability of assets which can be liquidated in the presence of possible cash requirements.
The reporting linked to the afore-mentioned monitoring is subject to periodic discussion with Senior Management.
The liquidity risk is mitigated, in more significant cases, by means of the establishment of appropriate credit
facilities, which make it possible, if required, to make up for temporary shortfalls of cash.
The Group insurance companies carry out sensitivity analysis within the financial planning process, aimed at
determining the sustainability of any stress scenarios with a view to future cash flows. The set up of this analysis
within the ordinary processes is being finalised, in accordance with the provisions of the liquidity risk management
policy. The process envisages the independent definition of the stress scenarios by the Risk Management unit,
which receives and subsequently assesses the outcomes of the application of the scenarios by the competent units.
During 2016, steps were taken for the project-related development of this analysis method, which will make it
possible to launch the effective operational management of the stress analysis as from 2017.
As required by current legislation, it is disclosed that the amount of the profits expected in the future premiums of
the Group comes to around € 179.73 million, inclusive of the contribution of the Life classes and the Non-Life and
NSLT Health classes.
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Risk profile

Operational risk
In accordance with current legislation, the Group companies have adopted an operational risk policy, which defines
the guidelines of the method-based framework to be used in the assessment of this type of risk, and also determined
the specific risk appetite suitably fixing the related tolerance levels. The Parent Company also determined the risk
appetite for the risk in question at Group level.
The operational risk management system of the Group aims to prevent and reduce any losses which might manifest
on occurrence of damaging events, by means of a process which envisages the identification, gauging and
mitigation, as well as the systematic disclosure of the risk based culture in daily operations. This approach makes it
possible to enhance the internal audit system, improve the efficiency and efficacy of the management processes and
encourage dialogue with the Board of Directors, Senior Management, the Board of Statutory Auditors of the Group
companies and the Supervisory Authority.
Two different methods for measuring the operational risks are envisaged in the Group:
 A quantitative assessment for regulatory purposes and on a quarterly basis, where the capital to satisfy the
solvency requirements of the module relating to the operating risks (OpSCR) is calculated applying the
standard formula of the Solvency II legislation. As of December 31st, 2016 the operating risks module
represented 12% of the Solvency Capital Requirement (SCR) of the Group.
 An internal qualitative assessment carried out by the heads of the company processes and by the Group’s
Risk Management unit, where the risks are identified and classified by risk factors (individuals, procedures,
systems and external events) and by type of event, according to the taxonomy illustrated below:
- Internal fraud
- External fraud
- Employment and work safety ratio
- Customers, products and business practices
- Damages to material assets
- Interruptions of the operations and malfunctions of the information systems
- Execution, consignment and management of the processes
The exposure of the risks is measured using a qualitative scale, determined on the basis of a probability of
occurrence and potential economic impact logic, which has a minimum value equal to 1 (very low) and a maximum
value equal to 10 (very high). As of December 31st, 2016 the qualitative assessment of the risk in its entirety for
the Group comes to a 3 exposure value (average low), in line with the operational risk preference defined by the
Group.
The operational risks identified and assessed are subject to an on-going monitoring process and revalued overall at
least once a year. Furthermore, those responsible for the company processes have the obligation to promptly alert
the Risk Management unit in the presence of operating risk events with a potential exposure such as to influence
the Group’s risk profile, so that suitable risk management measures can be adopted.
The types of risk which the Group is most exposed both in terms of numerousness and level of exposure are three:
a) the execution, consignment and management of the processes attributable to events which occur during the daily
operations of the business also in consideration of the activities which the Group insurance companies have
outsourced both to other companies belonging to the Group and to external suppliers; b) the interruption of the
operations and malfunctions of the information systems; and c) fraud associated with the settlement and
underwriting activities. The predominant type is that relating to the execution of the processes, while the risks of
fraud - what is more, inherent to the business and common to the insurance industry - are reduced in number even if
the phenomenon in its entirety in any event represents a significant risk. With regard to these risks, tangible
concentrations are not however revealed.
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The Italian scenario however discloses growing attention to the cyber risk and business interruption, aligning itself
with the international one, leading to the review of the trend of exposure to this risk as moderately on the rise, and
manifesting the need for the implementation of safety measures for the information technology systems. The main
mitigation action undertaken by the Group during 2016 was focused precisely in this direction.
For the purpose of mitigating the Group’s exposure to operational risk, the Parent Company’s Senior Management,
in compliance with the responsibilities assigned and implementing the same, adopts procedures which ensure the
maintenance of the consistency of the choices with the risk management objectives established by the Parent
Company’s Board of Directors and the alignment with the organisational logics adopted. Specifically, the Group within the Risk Appetite System - envisages the implementation of remediation measures to be defined and
activated when the established tolerance level has been exceeded for the purpose of ensuring a prompt realignment
of the exposure of the operating risk with said risk appetite level which the Parent Company has established for the
Group in its entirety. The operational risks whose level of exposure exceeds the declared thresholds are subject to
corrective action established with the heads of the company processes and implemented by the same. Such action is
specific per risk and the related expiries are subject to monitoring by the Risk Management unit, which reports
periodically on the progress to the Parent Company’s Control and Risk Committee and the Board of Directors of
the individual Group companies.
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Other material risks
Group membership
With reference to the risk of belonging to the Group, the assessment translates, for each insurance company
belonging to the Group, in the definition of a summary attribute of significance, accompanied by an indication of
the forecast trend. The significance and the impact of the risk of belonging to the Group are assessed in relation to
the possible expectation of future needs for capital measures which the Parent Company would have to carry out to
reset the risk tolerance threshold of the insurance subsidiaries, having taken into account the ORSA assessments.
With regard to the insurance subsidiaries, the assessment is by contrast linked to the possible need for capital
measures for the current and forecast observance of the desired Risk Appetite level.
Compliance check
Via the Compliance Unit the Company has identified and assessed the risks of non-compliance with the provisions
with particular reference to the observance of the principles of transparency and correctness, disclosure and correct
execution of the agreements, in dealings with insured parties and injured parties.
In detail, during the year the Unit assessed the impact of the provisions on the processes and on the company
procedures, proposing - when deemed necessary - organisational measures aimed at ensuring a suitable supervision
of the risk, and assessed the effectiveness of the safeguards already in place in terms of quality.
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Risk profile

Any other information
Additional information on the risks
No further significant information has come to light relating to the risk profile of the company, with respect to that
already indicated in the previous sections.
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solvency purposes

Valuation for solvency purposes

Introduction
The tables shown in the following sections and the related comments refer to the Economic Balance Sheet template
(S.02.01.02) presented for the purposes of disclosure among the attachments to this report on solvency and the
financial condition.
The consolidated data has been determined in accordance with Article 335 of the Delegated Acts, section 1, letters
a. and e. with reference to the investment in the financial company Carismi.
With regard to the scope of consolidation considered for the purposes of the calculation of the Group solvency,
please recall the matters already described in section A.1 the scope differs from that used for the consolidated
financial statements drawn up in accordance with Article 154 ter, paragraph 1 of Italian Legislative Decree No. 58
dated February 24th, 1998 of the “Consolidated Finance Law” and Article 95 of the Private insurance code
according to the international accounting standards and disciplined by IFRS 10 due to the non-consolidation of the
following entities:





Fondo Euripide;
Fondo Macquire Office Italy;
Fondo Perseide;
Fondo Mercury.

The above real estate property funds have not been included in the scope of consolidation for the purposes of
solvency since they are not considered to be instrumental companies given that their activities are not ancillary to
the Group’s insurance activities.
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Valuation for solvency purposes

Assets
The assets are valued on a consistent basis with the approach as per Article 75 of the Directive 2009/138/EC
(“Directive”) which establishes that the assets are valued at the amount at which they could be exchanged between
informed and consenting parties in a transaction carried out under normal market conditions.
In detail, as envisaged by the Delegated Regulation 2015/35 EU (Delegated Acts), the assets are valued in
compliance with the international accounting standards (IFRS) adopted by the Commission in accordance with
(EC) regulation No. 1606/2002.
With respect to the IFRS, the following valuation methods are excluded:
 Cost or amortised cost for the financial assets;
 The valuation models which value at book value or fair value less cost to sell, whichever is the lower;
 Cost less depreciation and writedowns for properties, properties purchased for investment purposes, plant
and machinery.
The following general criteria are also used:
 The assets are valued on the basis of the assumption that the company is a going-concern;
 The individual assets are valued separately;
 The valuation method is proportionate to the nature, the extent and the complexity of the risks inherent to
the Group’s activities.
The main accounting standard is the fair value which is determined by means of the use of prices acquired from
public listings, in the event of assets listed on active markets, or by means of the use of valuation models. An asset
is considered as listed on an active market if the listed prices are promptly and duly available via stock markets,
brokers, intermediaries, companies specialized in the sector, listing services or regulatory bodies and represent
effective and regular market transactions which have taken place within an adequate reference interval promptly
adapting to market changes.
In the absence of an active market or a market which has a sufficient or permanent number of transactions, the fair
value is determined by means of the use of valuation models, generally applied and accepted by the market, with
the aim of determining the exchange price of a hypothetical transaction which has taken place under market
conditions which can be defined as “normal and independent”.
Recourse to the valuation techniques aims to minimise the use of the inputs not observable on the market,
favouring the use of observable data.
The main techniques used are as follows:
 Market approach: prices and other significant information are used generated by market transactions
carried out on identical or similar assets;
 Cost approach: this reflects the approach which would be requested at the time of the valuation to replace
the service capacity of an asset;
 Income approach: the future cash flows are converted to their current value.
Essentially for the financial assets in the portfolio as of the valuation date, the “market approach” and “income
approach” type techniques are used.
The determination of the value of the assets requires that discretional valuations, estimates and hypotheses be
made, which influence the value of the assets. These estimates mainly concern:
 The fair value of the assets if not directly observable on active markets;
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The recoverable nature of the deferred tax assets.

It is also emphasised that no change has been made to the recognition and valuation criteria and methods during the
reference period.
The consolidated assets valued according to the Solvency II criteria, compared with the figures which can be taken
from the closing balances at IAS/IFRS values as of December 31st, 2016, drawn up in accordance with the IFRS,
are summarised in the following table.
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Assets

Goodwill
Deferred acquisition costs
Intangible assets
Deferred tax assets
Pension benefit surplus

0

Property, plant and equipment held for own use
Investments (other than assets held for index-linked and unit-linked
contracts)
Property (other than for own use)
Holdings in related undertakings, including participations
Equities
Equities - Listed
Equities - Unlisted
Bonds
Government bonds
Corporate bonds
Structured notes
Collateralised securities
Collective Investments Undertakings
Derivatives
Deposits other than cash equivalents
Other investments
Assets held for index-linked and unit-linked contracts
Loans and mortgages
Loans on policies
Loans and mortgages to individuals
Other loans and mortgages
Reinsurance recoverables from:
Non-life and health similar to non-life
Non-life excluding health
Health similar to non-life
Life and health similar to life, excluding health and index-linked
and unit-linked
Health similar to life
Life excluding health and index-linked and unit-linked
Life index-linked and unit-linked
Deposits to cedants
Insurance and intermediaries receivables
Reinsurance receivables
Receivables (trade, not insurance)
Own shares (held directly)
Amounts due in respect of own fund items or initial fund called up
but not yet paid in
Cash and cash equivalents
Any other assets, not elsewhere shown
Total assets

Book value according to the
IAS/IFRS accounting
standards

Solvency II value

(€ thousands)

0
460,846
0

203,151
19,611
121,973
496,174
0

217,098

180,678

18,544,491
87,382
20,105
143,173
90,415
52,758
17,219,333
13,421,576
2,715,337
1,065,330
17,090
1,071,073
3,425
0
0
2,943,394
55,526
1,712
3,498
50,316
570,889
510,883
26,997
0

18,293,800
493,914
70,522
146,726
90,411
56,316
17,055,603
13,373,592
2,716,380
948,540
17,090
523,610
3,425
0
0
2,943,394
56,658
1,712
3,498
51,448
681,928
589,128
0
0

60,011
0

92,800
0

60,011
-5
10,721
361,478
67,637
462,759
31,722

92,800
0
10,721
361,476
67,637
472,739
39,907

4,900
104,715
178,620
24,014,796

0
113,364
181,227
24,244,440
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The main methods and hypotheses used for the valuation for solvency purposes are presented below, for each
essential asset class envisaged in the quantitative balance sheet template S.02.01 as defined in the (EU) Execution
Regulation No. 2015/2452 of the European Commission dated December 2nd, 2015.
The Group’s assets have been aggregated in the various classes envisaged by the Solvency II financial statements
taking into consideration uniformity in terms of nature, function and risks. The final objective was achieved
analysing all the accounts of the chart of accounts of the IAS/IFRS financial statements and identifying the uniform
values according to the Solvency II criteria.
Goodwill
On a consistent basis with the matters envisaged by Article 12 of the Delegated Acts, the goodwill is valued as
equal to zero.
In the IAS/IFRS financial statements the item, deriving from the business combination transactions, is recognised
at purchase cost net of impairment losses determined in relation to specific impairment tests, realised on the basis
of the matters envisaged by IAS 36.
Deferred acquisition costs
On a consistent basis with the matters envisaged by Article 12 of the Delegated Acts, the deferred acquisition costs
are valued at zero.
In the IAS/IFRS financial statements for insurance contracts, the acquisition commission is divided up over a
period no longer than the duration of the contracts s and common to the limits of the parameters present in the tariff
rate; with regard to investment contracts, the deferred acquisition costs are spread out over the estimated life of said
policies according to a constant percentage of the current value of the income generated by the contracts for the
entire period of their permanence in the portfolio.
Intangible assets
On a consistent basis with the matters envisaged by Article 12 of the Delegated Acts, intangible assets are valued as
equal to zero, unless:
 the intangible assets can be sold separately;
 the existence of a value for identical or similar assets can be demonstrated.
These requirements having not been found, all the intangible assets have been written off.
Deferred tax assets
The reference accounting standard for the valuation of the deferred tax assets (DTA) and deferred tax liabilities
(DTL) is IAS 12.
Deferred tax assets (DTA) may come about due to:
 deductible timing differences;
 the carrying forward of tax losses (or tax credits) not used.
Deferred tax liabilities (DTL) by contrast emerge from taxable timing differences.
The timing differences arise from the different book value of the assets or liabilities of the solvency financial
statements with respect to the value recognised for tax purposes. These differences are temporary since they will
contribute towards the determination of the taxable income (tax loss) in future years, under the form of deductible
or taxable elements, when the book value of the asset or the liability is realised or extinguished.
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A deferred tax asset (DTA) is recognised only if it is probable that taxable income will be generated in relation to
which the deductible timing difference can be used. Likewise, a tax loss may generate a DTA if, and to the extent
that, future taxable income may be available against which these tax losses can be used. The recovery capacity of
the deferred tax assets must emerge from a recoverability test which demonstrates the sufficiency of future taxable
income with respect to the amount of the net deferred tax assets which are intended to be recorded.
IAS 12 envisage the offsetting between the deferred tax assets and liabilities if and, alone, the company: (i) has the
legally exercisable right to offset the amounts recorded and (ii) it intends to settle the items net or realise the asset
and at the same time extinguish the liability. This generally takes place when the DTAs and DTLs refer to taxes
applied by the same tax authority vis-à-vis the same taxpayer. Furthermore, with the sphere of the Group, the
offsetting between DTAs and DTLs may take place also on a “vertical” basis, or rather between companies,
provided there is the right to be able to make this offsetting on the basis of the tax provisions in force. It follows
that a offsetting of DTAs and DTLs can be made, provided that the companies participate in the Group’s National
Tax Consolidation Scheme (NTCS) and they are recognised for IRES (company earnings tax) purposes. No
offsetting is made between companies outside the NTCS or for deferred IRAP (regional business tax).
The book values of assets and liabilities on the basis of the determination of the deferred taxation are recognised
and valued in compliance with Article 75 of Directive 2009/138/EC and, in the case of the technical provisions,
compliant with Articles 76 to 85 of the same. The tax rates used are those which it is envisaged will be applicable
in the year in which the tax asset will be realised or the tax liability extinguished and must emerge from provisions
in force or essentially in force as of the financial statement reference date.
The deferred tax assets (or liabilities) are not subject to financial discounting back.
The following table shows the breakdown of the DTAs and DTLs recorded by the Cattolica Assicurazioni Group as
of December 31st, 2016.
DTAs and DTLs
IRES (COMPANY
EARNINGS TAX)

IRAP (REGIONAL
BUSINESS TAX)

TOTAL

Deferred tax assets (DTAs)

386,659

74,188

460,846

Deferred tax liabilities (DTLs)

317,350

73,298

390,649

69,308

889

70,198

(€ thousands)

TOTAL

The amount of the net IRES deferred tax assets recorded in the Group’s solvency balance sheet derives from the
consolidation process of the EBS of all the companies belonging to the Group. The recoverability test of the
Group’s net IRES DTAs had a positive outcome and was carried out considering the future taxable income
available at National Tax Consolidation level (which also includes the non-insurance companies of the Group).
Cattolica Life was excluded from the test since, even though it is a Group company, it is not included in the NTCS
agreement. It presents a balance of deferred tax liabilities and therefore the recoverability test was not necessary.
It is also hereby stated that with regard to the insurance companies which show a net balance of IRES deferred tax
assets in their EBS, a recoverability test has also been carried out considering the individual future taxable income.
These tests did not reveal the need to write-off net IRES deferred tax assets. With regard to ABC Assicura, the
amount is deemed recoverable thanks to the participation of the latter in the Group NTCS.
On the basis of the matters described, the net amount of the IRES DTAs recorded in the Group’s solvency balance
sheet is deemed recoverable.
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With reference to the IRAP (regional business tax), for which the NTCS is not envisaged, the amount recorded in
the Group’s solvency balance sheet is deemed recoverable since, where necessary, the net IRAP DTAs have been
written off, on the basis of the pertinent tax legislation, in the individual EBS of the single insurance companies.
Property, plant and equipment held for own use and property used by third parties
Property is valued at market value determined on the basis of appraisals drawn up by independent third parties.
The Group adopts three main procedures for estimating the value of the properties:


Market Approach: this provides an indication of the value comparing the asset subject to assessment with
identical or similar assets for which information on prices is available. If the asset being estimated presents
differences with respect to the comparable assets and the reference types of the sources, weighting (or
differentiation) factors are resorted to, which permit a correct comparison procedure.



Financial Profit Method based on two approaches:
-



Direct capitalisation: this is based on the capitalisation at a rate taken from the property market, of
the net future income generated;
Discounted cash flow, based on the determination: for a period of n years of the future income
deriving from the lease; on the market value of the property by means of perpetual capitalisation, at
the end of this period, of the net income and in conclusion on the discounting, as of the date of
assessment, of the net income (cash flows).

Cost approach: based on the depreciated replacement cost used for certain properties, with particular
characteristics. The estimate of the fair value of the assets by means of the depreciated replacement cost is
broken down into three phases and is carried out on the basis of the technical parameter of the gross surface
area:
- the estimate of the current value of the land referring to the purchase cost of similar land in terms
of location and intended use;
- the estimate of the depreciated reconstruction cost obtained from the estimate of the reconstruction
cost as new of the building appropriately depreciated in relation to the useful and residual life of
the buildings;
- the estimate of the market value of the assets as the sum of the market value of the area and the
depreciated replacement cost of the constructions.

In the IAS/IFRS financial statements, property is valued at cost net of related accumulated depreciation and any
impairment losses. Property intended to be used for business activities is periodically subject to verification of
whether the book value is recoverable or not, and is eliminated from the financial statements following disposal or
in the event of the depletion of the expected economic benefits.
Holdings in related undertakings, including participations
The scope of consolidation differs from that of the consolidated financial statements drawn up in accordance with
the IFRS international accounting standards for the reasons explained in the introduction.
The banking equity investment in Cassa di Risparmio di San Miniato, held for 25.12% is valued in accordance with
Article 335 of the Delegated Acts, or considering the pertinent portion of the Regulatory Capital of the Carismi
Group.
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In the IAS/IFRS consolidated financial statements, the value of this investment was determined on the basis of an
analytical assessment which took as reference the implicit discount in the multiples of listed European banks
subject to share capital increases with respect to those of European listed banks not subject to share capital
increases. The analysis highlighted how in the current market context, on the basis of the most recent share capital
increase transactions achieved during the last quarter of 2016, there is a scarcity of investors willing to participate
in share capital increase transactions, unless at prices (and implicit multiples) which are extremely contained and
which disclose significant discounts with respect to the fundamental values.
Investments
The breakdown of financial instruments into the various classes was carried out on the basis of the CIC code
(Complementary Identification Code) which identifies the classification of the financial instruments on the basis of
the type/characteristics of the same.
The valuation of the investments is carried out at fair value.
The valuation techniques are used when a listed price is not available. Generally, for the measuring of the fair value
the use of observable data is maximised and the use of non-observable data is reduced.
In particular:
Debt securities (Bonds)
If available and if the market is defined as active, the fair value is equal to the market price.
Otherwise, the fair value is determined using the market approach and the income approach. The main inputs for
the market approach are prices listed and comparable on active markets. In detail, they are valued by making
reference respectively:
 to the price provided by the counterparty, if binding (executable) for the counterparty;
 at the price recalculated by means of internal valuation instruments or provided by third parties and
corroborated by suitable disclosure on the model and on the input data used.
In the event that the use of a valuation model is necessary, the “plain vanilla” debt securities are valued applying
the discounted cash flow model technique, while structured securities are valued by splitting the security into a
portfolio of elementary instruments; the fair value of the structured product can thus be obtained by adding together
the individual valuations of the elementary instruments into which it has been split.
Securities in default are recognised at the recovery value based on information originating from those entrusted
with debt collection.
In the IAS/IFRS financial statements, the debt securities are recognised at fair value or amortised cost on the basis
of the related classification.
Equities
If available and if the market is defined as active, the fair value is the market price.
Otherwise, the fair value is determined using the market approach and the income approach. The main inputs for
the market approach are prices listed for identical or comparable assets on active markets.
An identical approach is used for the IAS/IFRS financial statements.
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UCITS (Collective investments undertaking)
With regard to undertakings for collective investment (UCITs), the reference value, for the purposes of the
determination of the fair value, is represented by the official NAV communicated by the asset management
company (SGR) or the fund administrator or obtained from market information providers.
An identical approach is used for the IAS/IFRS financial statements.
Derivatives
The fair value of the over the counter (OTC) derivatives is determined by making reference to the price provided
by external counterparties (if binding “executable”), to the price provided by the central counterparties (CCP) for
the derivatives which fall within the sphere of the EMIR procedures or to the price recalculated by means of
internal valuation instruments or provided by third parties and corroborated by suitable disclosure on the model and
on the input data used.
An identical approach is used for the IAS/IFRS financial statements.
Sensitivity
Financial instruments valued on the basis of input not observable on the market are measured based primarily on
valuations and analysis by the issuer or third parties, which cannot be directly found on the market but only
monitored by dynamics observed indirectly on market factors and on the basis of objective elements communicated
by said counterparties.
Based on the securities in the portfolio, the parameters that cannot be observed, but are capable of influencing the
valuation of the instruments are represented specifically by:






estimates and assumptions used to value unlisted hedge funds, private equity, unlisted real estate property
funds: with regard to these investments, it is very difficult to estimate the fair value’s sensitivity to changes
in various, non-observable inputs, which together could have off-setting effects, therefore the
reasonableness of the effects caused by the stated changes on the objective elements considered in the
valuations are verified;
increase or decrease in the rate of recovery of securities in default; given the scant materiality of the
securities, the sensitivity analysis in the event of an increase or decrease, even significant, in the recovery
value does not bring about significant results in quantitative terms;
estimates and assumptions used for the valuation of investments in unlisted companies via the complex
equity model based on ratios for measuring goodwill and models based on warranted multiples, which use
the cost of capital and historical standardised profitability as inputs. The ratios for measuring goodwill used
for the estimate of the fair value of bank investments varies between 1% and 5%, according to the type of
funding (direct, in particular: current accounts, bonds, certificates of deposit, repurchase agreements, and
indirect divided between managed and administrated); the cost of capital used is around 6%.

Assets held for index-linked and unit-linked contracts
The valuation of securities linked to index-linked policies takes place through the valuations of the trading
counterparty of the security, broker or dealer which are based on input which can be observed in the market or
corroborated by the market.
The valuation of securities linked to unit-linked policies and the management of pension funds takes place at
market value.
The criteria illustrated above do not differ from those used for the IAS/IFRS financial statements.
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Loans and mortgages
The item includes:
 loans on policies;
 loans to employees;
 the loan with collateral granted to Opera San Giovanni Bosco;
 receivables due from agents for recoveries on portfolio indemnities.
These receivables are valued in compliance with the provisions of Article 75 of the Directive.
In the IAS/IFRS financial statements, the loans and receivables are valued at amortised cost, net of any impairment
losses, using the effective interest rate.
Reinsurance recoverables
With regard to the balances relating to the amounts recoverable from reinsurance, please see the matters described
in the sections relating to the technical provisions (D.2). In the IAS/IFRS financial statements, the item is valued at
the face value of the provisions transferred to reinsurers.
Own shares
These are valued at fair value using the stock market value as of the reference date.
Any other asset
These are valued in compliance with the international accounting standards (IFRS) which emerge as consistent
with Article 75 of the Directive.
The Group does not have any operating and financial lease agreements outstanding.
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Non-Life technical provisions
The Non-life technical provisions valued according to the Solvency II criteria, as specified below, compared with
the figures which can be taken from the IAS/IFRS closing balances as of December 31st, 2016, are summarised in
the following table.
Non-life area - Technical provisions gross of reinsurance
Technical
provisions
according to
the IAS/IFRS
accounting
standards

Solvency II

Gross BE

Technical
provisions

Risk Margin

(€ thousands)
Lob 1+13 - Health: reimbursement of medical costs
Lob 2+14 - Health: protection of earnings
Lob 4+16 - Third party liability deriving from the circulation of
vehicles
Lob 5+17 - Other motor insurance
Lob 6+18 - Maritime, aeronautical and transport insurance

64,634

2,998

67,632

70,953

118,230

8,042

126,273

167,319

1,597,126

75,427

1,672,553

1,708,335

56,176

2,150

58,326

73,386

17,966

291

18,257

17,318

Lob 7+19 - Fire and other damages to assets

325,876

8,379

334,255

339,121

Lob 8+20 - General TPL

974,933

36,582

1,011,515

1,018,418

59,048

1,435

60,483

73,690

Lob 9+21 - Credit and suretyship
Lob 10+22 - Legal protection

7,403

116

7,520

12,447

Lob 11+23 - Assistance

10,871

303

11,174

20,644

Lob 12+24 - Sundry financial losses

31,573

1,481

33,054

32,368

Lob 25 - Health: non-proportional
Lob 26 - Casualty: non-proportional
Lob 27 - Maritime, aeronautical and transport insurance: nonproportional
Lob 28 - Property: non-proportional
Total

0

7

7

0

3,803

230

4,033

0

0

0

0

0

0

9

9

0

3,267,639

137,452

3,405,091

3,534,000

The total value of the technical provisions according to the IAS standards at Group level amounts to € 3,534,000
thousand.
Note that the amounts indicated in the Statutory column (Technical provisions according to the international
accounting standards) also include the amounts of the Other Technical Provisions.
The main information regarding the valuation for solvency purposes of the technical provisions carried out with
regard to the balances as of December 31st, 2016, is presented below.
Line of business (LoB)
The Lines of Business (hereinafter “LoB”), as envisaged by attachment 1 to the Delegated Regulation (EU)
2015/35, are:
a) Health - income protection;
b) Health - medical expenses;
c) Motor, other classes;
d) Marine, aviation and transport;
e) Fire and other damage to property;
f) Motor vehicle liability;
g) General liability;
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h)
i)
j)
k)
l)
m)
n)
o)

Credit and suretyship;
Miscellaneous financial losses;
Legal expenses;
Assistance;
Health: non-proportional reinsurance;
Property: non-proportional reinsurance;
Casualty: non-proportional reinsurance;
Marine, aviation and transport: non-proportional reinsurance.

The segmentation adopted by the Cattolica Assicurazioni Group is a follows:
Correspondence of the Lines of Business with the financial statement classes envisaged by Italian legislation
Line of business

Standardised groups of risks

Classes

LoB 2 + 14 - Health - Income Protection

01 Accident and injury

01

LoB 1 + 13 - Health - Medical Expenses

02 Health

02

LoB 3 + 15 - Health - Workers' compensation

03 Land vehicle hulls - net CONSIP

03

04 Railway rolling stock

04

05 Aircraft hulls

05

06 Maritime vessels

06

07 Goods in transit

07

11 TPL – Aircraft

11

08 Fire & natural forces

08

LoB 5 + 17 - Other motor

LoB 6 + 18 - Marine, aviation and transport

LoB 7 + 19 - Fire and other damage to property

09a Other damage to assets
09b Hail

LoB 4 + 16 - Motor vehicle liability
LoB 8 + 20 - General liability
LoB 9 + 21 - Credit and suretyship

-

09

10 TPL - Land motor vehicles

10

12 TPL Maritime vessels

12

13 TPL General

13

14 Credit

14

15 Suretyship

15

LoB 12 + 24 - Miscellaneous financial losses

16 Sundry financial losses

16

LoB 10 + 22 - Legal expenses

17 Legal protection

17

LoB 11 + 23 - Assistance

18 Assistance

18

LoB 25 - Health: non-proportional
LoB 28 - Property: non-proportional
LoB 26 - Casualty: non-proportional
LoB 27 - Marine, aviation and transport: nonproportional
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Non-proportional indirect business of the
financial statement classes 01, 02
Non-proportional indirect business of the
financial statement classes 03, 08, 09, 14, 15, 16,
17, 18
Non-proportional indirect business of the
financial statement classes 10, 12, 13
Non-proportional indirect business of the
financial statement classes 04, 05, 06, 07, 11
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01, 02
03, 08, 09, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18
10, 12, 13
04, 05, 06, 07, 11

Valuation for solvency purposes

Best estimates by Lob
The following table contains a summary of the Best Estimate amounts per individual Line of Business (LoB)
deriving from the valuation using Volatility Adjustment.
Non-life area - Best Estimate gross of reinsurance
Gross claims BE

Gross premiums
BE

Lob 1+13 - Health: reimbursement of medical costs

35,155

29,479

64,634

Lob 2+14 - Health: protection of earnings

87,195

31,036

118,230

1,308,411

288,715

1,597,126

23,142

33,034

56,176

(€ thousands)

Lob 4+16 - Third party liability deriving from the circulation of vehicles
Lob 5+17 - Other motor insurance
Lob 6+18 - Maritime, aeronautical and transport insurance

Gross total BE

16,896

1,070

17,966

Lob 7+19 - Fire and other damages to assets

200,400

125,476

325,876

Lob 8+20 - General TPL

907,601

67,332

974,933

37,638

21,409

59,048

Lob 9+21 - Credit and suretyship
Lob 10+22 - Legal protection

7,318

85

7,403

Lob 11+23 – Assistance

7,599

3,272

10,871

Lob 12+24 - Sundry financial losses

8,834

22,739

31,573

0

0

0

3,803

0

3,803

0

0

0

0

0

0

2,643,993

623,647

3,267,639

Lob 25 - Health: non-proportional
Lob 26 - Casualty: non-proportional
Lob 27 - Maritime, aeronautical and transport insurance: nonproportional
Lob 28 - Property: non-proportional
Total
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Risk Margin
In accordance with the matters indicated in Article 340 of the Delegated Regulation 2015/35 (EU) as subsequently
amended or added to (so-called Delegated Acts), the Group Risk Margin is calculated as the sum of the individual
Risk Margins of the investing company and the insurance investee companies.
For each Line of Business, the Group Risk Margin is equal to the sum of the individual LoB Risk Margins of the
investing company and the insurance investee companies.
Risk Margin by Line of Business
Risk margin

(€ thousands)
Lob 1+13 - Health: reimbursement of medical costs

2,998

Lob 2+14 - Health: protection of earnings

8,042

Lob 4+16 - Third party liability deriving from the circulation of vehicles
Lob 5+17 - Other motor insurance

75,427
2,150

Lob 6+18 - Maritime, aeronautical and transport insurance
Lob 7+19 - Fire and other damages to assets
Lob 8+20 - TPL General

291
8,379
36,582

Lob 9+21 - Credit and suretyship

1,435

Lob 10+22 - Legal protection

116

Lob 11+23 – Assistance

303

Lob 12+24 - Sundry financial losses
Lob 25 - Health: non-proportional

1,481
7

Lob 26 - Casualty: non-proportional

230

Lob 27 - Maritime, aeronautical and transport insurance: non-proportional

0

Lob 28 - Property: non-proportional

9

Total

137,452

Method, calculation instruments and actuarial hypotheses considered
The Best Estimates are of two types according to the company’s obligations:
 Claims which have already occurred (including those not yet reported) as of the valuation date: Claims
Best Estimate.
 Agreements outstanding hedging the risks for periods after the valuation date: Premiums Best Estimate.
Even if on a general note the definition of Best Estimate is of a probabilistic nature, the valuation of the Best
Estimates for the non-life insurance obligations does not necessarily require the use of stochastic methods; indeed,
as defined by Article 82.2 of Directive 2009/138/EC, recourse to the case by case approach as valuation method is
permitted, or rather the inventory provisions is also added to the IBNR provision taken from the valuations
according to the statutory standards.
The statistical-actuarial methods use a triangular database with twofold view: the claims are grouped together by
year of occurrence in the lines, while on the columns they are grouped by year of development of the claim. The
elements of the triangle may represent either amounts paid or reserve amounts both in incremental and cumulative
form.
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With regard to the Premiums Best Estimate, the general principle of the calculation via the future discounted back
cash flows has been interpreted in the application of a deterministic projective model, gross of reinsurance, for the
determination of cash flow from premiums, claims, general and administrative expenses, investment management
charges.
This model envisages the following.
 The incoming cash flows for future premiums (and the outgoing cash flows for the related commission to
be paid to the brokers) are taken directly from the extractions of “future premiums” provided by the policy
portfolio systems of the insurance companies.
 The outgoing cash flows for claims (and related expenses) are determined for the premiums best estimate
starting off from the exposure basis (in premiums) for each future year (obtained by adding together the
premiums already issued pertaining to the future and the future premium issues) and projecting on each
future year a fixed claims ratio deriving from observation of the past trends of this relationship, and
applying to the liability the claims thus obtaining the payment scheme obtained from the methods used for
the estimate of the claims BE.
 The outgoing cash flows for general and administrative expenses are obtained determining first of all the
exposure basis (in premiums) for each future year (obtained by adding together the premiums already
issued pertaining to the future and the future premium issues) and projecting on each future year a fixed
expense ratio deriving from the current year.
 The outgoing cash flows for investment management charges are obtained using a method entirely
consistent with that adopted in the claims Best Estimate valuation.
In relation to the matters envisaged by Chapter 3 - “Segmentation and breakdown of the obligations undertaken” of
IVASS Regulation No. 18, the company carries out the valuation of the Best Estimates by standard risk groups
(HRG) and at least by Line of Business (LoB).
The calculation of the Best Estimates for the Group entity is carried out in compliance with Method 1, as defined in
Article 230 of Directive 2009/138/EC. The Group is made up of 4 internal insurance companies; the Premiums and
Claims Best Estimates of the Group are the result of the consolidation obtained from the BE of the individual
insurance companies; so that these values are net of the portfolio acquisitions/transfers deriving from internal
reinsurance agreements, corrections are made using appropriate rates.
The corrections are made on group volumes, respectively steps are taken:
 To consolidate the Group Best Estimates starting off from the sum of Best Estimates of all the component
insurance companies, gross of the internal reinsurance agreements, and subsequently to make the
correction of the overall volumes for the entity;
 To eliminate the Best Estimates vis-à-vis the individual companies making up the Group and only
downstream from the corrections consolidate the Best Estimates already net of the internal reinsurance
agreement via summation.
The process for the calculation of the rates necessary for the elimination of the Best Estimates envisage the use of
the financial statement provisions (premiums and claims component), on a consistent basis with the balance sheet
liability items.
The breakdown of the intercompany eliminations at Solvency II values follows:
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Non-life area - Intercompany eliminations
(€ thousands)

Intercompany eliminations
Claims
Premiums

Health: protection of earnings

2,808

1,977

Health: reimbursement of medical costs

613

1,303

Other motor insurance

978

2,314

Maritime, aeronautical and transport insurance
Fire and other damage to assets

7

3

3,099

9,626

Third party liability deriving from the circulation of vehicles

3,364

994

TPL General

2,099

1,539

Credit and suretyship

1,162

4,171

33

22

0

0

Sundry financial losses
Legal protection
Assistance
Health: non-proportional
Casualty: non-proportional
Maritime, aeronautical and transport insurance: non-proportional
Property: non-proportional
Total

0

0

75

0

2,751

0

0

0

152

0

17,141

21,949

Uncertainty of the calculation
The technical provisions take on the form of an estimation item and therefore are subject to a significant level of
uncertainty. As laid down in Article 272, paragraph 1.b of the Delegated Regulation EU 2015/35, the Actuarial
Unit co-ordinated the calculation of the technical provisions, and carried out analysis to assess the uncertainty
associated with the estimates made in the calculation of the technical provisions, for each company which carries
out Non-life insurance activities within the Group.
The identified areas which may cause uncertainty in the calculation of the technical provisions are as follows:
a) financial markets;
b) macro-economic trends;
c) technical factors inherent to the insurance business.
For each of the areas previously highlighted, the Actuarial Unit has carried out analysis aimed at assessing the
impact on the technical provisions for the change in the estimation methods used and the hypotheses underlying the
gauging of the models, on the main standardised groups of risk considered.
Since the incidence in terms of Non-life technical provisions of the Parent Company with respect to the Group
amounts to more than around 90%, both gross and net of the reinsurance, the Actuarial Unit deems that the
valuation of the uncertainty associated with the technical provisions carried out for Cattolica, as illustrated below,
is also representative at Group level.
The valuation of the Technical Provisions as of December 31st, 2016 of the entire portfolio of Cattolica was carried
out separately for the Cattolica and FATA divisions: therefore, also the analysis of the uncertainty was carried out
separately for the two divisions.
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Società Cattolica - Cattolica division
For the purpose of testing the uncertainty of the calculation of the technical provisions due to factors relating to the
financial markets, the change in the technical provisions gross of reinsurance was calculated further to a parallel
shift (+/-1%) of the rates curve as of the valuation date. Further to this test, the most significant impact for the
claims Best Estimate emerges as on the GLI LoB, with an almost perfectly symmetrical change of around +/- € 40
million (+/-5.1%). For the premiums Best Estimate, the most significant impact emerges as on the MVL LoB, with
an almost perfectly symmetrical change of around € 4.6 million (+/-2.6%).
The uncertainty deriving from factors relating to the macro-economic trends has been measured upsetting the
inflationary hypothesis used for the valuation of the provisions as of December 31st, 2016 according to two stress
scenarios which envisage an increase of 1% and 2% of the future cash flows. The greatest impact emerges from the
stress of 2% for the GLI LoB, corresponding to a change of around € 89.4 million (+11.4%) of the claims Best
Estimate and around € 7.2 million (+13.4%) of the premiums Best Estimate.
The uncertainty deriving from the technical aspects inherent to the insurance business has been valued measuring
the estimation and model error for the claims Best Estimate and the variability due to the estimate of the claims
indicators for the premiums Best Estimate.
For the purpose of testing the uncertainty due to an estimation error, the deviation of the claims Best Estimate was
calculated gross of reinsurance due to the change in the number of diagonals of the triangles of the amount paid and
the amount reserved considered during the estimate. In order to assess the modelling error of the claims Best
Estimate, a reserve range analysis was performed, calculating the difference between the estimate made as of
December 31st, 2016 as a combination of the methods and the estimate obtained from the individual methods.
The most negative capital impact due to the uncertainty of this area derives from the increase in the number of
diagonals considered for the MVL LoB (“No Card” risk group), with a reservation increase of around € 17 million
(+2.5%). The greater positive capital impact, again noted on the MVL LoB (“No Card” risk group) considering the
sole “Chain Ladder paid” method with respect to the combination adopted, by contrast resulted in a reservation
decrease of around € 30 million (-4.4%).
The impact relating to the uncertainty due to technical aspects inherent to the insurance business for the premiums
Best Estimate was measured by making the claims percentage indicators used for the estimate of the provisions
gross of reinsurance change with a shock of +/- 5 points. The greatest impact emerges from the MVL LoB, with an
almost perfectly symmetrical change of around +/- € 12.6 million (+/-7.0%) of the premiums Best Estimates.

Società Cattolica - Fata division
For the purpose of testing the uncertainty of the calculation of the technical provisions due to factors relating to the
financial markets, the change in the technical provisions gross of reinsurance was calculated further to a parallel
shift (+/-1%) of the rates curve as of the valuation date. Further to this test, the most significant impact for the
claims Best Estimate emerges as on the MVL LoB, with an almost perfectly symmetrical change of around +/- €
7.6 million (+/-2.8%). For the premiums Best Estimate, the most significant impact again emerges as on the MVL
LoB, with an almost perfectly symmetrical change of around € 1.2 million (+/-2.6%).
The uncertainty deriving from factors relating to the macro-economic trends has been measured upsetting the
inflationary hypothesis used for the valuation of the provisions as of December 31st, 2016 according to two stress
scenarios which envisage an increase of 1% and 2%. The greatest impact emerges from the stress of 2% for the
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MVL LoB, corresponding to a change of around € 16.5 million (+6.1%) of the claims Best Estimate, and around €
1.8 million (+3.8%) of the premiums Best Estimate.
The uncertainty deriving from the technical aspects inherent to the insurance business has been valued measuring
the estimation and model error for the claims Best Estimate and the variability due to the estimate of the claims
indicators for the premiums Best Estimate.
For the purpose of testing the uncertainty due to an estimation error, the deviation of the claims Best Estimate was
calculated gross of reinsurance due to the change in the number of diagonals of the triangles of the amount paid and
the amount reserved considered during the estimate. In order to assess the modelling error of the claims Best
Estimate, a reserve range analysis was performed, calculating the difference between the estimate made as of
December 31st, 2016 as a combination of the methods and the estimate obtained from the individual methods.
The most negative capital impact due to the uncertainty of this area emerges considering just the “Dahms” method
with respect to the combination adopted for the MVL LoB (“No Card” risk group), with a reservation increase of
around € 39 million (+16.8%). The greater positive capital impact, again noted on the MVL LoB (“No Card” risk
group) considering the sole “Bornhuetter-Ferguson paid” method with respect to the combination adopted, by
contrast resulted in a reservation decrease of around € 50 million (-21.5%).
The impact relating to the uncertainty due to technical aspects inherent to the insurance business for the premiums
Best Estimate was measured by making the claims percentage indicators used for the estimate of the provisions
gross of reinsurance change with a shock of +/- 5 points. The greatest impact emerges from the MVL LoB, with an
almost perfectly symmetrical change of around +/- € 3.9 million (+/-8.3%) of the premiums Best Estimates.
Comparison with financial statement valuations according to the IAS/IFRS
The Actuarial Unit has compared the valuations of the Group’s Non-life technical provisions calculated according
to Solvency II standards and according to IAS/IFRS standards, fulfilling the matters required by IVASS in the
Letter to the Market dated July 28th, 2015.
The Solvency II technical provisions and the IAS/IFRS ones differ mainly due to the valuational standards used (- €
188,501 thousand) and due to the prudent nature of the estimate (+ € 137,452 thousand) which, according to the
new legislative framework, is made clear in the risk margin and not implicit in the estimate.
These elements contribute towards explaining the negative difference of € 51,050 thousand (-1.7%) which exists
between the technical provisions calculated as per the Solvency II standards and according to the IAS/IFRS
standards, net of the reinsurance.
Volatility adjustment
The Group has decided to use the adjustment for volatility as per Article 77 ter of Directive 2009/138/EU.
The application of the adjustment has not caused significant impacts on the BELs (-0.412% compared with the
value of the BELs without Volatility Adjustment).
With regard to the quantification of the impact of the writing off of the adjustment for the volatility on the Non-life
technical provisions, the Group’s own funds and on the solvency capital requirement, please see the chapter on the
Life technical provisions (D.2) in the section “Volatility Adjustment”.
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Amounts recoverable from reinsurance contracts
The recoverable amounts are adjusted by the intercompany eliminations and are shown in the following table:
Non-life area - Total claims and premiums Best Estimate
Total premiums and claims Best Estimate (direct + indirect business)
Gross BE
RR not adj.
Adj.
RR
Net BE

(€ thousands)
Line of business
Lob 1+13 - Health: reimbursement of medical costs
Lob 2+14 - Health: protection of earnings
Lob 4+16 - Third party liability deriving from the
circulation of vehicles
Lob 5+17 - Other motor insurance
Lob 6+18 - Maritime, aeronautical and transport
insurance
Lob 7+19 - Fire and other damages to assets
Lob 8+20 - General TPL
Lob 9+21 - Credit and suretyship
Lob 10+22 - Legal protection

64,634

5,259

20

5,240

59,394

118,230

21,803

45

21,757

96,473

1,597,126

65,306

177

65,129

1,531,997

56,176

6,735

6

6,729

49,447

17,966

12,431

45

12,385

5,581

325,876

88,815

408

88,407

237,469

974,933

242,102

1,742

240,361

734,572

59,048

31,140

302

30,838

28,210

7,403

6,127

198

5,929

1,474

Lob 11+23 - Assistance

10,871

10,433

4

10,429

442

Lob 12+24 - Sundry financial losses

31,573

20,316

26

20,290

11,283

Lob 26 - Casualty: non-proportional

3,803

3,389

1

3,388

415

3,267,639

513,856

2,973

510,883

2,756,756

Total

Non-life area - Total premiums Best Estimate
Total premiums Best Estimate (direct + indirect business)
Gross BE
RR not adj.
Adj.
RR
Net BE

(€ thousands)
Line of business
Lob 1+13 - Health: reimbursement of medical costs

29,479

1,618

17

1,601

27,878

Lob 2+14 - Health: protection of earnings
Lob 4+16 - Third party liability deriving from the
circulation of vehicles
Lob 5+17 - Other motor insurance
Lob 6+18 - Maritime, aeronautical and transport
insurance
Lob 7+19 - Fire and other damages to assets

31,035

3,871

7

3,864

27,171

288,715

18,480

6

18,474

270,241

33,034

2,756

4

2,753

30,281

1,070

712

1

711

359

125,476

21,510

353

21,156

104,320

Lob 8+20 - General TPL

67,332

5,804

93

5,711

61,620

Lob 9+21 - Credit and suretyship

21,409

9,672

288

9,384

12,025

Lob 10+22 - Legal protection
Lob 11+23 - Assistance
Lob 12+24 - Sundry financial losses
Total

85

294

41

253

-167

3,272

3,638

1

3,636

-364

22,739

14,063

23

14,040

8,699

623,646

82,418

835

81,583

542,063
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Non-life area - Total claims Best Estimate
Total claims Best Estimate (direct + indirect business)

(€ thousands)
Line of business

Gross BE

RR not adj.

Adj.

RR

Net BE

Lob 1+13 - Health: reimbursement of medical costs

35,155

3,641

2

3,639

31,516

Lob 2+14 - Health: protection of earnings
Lob 4+16 - Third party liability deriving from the
circulation of vehicles
Lob 5+17 - Other motor insurance
Lob 6+18 - Maritime, aeronautical and transport
insurance
Lob 7+19 - Fire and other damages to assets

87,195

17,931

38

17,893

69,302

1,308,411

46,826

171

46,655

1,261,756

23,142

3,979

2

3,976

19,166

16,896

11,719

44

11,674

5,222

Lob 8+20 - TPL General
Lob 9+21 - Credit and suretyship
Lob 10+22 - Legal protection

200,400

67,305

55

67,251

133,149

907,601

236,298

1,649

234,649

672,952

37,638

21,468

14

21,454

16,184

7,318

5,833

156

5,676

1,642

Lob 11+23 - Assistance

7,599

6,796

3

6,793

806

Lob 12+24 - Sundry financial losses

8,834

6,253

3

6,250

2,585

Lob 25 - Health: non-proportional
Lob 26 - Casualty: non-proportional
Lob 27 - Maritime, aeronautical and transport
insurance: non-proportional
Lob 28 - Property: non-proportional
Total

0

0

0

0

0

3,803

3,389

1

3,388

415

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2,643,993

431,438

2,138

429,300

2,214,693

Key:
Gross BE: Gross Best Estimate
RR not adj.: Reinsurance Recoverables not adjusted for the risk of default of the counterparty
Adj.: adjustment for the risk of default of the counterparty
Net BE: Net Best Estimates

Simplifications used in the calculation of the technical provisions
For the calculation of the Technical Provisions as of December 31st, 2016 no further simplifications were applied
with respect to that indicated for the valuation of the Risk Margin.
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LIFE technical provisions
Technical provisions
The Solvency II Legislation requires insurance companies to set aside Technical Provisions, which correspond with
the actual amount which the insurance and reinsurance companies would have to pay if they had to immediately
transfer their obligations to another insurance and reinsurance company. The value of the technical provisions is
equal to the sum of the Best Estimate and a Risk Margin.
In the calculation of the technical provisions, the insurance Group must take into account the time value of the
cash, using the forward structure of the risk-free interest rates struck as of the valuation date.
The main information regarding the valuation for solvency purposes of the technical provisions carried out with
regard to the balances as of December 31st, 2016, is presented below.
Line of business (LoB)
Article 35 of the Delegated Acts and Chapter III - “Segmentation and breakdown of the obligations undertaken” of
IVASS Regulation No. 18 dated March 15th, 2016 envisage that insurance and reinsurance companies segment
their obligations in standard groups of risks and at least by Line of Business, or “LoB”.
The Group has segmented its insurance obligations in the following LoBs:
 LoB 29 - Health Insurance: health insurance obligations where the underlying activities are carried out on a
technical base similar to that of the Life insurance, different from those included in the “Returns deriving
from non-life insurance policies and relating to health insurance obligations” LoB; in the valuation and in
the results, due to the low material nature, this LoB has joined LoB 32;
 LoB 30 - Insurance with profit-sharing: agreements linked to segregated management schemes and
agreements with specific funding of assets which on the contractual maturity date join the segregated
funds;
 LoB 31 - Insurance associated with indexes and units: Index Linked, Unit Linked and Pension Fund (open
and closed) type insurance;
 LoB 32 - Other Life insurance: products which cannot be revalued (temporary in the event of demise,
adjustable, index-linked, specific assets which on contractual maturity do not join segregated management
schemes);
 LoB 36 – Life Reinsurance: reinsurance obligations which concern the obligations included in the lines of
business from 30 to 32 and 34.
Best Estimates by Lob
The Life technical provisions valued according to the Solvency II criteria with Volatility Adjustment, compared
with the figures which can be taken from the closing balances according to the IAS/IFRS as of December 31st,
2016, are summarised in the following table.
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Life area – Results of the valuation of the technical provision by LoB as of
December 31st, 2016 - with VA
(in thousands of €)
LoB

Best Estimate as TP as a whole as Risk margin as of
of Dec. 31st, 2016 of Dec. 31st, 2016 Dec. 31st, 2016

Technical
provisions as of
Dec. 31st, 2016

Technical provisions as of Dec.
31st, 2016 - Local GAAP

LoB 29
LoB 30
LoB 31
LoB 32
LoB 36

0
13,893,047
2,131,441
95,316
5,060

0
0
686,881
0
0

0
81,850
25,172
30,520
57

0
13,974,897
2,843,494
125,836
5,117

1,598
13,874,050
2,962,689
215,318
3,740

Reinsurance
recoverables

-60,006

0

0

-60,006

-92,794

Total

16,064,859

686,881

137,599

16,889,339

16,964,600

The following table shows the technical provisions valued without application of the Volatility Adjustment.
Life area – Results of the valuation of the technical provision by LoB as of December 31st,
2016 - without VA
(€ thousands)
Technical provisions
Technical provisions
as of Dec. 31st, 2016
as of Dec. 31st, 2016
- Local GAAP

Best Estimate as of
Dec. 31st, 2016

TP as a whole as of
Dec. 31st, 2016

Risk margin as of
Dec. 31st, 2016

LoB 29
LoB 30
LoB 31
LoB 32
LoB 36
Reinsurance
recoverables

0
13,980,663
2,133,442
96,000
5,110

0
0
686,881
0
0

0
81,850
25,172
30,520
57

0
14,062,513
2,845,495
126,520
5,167

1,598
13,874,050
2,962,689
215,318
3,740

-60,437

0

0

-60,437

-92,794

Total

16,154,779

686,881

137,599

16,979,259

16,964,600

LoB

Risk Margin
With reference to the determination of the Risk Margin, it was decided to apply the simplification indicated in
Article 58, letter a) of the Delegated Regulation 2015/35 (EU) as subsequently amended or added to (so-called
Delegated Acts), in particular adopting method 2) as per attachment 4 of IVASS Regulation No. 18 dated March
15th, 2016 on the determination of the Technical Provisions.
Specifically, the value of the SCR is determined for the future years net of the Reinsurance Recoverables on the
basis of the future evolution of the Best Estimate value gross of the Reinsurance Recoverables. This approximation
is deemed suitable, in consideration of an insignificant change over time in the risk profile within a run-off context
of the portfolio.
The hypotheses of stability of the capital requirements is deemed sustainable with particular reference to the
technical risks of the Life Area, also having considered the future interest rates implicit in the forward structure as
of the valuation date, to the default risk of the counterparty for the significant exposure for the purposes of the risk
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margin, and to the operating risks. The hypothesis of absence of significant market risk in the context of valuation
of the risk margin is also deemed as confirmed.
The SCR considered for the purpose of determining the overall Risk Margin takes into account the loss of
diversification linked to the ring-fencing characteristics of certain portfolios and does not take into account the
Volatility Adjustment.
The assignment of the risk margin to the Lines of Business and to the individual ring-fenced portfolios is carried
out in proportion to the Best Estimate volumes.
Method, calculation instruments and actuarial hypotheses considered.
The valuation of the Best Estimate is market consistent in type. This procedure is based on a stochastic market
model which considers several variables (such as the interest rate, share price, exchange rate, default of the
counterparties) and uses “Monte Carlo” simulation techniques, with risk neutral probability distributions.
The calculation of the Best Estimate is made gross of the amounts transferred under reinsurance, which have been
estimated separately adopting a simplified approach valued on a forfeit basis consistent with the corresponding
Best Estimates of the direct business.
The estimate of the Best Estimates took place by booking the analytical portfolios by individual policy and
aggregating them appropriately in standard groups which do not lead to losses of information; an aggregation only
in the calculation of the provision which is the responsibility of the reinsurers and for the contractual pension funds
was used as input. The valuation was made up to the natural expiry of the individual agreements, without prejudice
to early exits due to redemption or demise of the insured party.
Within the sphere of the valuation of the Best Estimates, all the insurance benefits and the options which the
insured party has the right to on the basis of the agreements entered into, the future premiums contractually
envisaged and the future expenses of the Group must be considered. Accordingly, the valuation is made using
realistic hypotheses, of IInd order, with regard to all the financial, demographic conduct-related and economic
bases underlying the products.
In detail, the economic and demographic hypotheses concern:
a) Management, settlement costs and expense for the investment per individual agreement;
b) Early redemption due to mortality;
c) Early redemption due to the choice of the customer (early redemption or repayments);
d) Insolvencies or reductions for the annual premiums;
e) Propensity to receive the life annuity on expiry;
f) Deferral of the expiry where envisaged.
Account was also taken of the additional premiums envisaged contractually and estimated appropriately on the
basis of past experience and the budget hypotheses for the three-year economic projections of the Cattolica Group.
With regard to the demographic and conduct-related actuarial hypotheses, where possible estimates based on
historical figures relating to the evolution of the portfolio have been used; under certain circumstances, the
estimates adopted by the Group have taken into account Expert Judgements.
The financial hypotheses refer to:
a) Target return;
b) Structures of the interest rates with or without Volatility Adjustment;
c) Parameters of the CIT model used for estimating the interest rates;
d) Volatility for each security present in the portfolio;
e) Volatility of the composition of the portfolios of the segregated management schemes;
f) Volatility of the exchange rates and the inflation index;
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g) Correlation matrix between the risk factors (structures, exchange rates, inflation);
h) Values of the Betas for the non-Interest Rate Sensitive securities in the portfolios hedging the insurance
liabilities, also with the associated benchmark and the related volatility;
i) Dividend yield for each share or fund.
For the calculation of the Technical Provisions as of December 31st, 2016 no further simplifications were applied
with respect to those indicated for the valuation of the Risk Margin.
Uncertainty of the calculation
The technical provisions take on the form of an estimation item and therefore are subject to a significant level of
uncertainty. As laid down in Article 272, paragraph1.b of the Delegated Regulation EU 2015/35, the Actuarial Unit
co-ordinated the calculation of the technical provisions, and carried out analysis to assess the uncertainty associated
with the estimates made in the calculation of the technical provisions.
The identified areas which may cause uncertainty in the calculation of the technical provisions are as follows:
a) Financial markets;
b) Macro-economic trends;
c) Insurance business.
The uncertainty deriving from the financial risk factors is represented by the change in the technical provisions
gross of reinsurance further to an increase or decrease of the structure as a result of maturity of the interest rates, as
indicated in Articles 166 and 167 of the Delegated Regulation 2015/35 (EU). This change would lead to an increase
of around € 213 million (1.3%) on the Best Estimate in the presence of a drop in the rates curve and a decrease of
around € 869 million (-5.2%) in the presence of a rise. A decrease of around € 573 million (-3.4%) of the Best
Estimate provision would also come about stressing the value of the investments in unlisted share-type instruments
and of the funds not subject to look-through, on a consistent basis with the matters envisaged by Article 170 of the
Delegated Regulation 2015/35 (EU).
For the purpose of analysing the uncertainty due to macro-economic variables, an increase of 10% of the costs
taken into consideration in the calculation of the technical reserves is considered and an increase of one percentage
point in the inflation rate of the costs, on a consistent basis with the matters envisaged by Article 140 of the
Delegated Regulation 2015/35 (EU); this would lead to an increase of around € 55 million (+0.3%) in the Best
Estimate provision.
In conclusion, the uncertainty deriving from factors relating to the conduct of the policyholders is assessed
applying a variation in the hypotheses relating to early redemptions, consistent with the matters envisaged by
Article 142 of the Delegated Regulation 2015/35 (EU). In the event that the hypotheses relating to the early
redemptions undergo a decrease of 50%, the Best Estimate provision would decrease by around € 33 million (0.2%).
Comparison with the IAS/IFRS financial statement valuations
The technical provisions according to the IAS/IFRS standards are calculated in observance of the calculation
criteria defined by IVASS Regulation No. 7 dated July 13th, 2007, as amended by IVASS Provision No. 53 dated
December 6th, 2016.
The technical provisions according to the Solvency II standards are calculated in observance of the calculation
criteria defined by the Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/35 and by IVASS Regulation No. 18 dated March 15th,
2016.
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The Actuarial Unit has compared the valuations of the Solvency II technical provisions and the IAS/IFRS ones, in
particular analysing the differences deriving from the application of the financial hypotheses, from the methodbased approaches and from the valuations of the contractual options.
The Solvency II technical provisions and those according to the IAS/IFRS standards, net of the outstanding claims,
differ for an amount equal to around - € 108,055 thousand, of which:
 - € 23,836 thousand, due to the different concept of prudence between the additional provisions according
to the IAS/IFRS standards and the Solvency II risk margin;
 + € 188,575 thousand for the market effect, due to the presence in the Solvency II valuation of the
mechanism for the revaluation and discounting of the projected cash flows;
 - € 848,384 thousand due to the shadow accounting reserve;
 + € 575,589 thousand for the technical effect, mainly attributable to the estimation method in the Solvency
II valuation of the contractual options (in particular the early redemptions) and to the projection of the
general expenses until depletion of the portfolio.
Volatility Adjustment
For the purpose of reducing the impact deriving from the idiosyncratic volatility of the spread of the assets
established to cover the insurance liabilities with respect to the corresponding structure of the interest rates lacking
risk, the Volatility Adjustment as per Article 49 of the Delegated Acts has been applied. This adjustment is applied
to all the agreements with financial collateral directly considering the structure of the “correct” interest rates struck
as of the valuation date to be the reference structure.
The Volatility Adjustment is an additional spread to be added to the forward structure of the risk-free rates struck
as of the valuation date.
The Group which applies the fairness adjustment as per Article 36 quinquies or the adjustment for volatility as per
Article 36 septies of the private insurance code, prepares a liquidity plan with the projection of the incoming and
outgoing cash flows in relation to the assets and liabilities subject to these adjustments.
In particular, the Cattolica Assicurazioni Group has used the Volatility Adjustment as a measure for the long-term
guarantees. Therefore, in observance of the reference legislative context, with regard to the integrated management
of the assets and liabilities, it made the following assessments:
 Sensitivity of the technical provisions and the eligible own funds to the hypotheses underlying the
calculation of the adjustment for the volatility and the possible effects on the eligible own funds due to the
forced sale of assets;
 Impact deriving from a cancelling out of the volatility adjustment.
The application of the volatility adjustment generated the following impacts:
 on the Life and Non-life Technical Provisions, a decrease of € 103,868 thousand;
 on basic Own Funds, an increase of € 43,394 thousand;
 on eligible Own Funds to satisfy the solvency capital requirement, an increase of € 43,394 thousand;
 on the Solvency capital requirement, a decrease of € 55,717 thousand;
 on eligible Own Funds to satisfy the minimum capital requirement, an increase of € 72,292 thousand;
 on the Minimum capital requirement, a decrease of € 24,782 thousand.
The outcome of these assessments highlights an essential hedging of the asset flows vis-à-vis those of the labilities
and maintenance of the Solvency Ratio.
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Amounts recoverable from reinsurance contracts
With regard to the amounts recoverable from reinsurance contracts for the life business, given the non-material
nature of the amounts, a simplified approach was adopted, multiplying the amounts recorded in the IAS/IFRS
financial statements by the ratio between the Best Estimate Liability and Mathematical provisions of the pertinent
LoBs and adjusting the emerging amount so as to take into account the probability of default of the reinsurers.
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Other liabilities
The liabilities are valued on a consistent basis with Article 75 of the Directive 2009/138/EC (“Directive”), which
establishes that the liabilities are valued at the amount at which they could be transferred, or settled, between
informed and consenting parties in a transaction carried out under normal market conditions.
The following general criteria are used:
 the liabilities are valued on the basis of the assumption that the company is a going-concern;
 the individual liabilities are valued separately;
 the valuation method is proportionate to the nature, the extent and the complexity of the risks inherent to
the company’s activities.
The Other liabilities, compared with the figures which can be taken from statutory closing balances as of December
31st, 2016, are summarised in the following table.
Other liabilities

Book value according to the
IAS/IFRS accounting
standards

Solvency II value

(€ thousands)
Provisions other than the technical provisions

54,232

54,361

Pension benefit obligations

31,596

31,596

Deposits from reinsurers

51,171

51,171

390,649

394,623

47,914

50,976

283,877

283,877

42,604

42,604

Payables (trade, non-insurance)

281,878

290,068

Subordinated liabilities

190,963

179,263

Deferred tax liabilities
Debts owed to credit institutions
Insurance and intermediaries payables
Reinsurance payables

Subordinated liabilities not in Basic Own Funds
Any other liabilities not indicated elsewhere
Total other liabilities

190,963

179,263

118,285

118,907

1,493,169

1,497,447

The main methods and hypotheses used for the valuation for solvency purposes are presented below, for each
essential liability class envisaged in the quantitative balance sheet template S.02.01 as defined in the (EU)
Execution Regulation No. 2015/2452 of the European Commission dated December 2nd, 2015.
The determination of the value of the liabilities requires that discretional valuations, estimates and hypotheses be
made, which influence the value of the liabilities. These estimates mainly concern:
 the technical provisions;
 the fair value of the liabilities if not directly observable on active markets;
 the defined-benefit plans;
 the provisions and allowances for risks and charges.
The Group’s liabilities have been aggregated in the various classes envisaged by the Solvency II financial
statements taking into consideration uniformity in terms of nature, function and risks. The final objective was
achieved analysing all the accounts of the chart of accounts of the statutory financial statements and identifying the
uniform values according to the Solvency II criteria.
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Potential liabilities
As of the date of drafting this reporting, there is no information on potential liabilities which if present should be
recognised, albeit only in the event they may be significant. The potential liabilities are significant if the
information concerning the current or potential dimensions of the nature of these liabilities could influence the
decisions or the opinion of the envisaged user of said information, including therein the supervisory authorities.
Deferred tax liabilities
Please see the section on Deferred Tax Assets (D.1).
Pension benefit obligations
This item comprises:
 the employee severance indemnity (TFR);
 the provision for pensions;
 the length of services bonuses;
 the health bonuses for retired staff.
The valuation is carried out in accordance with the requirements of international accounting standard IAS 19, in
particular the future flows of the employee severance indemnity have been discounted back as of the reference date
on the basis of the method expressly envisaged by section 68 of IAS 19, known as the Projected Unit Credit
Method. The projected benefits which can be disbursed in the event of death, incapacity, resignation or retirement
based on the applicable actuarial bases have been determined for all the employees active as of the date of
assessment and distributed uniformly over all the years of service for each employee as from the date of
employment until the date the events take place.
The actuarial method used is that known as the “method of the years of management on an individual basis and by
lot” (MAGIS). This method - based on a stochastic “Monte Carlo” type simulation - makes it possible to make
projections of the remuneration of the charges for each employee, taking into account the demographic and
remunerative data of each individual position, without making aggregations and without introducing average
values.
In order to make this procedure possible for each employee, appropriate lots are drawn for the purpose of
determining year-by-year the elimination due to demise, disability and incapacity, due to resignation or sacking.
The projections were made on a closed group basis or rather no undertaking is envisaged. The method used makes
it possible to calculate certain amounts in a demographic - financial sense as of the reference date of the valuation,
including in particular the liability pertaining to the service already provided by the workers represented by the
DBO – Defined Benefit Obligation. It is obtained by calculating the current value of the services due to the worker
(severance payments) deriving from the length-of-service already accrued as of the valuation date.
Note that in the calculations, account was taken of the annual tax of 17% which encumbers the revaluation of the
employee severance indemnity provision.
The legislation envisaged the possibility of requesting a partial advance of the severance indemnity accrued when
the employment relationship is still underway for employees who have accrued at least 8 years of service to a
maximum extent of 70% of the Provision accumulated as of that date. Under such circumstances, an average
annual rate of 2.5% is hypothesised for the calculation, along with an average amount equal to 70% of the
accumulated indemnity.
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The employee severance indemnity represents the effective value of the foreseeable obligation, net of any assets
serving the plans, adjusted to reflect any actuarial losses or gains not amortised. The discounting back of the future
cash flows is carried out on the basis of the interest rate of high quality corporate securities. The main hypotheses
used are: discount rate of 1.3%, inflation rate of 1.5%, revaluation rate of 2.16% (already net of the tax of 17%, in
force as from January 1st, 2015), salary increases of 2.9%, mortality based on the most recent ANIA A62 mortality
tables broken down by gender and the disability/invalidity tables, adopted in the INPS model for 2010 projections.
For the retirement age of the generic asset, it was assumed that the pension requirements valid for Compulsory
General Insurance (“Assicurazione Generale Obbligatoria” - AGO, 67 years of age for males and females) were
met. In relation to the resignation frequency, a table has been used in line with the expected value of the resignation
rate over the long-term.
With regard to the valuation of the length-of-service bonus, in compliance with the revised international accounting
standard IAS 19, the actuarial valuations were carried out on the basis of the method of the benefits accrued using
the Projected Unit Credit Method.
This method makes it possible to calculate the length-of-service bonuses at their date of maturity in an actuarial
sense, distributing the liability for all the years of residual permanence of the outstanding workers, no longer as a
liability to be settled in the event the company ceases its business activities as of the financial statements’ date, but
gradually providing for this liability in relation to the residual duration of the workers in service.
The method makes it possible to calculate certain amounts in a demographic - financial sense as of the reference
date of the valuation, including in particular the liability pertaining to the service already provided by the workers
represented by the DBO – Defined Benefit Obligation (also known as the Past Service Liability). It is obtained by
calculating the current value of the services due to the workers deriving from the length-of-service already accrued
as of the valuation date.
The demographic and financial hypotheses used are identical to those used for the valuation of the severance
indemnity described previously.
With regard to the actuarial valuations of the health bonuses, they were carried out, in compliance with the
international accounting standard IAS 19, on the basis of the method of the benefits accrued using the Projected
Unit Credit Method.
With reference to the demographic hypotheses, the recent ANIA A62 mortality tables were used. For the retirement
age of the generic asset (officer or officials), it was assumed that the pension requirements valid for Compulsory
General Insurance (AGO, 67 years of age for males and females) were met. With regard to the probability of
leaving work activities, for reasons other than death, the turn-over probabilities detected in the Company were
used, equal to 7% both for active officials and active executives. The financial hypotheses used are identical to
those used for the valuation of the severance indemnity described previously.
The provision for pensions in conclusion represents the Company’s financial commitment deriving from the
supplementary in-house agreement dated June 1st, 1963 and subsequent amendments and additions toward
employees employed until March 15th, 1982 and, if officials, up until November 17th, 1982.
It is calculated analytically for each employee working and for each pensioner.
Payables and Risk provisions
The provisions for risks and charges have been provided in the presence of potential liabilities for future charges
and determined according to realistic estimates relating to their definition.
The item mainly includes:
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Provisions for legal disputes;
Provisions for agent’s leaving indemnities;
Intersectorial solidarity fund;
Provisions for formal notifications received from IVASS;
Provision for disputes with employees;
Defence expense risk provision.

With reference to the various categories of payables, please see the analysis of the Table “Other liabilities”.
Debts owed to credit institutions
The loans repayable are valued without any adjustment so as to take into account the change in the credit
worthiness of the company after initial recognition.
In the IAS/IFRS financial statements, this item is valued at amortised cost.
Subordinated liabilities
The valuation of securities issued and which have subordination clauses takes place at market value.
The item includes the following subordinated liabilities:
 Subordinated loan with an unspecified maturity amounting to € 80,000 thousand in nominal value taken out
with UBI and disbursed in September 2010. The value for Solvency II purposes comes to € 80,549
thousand. The possibility of early repayment as from September 2020 is envisaged. A subordination
condition is envisaged with respect to all the unsubordinated creditors including the policyholders;
 Subordinated bond issue for € 100,000 thousand in nominal value maturing in December 2043, issued on
December 2013, subscribed by institutional investors. The value for Solvency II purposes comes to €
110,414 thousand. The possibilities for optional early repayment are envisaged after 10 years from issue
and on each payment date of the subsequent coupon. The securities can be reimbursed in advance and
subject to IVASS authorisation, also in the presence of regulatory or tax changes or changes in the
accounting standards made by the rating agencies.
The loans in question have been valued by means of the Discounted Cash Flow model technique (income
approach), or rather discounting back to the valuation date all the expected payment flows until the date of expiry
as indicated in the respective contractual documentation. The discounting back of the flows takes place by applying
a fixed rate to the risk free curve representative of the Company’s credit risk revealed at the time of the
issue/entering into of the loans.
The model used for the determination of the discount and forwarding curve is the stochastic 1 factor Heath-JarrowMorton model; the numeric method for making the calculations is backwards in type in the presence of early
repayment options in both the loans.
The market data used as input in the calculations originates from info-providers which populate the calculation
software.
For the purposes of the IAS/IFRS financial statements, the subordinated liabilities are recorded at amortised cost.
Any other liabilities not indicated elsewhere
These are valued in compliance with the international accounting standards (IFRS) which emerge as consistent
with Article 75 of the Directive.
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In order to be comprehensive, it is hereby disclosed that the Group does not have any financial and operating lease
agreements outstanding.
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Alternative methods for valuation
There are no other alternative valuation methods for the Group’s assets and liabilities with respect
to that previously specified.
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Any other information
The Group believes that all the essential information on the asset and liability valuation methods is already
contained in the previous sections. Therefore, there is no further material information to be included in this section.
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Capital management

Own funds
Policies and processes applied in the management of the own funds
The Group is aware that, in order to achieve the profitability objectives on the capital envisaged and in observance
of the Risk Appetite established by the Parent Company’s Board of Directors, it must avail of a suitable capital
management process.
This process, implemented by the Parent Company’s Senior Management, checked and monitored in terms of
suitability and riskiness of the Control Units, is aimed at:
 Defining the return objectives on the capital, consistent with the overall strategic objectives in terms of
profitability, growth and risk profile;
 Defining specific measures on the structure and the composition of the Capital (for example: composition
by classes - so-called Tiering, allocation of the capital), on the basis of the strategic inputs and the Risk
Appetite;
 Defining the flow of dividends consistent with the profit generated, available resources and Risk Appetite.
These principles are interpreted in profitability objectives on the capital to be achieved given the risk restrictions.
In detail, the Capital Management takes into account and is consistent with the Resolution on the Risk Appetite
system in which the operating limits and the indicators are interpreted, which the Group must follow.
The Capital Management process is divided up into five phases, in strict relation to the other company processes.
The five phases of the capital management process are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Final measurement of the required capital and the available capital;
Formulation of the Capital management plan;
Operational monitoring and reporting;
Managerial measures on the capital;
Dividend distribution.

The capital management process contributes towards the strategic business policy together with other key
processes:



Planning, by means of which the profitability objectives and volumes are defined over the timespan of the
three-year economic projections;
ORSA and Risk Appetite, by means of which the target risk profile and the tolerance levels of the Group
and the individual insurance companies are defined on the basis of the Solvency ratio and operating limits.

In this connection, the capital management process defines and monitors objectives with regard to return on the
capital of the business units of the Group, also in relation to the risk restrictions and the capital absorptions.
Structure, amount and quality of the own funds
The own funds as of December 31st, 2016 include, net of all the intercompany items, the share capital, the share
premiums reserve, the reconciliation reserve, the eligible subordinated liabilities and the DTAs.
The tiering is carried out considering the provisions as per Articles 69 et seq. of the Delegated Acts. On the basis of
the analysis carried out envisaged by Article 330, paragraph 1 of the Delegated Acts, no restrictions have been
noted on the transferability and exchangeability of the elements of the eligible own funds for the coverage of the
group solvency capital requirement. The summary table which illustrates the composition of the basic own funds
and the eligible amount of the own funds covering the solvency capital requirement and the minimum solvency
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requirement, classified by level, follows. An analysis of the main financial statement items which make up the own
funds will follow.
Basic own funds composition and eligible amount of own funds covering the SCR and MCR
Class 1
unlimited

Total

(€ thousands)

Class 1 limited

Class 2

Class 3

Basic own funds before deduction for participations in
other financial sector
Ordinary share capital (gross of own shares)

522,882

522,882

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Share premium account relating to ordinary share capital

780,835

780,835

0

0

0

Reconciliation reserve

656,944

656,944

0

0

0

Subordinated liabilities

190,963

0

80,549

110,414

0

Non-available called but not paid in ordinary share capital at
group level

Non-available subordinated liabilities at group level

0

0

0

0

0

91,164

0

0

0

91,164

752

0

0

0

752

213,765

213,765

0

0

0

20,048

5,258

0

14,790

0

Total of non-available own fund items

214,517

213,765

0

0

752

Total deductions

234,566

219,023

0

14,790

752

2,008,222

1,741,637

80,549

95,624

90,412

0

0

0

0

0

19,997

5,207

0

14,790

0

19,997

5,207

0

14,790

0

An amounts equal to the value of the net deferred tax assets
The amount equal to the value of the net deferred tax assets
not-available at group level
Non-available minority interests at group level
Own funds from the financial statements that should not
be represented by the reconciliation reserve and do not
meet the criteria to be classified as for Solvency II own
funds
Own funds from the financial statements that should not be
represented by the reconciliation reserve and do not meet the
criteria to be classified as for Solvency II own funds

0

Deductions
Deductions for participations in other financial undertakings,
including non-regulated undertakings carrying out financial
activities

Total basic own funds after deductions
Ancillary own funds
Total ancillary own funds
Own funds of other financial sectors
Credit institutions, investment firms, financial institutions,
alternative investment fund manager, financial institutions
Total own funds of other financial sectors
Own funds when using the D&A, exclusively or in
combination with method 1
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Own funds aggregated when using the D&A and combination
of methods

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2,008,222

1,741,637

80,549

95,624

90,412

1,917,809

1,741,637

80,549

95,624

2,008,222

1,741,637

80,549

95,624

group SCR

1,917,809

1,741,637

80,549

95,624

Group SCR

1,088,657

1,746,844

80,549

110,414

Own funds aggregated when using the D&A and combination
of method net of IGT
Total available own funds to meet the consolidated group
SCR (excluding own funds from other financial sectors and
from the undertakings included via D&A)
Total available own funds to meet the minimum consolidated
group SCR
Total eligible own funds to meet the consolidated group SCR
(excluding own funds from other financial sectors and from
the undertakings included via D&A)

90,412

Total eligible own funds to meet the minimum consolidated

Minimum consolidated group SCR

572,975

Ratio of eligible own funds to group SCR (excluding the
own funds from other financial sectors and the companies
included in D&A)

1.91

Ratio of eligible own funds to Minimum Consolidated
Group SCR

3.35

Total eligible own funds to meet the group SCR (including
the own funds from other financial sectors and from the
undertakings included via D&A)

2,028,219

SCR for the entities included using the D&A method
Group SCR

90,412

0
1,088,657

Ratio of Eligible own funds to group SCR, including other
financial sectors and the undertakingss included via D&A

1.86

Reconciliation reserve
Excess of assets over liabilities

2,167,192

Own shares (held directly and indirectly)

31,722

Foreseeable dividends, distributions and charges

77,296

Other basic own funds items

1,394,881

Adjustment for restricted own fund items in respect of
matching adjustment portfolios and ring fenced funds
Other non- available own funds

0

Reconciliation reserve before deduction for participations
in other financial sector
Expected profits
Expected profits included in future premiums (EPIFP) — Life
business
Expected profits included in future premiums (EPIFP) —
Non-life businesss
Total expected profits included in future premiums
(EPIFP)

6,349

656,944

151,456
28,599
180,055
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Minorities
The amount of the minority interests in the eligible own funds, to be deducted from the Group own funds, for each
subsidiary, has been calculated as follows:
1. the amount of the eligible own funds greater than the contribution of the subsidiary company to the group
solvency capital requirement has been calculated;
2. the unavailable own funds greater than the contribution of the subsidiary company to the group solvency
capital requirement have been identified and deducted from the eligible own funds calculated in the
previous point;
3. the portion of the minority interests to be deducted from the group own funds has been determined
multiplying the minority interest by the results as per the previous point.
Deductions
For the purpose of determining the Basic Own Funds, the deductions envisaged with regard to the investments in
lending institutions have been made for € 20,048 thousand, equal to the pertinent portion of the regulatory capital
of the Cassa di Risparmio di San Miniato Group.
The tiering is carried out considering the provisions as per Articles 69 et seq. of the Delegated Acts.
The filters envisaged by the legislation concerning the transferability and exchangeability of DTA and borrowed
capital are also applied.
Share capital
For the purposes of the discipline of the own funds, the ordinary shares of the company have the following
characteristics:
 They are issued directly by the company by means of resolution of its shareholders or (if permitted by the
national norms) by the management body;
 They provide the bearer with the right to take advantage of the residual assets after the winding up of the
company, in proportion to the securities held, without particular restrictions or fixed amounts.
On the basis of these considerations, they are therefore considered to be Tier 1 as is the related share premium.
Reconciliation reserve
The reconciliation reserve is determined by the amount of the consolidated “Excess of assets over liabilities”,
including the borrowed capital, not allocated to the share capital, share premiums reserve and DTAs, less the value
of the own shares for € 31,722 thousand and authorised dividends for € 77,296 thousand.
The item has been adjusted due to the adaptation envisaged by Articles 70, letter e) and 81 of the Delegated Acts
for the separate funds (ring-fenced funds), or for the excess of the elements of the own funds with respect to the
respective solvency capital requirements, for a total of € 6,349 thousand.
The reconciliation reserve has therefore been considered totally in Tier 1 on a consistent basis with the matters
envisaged by the Delegated Acts and by reference legislation.
Subordinated liabilities
The subordinated loans are made up of:
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Subordinated loan, for a total of € 80,549 thousand, taken out with UBI and classified in Tier 1-restricted,
on the basis of the matters envisaged by Article 308 ter section 9 of the 2009/138 “Solvency II” Directive
(so-called “grandfathering”). The loan has an unspecified maturity;
Subordinated bond issue, amounting to € 110,414 thousand, subscribed by institutional investors and
classified in Tier 2 since it is compliant with the requirements envisaged by Article 73 of the Delegated
Acts. The maturity of the loan is fixed for December 2043, with call possibility as from 2023.

Deferred tax assets
Tier-3 of the Own Funds table includes the DTAs net of the DTLs, if they can be offset on the basis of tax
legislation, or exclusively in the case when the DTAs and DTLs are referable to the same tax authority. Therefore,
the deferred taxes recorded in the solvency balance sheet have been divided up between IRES (corporate income
tax) and IRAP (regional business tax) and treated, for the purpose of the offsetting between DTAS and DTLs for
the recognition in Tier-3, separately.
At IRES level, the vertical offsetting of the DTAs and DTLs is permitted provided that the subsidiary companies
transfer their tax positions to the Parent Company within the sphere of the tax consolidation agreement (so-called
“NTCS”), while that is not permitted for the IRAP deferred taxes or other prepaid taxes produced by entities
outside the Group NTCS.
Therefore, the amounts recorded as net DTAs in Tier-3 of the Basic Own Funds Template corresponds to the sum
of the net IRES DTAs of all the Group companies complying with the NTCS, which are joined by the IRAP DTAs
of those companies which present a positive prepaid tax balance.
Available Own Funds
These represent the own funds available for the coverage of the SCR (Solvency Capital Requirement) and the MCR
(Minimum Capital Requirement).
For the purpose of calculating the Available Own Funds for the coverage of the Group SCR, the own funds are
included relating to the investments in credit institutions (Carismi Group) for the pertinent quota less the value of
the subordinated loans taken out by the Parent Company in accordance with Article 330, paragraph 1 a) of the
Delegated Acts.
For the purposes of the coverage of the MCR, Tier 3 funds are not permitted.
Eligible Own Funds
These represent the own funds eligible for the coverage of the SCR (Solvency Capital Requirement) and the MCR
(Minimum Capital Requirement). For the purposes of the determination of the Ratio for the coverage of the SCR
and the MCR, the own funds relating to banking equity investments, Cassa di Risparmio di San Miniato, are
included
The limits envisaged by Article 82 of the Delegated Acts are valid for the purpose of the admissibility of the funds
for coverage, differentiated in terms of SCR and MCR.

The Eligible own funds cover the SCR via tier 1 own funds for 168%, via tier 2 own funds for 10% and by
tier 3 own funds for 8%.
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The Eligible own funds permitted for coverage of the SCR differ from those permitted for the coverage of the MCR
for the tier 3 funds not permitted for the purpose of coverage of the MCR.
The reconciliation between the shareholders' equity as of December 31st, 2016 and the OF as of December 31st,
2016 is provided in the table below:
Reconciliation between the Shareholders’ equity and Own Funds
(€ thousands)
Consolidated IAS SE Dec. 31st, 2016
Own shares
Consolidated IAS SE Dec. 31st, 2016
FV Securities
Investments
FV Property
Non-life TP transferred
Life TP transferred
Intangible assets
Non-life TP
Life TP
Other TP
AUCAP Subsidiaries future payable
FV Sub. loans and other loans
Other changes
Total EOA SII Gross of DT
Deferred tax
Total EOA SII
Total of the elements of the own funds unavailable
Sub. loans
Reversal own shares
Div. Proposed

2,113,726
39,907
2,153,633
201,745
19,153
49,479
-78,246
-32,794
-344,472
128,909
108,055
1,960
4,900
-12,040
-1,739
2,198,544
-31,352
2,167,192
-214,568
190,963
-31,722
-77,296

RFF excess

-6,349

Total Own funds

2,028,219

It is hereby disclosed that the Group has not made any request to IVASS during the year for the use of accessory
own funds.
Possible changes in the structure of the own funds
The consistent changes in the structure of the Group’s own funds which took place during 2016 relate to:
 Negative change in the share premium reserve relating to the ordinary share capital for € 10,042 thousand;
 Negative change in the reconciliation reserve for € 304,844 thousand;
 Positive change in deferred tax assets for € 90,672 in thousand.
The changes are calculated with respect to the figures included in Day 1 Reporting
With regard to the subordinated liabilities, the change in value is determined exclusively by the different
discounted back value of the cash flows (see section D.3 for the details regarding the method of the discounted cash
flow model used).
The reconciliation reserve is made up of the shareholders’ equity reserves not included in the items relating to the
share capital and share premium reserves and also includes the sum of the valuation differences emerging between
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the accounting standards adopted for the IAS/IFRS consolidated financial statements and those applied for the
purposes of the solvency financial statements. As previously illustrated, from an algebraic standpoint, it
corresponds to the total of the excess of the assets with respect to the liabilities net of the equity items already
present in the financial statements valued in accordance with the Italian accounting standards less the value of the
own shares, the dividends being distributed and the Basic Own Funds with the exclusion of the subordinated
liabilities.
The reconciliation reserve as of December 31st, 2016 amounts to € 656,944 thousand and emerges as essentially
made up of the following elements:
 Consolidated Shareholders' Equity, less Share Capital, Share Premium Reserve and Own Shares,
amounting to € 849,916 thousand;
 Valuation differences between the accounting standards for the purposes of the IAS financial statements
and for the purposes of the solvency financial statements, a positive balance for € 13,559 thousand.
The Reserve is also adjusted:
 By the amount for the net deferred tax assets recorded under own funds for € 91,164 thousand;
 By the amount of the own shares held by the company for € 31,722 thousand;
 By the dividends resolved which amount to € 77,296 thousand;
 By the amount of the adjustment relating to the RFFs for € 6,349 thousand.
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E. Capital management
E.1 Own funds
E.2 Solvency Capital Requirement and Minimum
Capital Requirement
E.3 Use of the duration-based equity risk sub-module
in the calculation of the Solvency Capital
Requirement
E.4 Differences between the standard formula and
any internal model used
E.5 Non-compliance with the Minimum Capital
Requirement and non-compliance with the Solvency
Capital Requirement
E.6 Any other information

Solvency Capital Requirement
and Minimum Capital Requirement

Capital management

Quantitative information on the solvency capital requirement

The solvency capital requirement is calculated on the basis of the provisions contained in the Delegated Acts,
including the adjustment for the tax effect represented by the deferred tax assets, if and to the extent that they are
recoverable on the basis of future taxable income.
The Group’s Solvency capital requirement comes to € 1,088,657 thousand. The details for each risk module are
presented below:
Breakdown of the solvency capital requirements for each risk sub-module
Net solvency capital requirement

(€ thousands)
Risk module

Capital requirement

Solvency Capital Requirement

1,088,657

Adjustment due to RFF

21,871

Adjustment

-467,914

Capital requirements for other financial sectors (non-insurance capital requirements)

35,163

Operational SCR

164,598

Basic Solvency Capital Requirement

1,334,938

Market risk

923,428

Counterparty default risk

111,774

Underwriting risk for life assurance

152,117

Underwriting risk for health insurance
Underwriting risk for non-life insurance

71,047
606,766

The results thus illustrated are determined by means of the application of the standard formula with GSP.
The reduction with respect to the previous period is largely due to the introduction of the GSPs in the calculation of
the capital absorption, with a consequent reduction of the Solvency Capital Requirement.
A reduction in the counterparty risk is also achieved, in particular due to the reduction of the current account
exposure vis-à-vis counterparties with a worse credit standing.
These positive elements have been partly offset by the following factors:
• The reduction of the adjustment for the mitigation of the losses by the life technical provision,
essentially attributable to the trend of the financial markets during the year;
• The increase in the interest rate risk, due to a streamlining of the calculation of the life liabilities;
• The increase in the real estate risk, due to exposure in the portfolio;
• The increase in the life business technical risk, mainly attributable to the redemption risk.
The Minimum consolidated Group SCR as of the date of assessment came to € 572,975 thousand.
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E. Capital management
E.1 Own funds
E.2 Solvency Capital Requirement and Minimum
Capital Requirement
E.3 Use of the duration-based equity risk submodule in the calculation of the Solvency Capital
Requirement
E.4 Differences between the standard formula and
any internal model used
E.5 Non-compliance with the Minimum Capital
Requirement and non-compliance with the Solvency
Capital Requirement
E.6 Any other information

Use of the duration-based equity risk submodule in the calculation of the Solvency
Capital Requirement

Capital management

The Group has not availed itself of the use of the sub-module of the share-related risk based on the duration in the
calculation of the solvency capital requirements.
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E. Capital management
E.1 Own funds
E.2 Solvency Capital Requirement and Minimum
Capital Requirement
E.3 Use of the duration-based equity risk sub-module
in the calculation of the Solvency Capital
Requirement
E.4 Differences between the standard formula and
any internal model used
E.5 Non-compliance with the Minimum Capital
Requirement and non-compliance with the Solvency
Capital Requirement
E.6 Any other information

Differences between the standard formula
and the any internal model used

Capital management

The Group has not availed itself of the use of the internal model for the calculation of the solvency capital
requirements.
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E. Capital management
E.1 Own funds
E.2 Solvency Capital Requirement and Minimum
Capital Requirement
E.3 Use of the duration-based equity risk sub-module
in the calculation of the Solvency Capital
Requirement
E.4 Differences between the standard formula and
any internal model used
E.5 Non-compliance with the Minimum Capital
Requirement and non-compliance with the
Solvency Capital Requirement
E.6 Any other information

Non-compliance with the Minimum
Capital Requirement and non-compliance
with the Solvency Capital Requirement

Capital management

The Group has not reported any inobservance of the solvency capital requirement or the minimum capital
requirement.
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E. Capital management
E.1 Own funds
E.2 Solvency Capital Requirement and Minimum
Capital Requirement
E.3 Use of the duration-based equity risk sub-module
in the calculation of the Solvency Capital
Requirement
E.4 Differences between the standard formula and
any internal model used
E.5 Non-compliance with the Minimum Capital
Requirement and non-compliance with the Solvency
Capital Requirement
E.6 Any other information

Capital management

Any other information
It is believed that all the essential information on the capital management is already contained in the previous
sections. Therefore, there is no further material information to be included in this section.
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Templates for Solvency
and Financial Condition
Report

Templates

Annex I
S.02.01.02
Balance sheet
Solvency II value

Assets

C0010

Intangible assets
Deferred tax assets
Pension benefit surplus
Property, plant and equipment held for own use

R0030
R0040
R0050
R0060

Investments (other than assets held for index-linked and unit-linked contracts)

R0070

18,544,491

Property (other than for own use)
Holdings in related undertakings, including participations
Equities
Equities - Listed
Equities - Unlisted
Bonds
Government bonds
Corporate bonds
Structured notes
Collateralised securities
Collective Investments Undertakings
Derivatives
Deposits other than cash equivalents
Other investments
Assets held for index-linked and unit-linked contracts
Loans and mortgages
Loans on policies
Loans and mortgages to individuals
Other loans and mortgages
Reinsurance recoverables from:
Non-life and health similar to non-life
Non-life excluding health
Health similar to non-life
Life and health similar to life, excluding health and index-linked and unit-linked
Health similar to life
Life excluding health and index-linked and unit-linked
Life index-linked and unit-linked
Deposits to cedants
Insurance and intermediaries receivables
Reinsurance receivables
Receivables (trade, not insurance)
Own shares (held directly)
Amounts due in respect of own fund item or initial fund called up but not yet paid in
Cash and cash equivalents
Any other assets, not elsewhere shown
Total assets

R0080
R0090
R0100
R0110
R0120
R0130
R0140
R0150
R0160
R0170
R0180
R0190
R0200
R0210
R0220
R0230
R0240
R0250
R0260
R0270
R0280
R0290
R0300
R0310
R0320
R0330
R0340
R0350
R0360
R0370
R0380
R0390

87,382
20,105
143,173
90,415
52,758
17,219,333
13,421,576
2,715,337
1,065,330
17,090
1,071,073
3,425
0
0
2,943,394
55,526
1,712
3,498
50,316
570,889
510,883
483,886
26,997
60,011
0
60,011
‐5
10,721
361,478
67,637
462,759
31,722
4,900
104,715
178,620
24,014,796

R0400
R0410
R0420
R0500
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460,846
0
217,098
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Solvency II value

Liabilities
Technical provisions ‐ Non‐life
Technical provisions ‐ Non‐life (excluding health)
Technical provisions calculated as a whole
Best estimate
Risk margin
Technical provisions ‐ Health (similar to non‐life)
Technical provisions calculated as a whole
Best estimate
Risk margin
Technical provisions ‐ Life (excluding index‐linked and unit‐linked)
Technical provisions ‐ Health (similar to life)
Technical provisions calculated as a whole
Best estimate
Risk margin
Technical provisions ‐ Life (excluding health, and index‐linked and unit‐linked)
Technical provisions calculated as a whole
Best estimate
Risk margin
Technical provisions – index‐linked and unit‐linked
Technical provisions calculated as a whole
Best estimate
Risk margin
Contingent liabilities
Provisions other than technical provisions
Pension benefit obligations
Deposits from reinsurers
Deferred tax liabilities
Derivatives
Debts owed to credit institutions
Financial liabilities other than debts owed to credit institutions
Insurance & intermediaries payables
Reinsurance payables
Payables (trade, non‐insurance)
Subordinated liabilities
Subordinated liabilities not in Basic Own Funds
Subordinated liabilities in Basic Own Funds
Any other liabilities not elsewhere shown
Total liabilities

R0510
R0520
R0530
R0540
R0550
R0560
R0570
R0580
R0590
R0600
R0610
R0620
R0630
R0640
R0650
R0660
R0670
R0680
R0690
R0700
R0710
R0720
R0740
R0750
R0760
R0770
R0780
R0790
R0800
R0810
R0820
R0830
R0840
R0850
R0860
R0870
R0880
R0900

C0010
3,405,091
3,211,179
0
3,084,775
126,404
193,912
0
182,864
11,048
14,105,851
0
0
0
0
14,105,851
0
13,993,424
112,427
2,843,494
686,881
2,131,441
25,172
0
54,232
31,596
51,171
390,649
0
47,914
0
283,877
42,604
281,878
190,963
0
190,963
118,285
21,847,605

Excess of assets over liabilities

R1000

2,167,191
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R0130

R0140

R0200

Gross - Non-proportional reinsurance accepted

Reinsurers’share

Net

R0230

R0240

R0300

Gross - Non-proportional reinsurance accepted

Reinsurers’share

Net

R0330

R0340

R0400

Gross - Non-proportional reinsurance accepted

Reinsurers’share

Net
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R1200

R1300

Total expenses

11,183

58,687

0

0

0

236,150

-29

0

-29

32,554

0

0

0

879

-1

0

-1

82,712

-335

0

-335

52,637

-77

0

0

3,674

-17

0

-17

-3,340

0

0

0

10,299

0

0

0

10,771

0

0

0

0

0

R0550

Other expenses

0
-210

0

Expenses incurred

-83

225

-19

0

10

0

0

0

0

101

0

R0500

0

719

101
0

369

0

369

358

0

358

C0140

Casualty

10

64

0

64

62

0

62

R0440

0

895

2,033

11

2,741

17,375

9,018

15

26,378

17,317

6,482

7

23,792

C0130

Net

0

-512

8,615

0

9,510

22,081

14,486

0

36,567

23,576

13,823

0

37,399

C0120

Reinsurers’share

0

3,250

-1,133

0

-1,645

2,617

12,592

0

15,209

2,066

13,161

0

15,227

C0110

R0430

-77

97,168

5,139

446

7,943

10,828

11,964

929

21,863

9,612

11,668

1,117

20,163

C0100

Gross - Non-proportional reinsurance accepted

0

170,220

-13,159

676

83,333

148,019

30,722

1,299

177,442

144,094

30,571

1,307

173,358

C0090

Health

0

0

297

100,087

4,753

265,554

251,544

108,964

6,514

353,994

239,905

112,318

6,755

345,468

C0080

Miscellaneous

Assistance financial losses

-4

0

54,048

6,973

-45

7,315

3,759

8,238

48

11,949

3,122

7,620

53

10,689

C0070

Legal
expenses
insurance

146

0

654,875

10,460

954

63,554

111,943

22,001

1,760

132,184

114,932

20,672

1,802

133,802

C0060

Credit and
suretyship
insurance

R0420

0

0

20,659

1,684

673,850

932,033

29,731

553

961,211

932,036

22,528

1,125

953,439

C0050

General
liability
insurance

R0410
-191

56,744

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

C0040

Maritime, Fire and other
aviation and
damage to
transport
property
insurance
insurance

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

C0150

Marine,
aviation,
transport

0

0

0

0

-656

0

-656

215

0

215

209

0

209

C0160

Property

Lines of business for: accepted non-proportional
reinsurance

Gross - Proportional reinsurance accepted

52,239

13,960

783

69,921

163,634

34,333

1,896

196,071

163,654

35,312

1,866

197,100

C0030

Workers’ Motor vehicule
Other motor
compensation
liability
insurance
insurance
insurance

Lines of business for: non-life insurance and reinsurance obligations (direct business and accepted proportional reinsurance)

Gross - Direct business

Changes in other technical provisions

254

R0320

3,965

55,950

R0310

Gross - Proportional reinsurance accepted

56,819

Gross - Direct business

Claims incurred

434

R0220

5,295

61,680

R0210

Gross - Proportional reinsurance accepted

57,967

Gross - Direct business

Premiums earned

468

R0120

4,586

62,085

R0110

C0020

C0010

Gross - Proportional reinsurance accepted

Income
protection
insurance

Medical
expenses
insurance

Gross - Direct business

Premiums written

Premiums, claims and expenses by line of
business

S.05.01.02

Annex I
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551,335

55,132

496,203

-752

225

0

-405

-122

1,089,398

157,599

-545

9,516

1,238,026

1,721,300

287,344

648

13,448

1,994,548

1,708,910

278,741

629

14,500

1,972,522

C0200

Total

Templates
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2,053,849

0

0

R1420

R1500

Reinsurers’ share

Net

288

2,053,849

0

0

R1520

R1600

Reinsurers’ share

Net

5,657

-1,666,309

0

0

R1620

R1700

Reinsurers’ share

Net

47,571

186,327

94,349

0

R2500

R2600

Other expenses

Total expenses

31,853

12,553

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

138,756

-588,939

4,289

R1900

-5,425

0

Expenses incurred

60,674

0

-644,188

0

0

0

R1800

2,375

Net

0

1,914

-584,650

-2,417,400

21,452

2,438,852

2,745,037

26,183

2,771,220

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2,745,037

26,183

0

0

2,771,220

C0300

0

C0280

R1720

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

C0270

Reinsurers’ share

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

C0260

-642,274

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

C0250

Life reinsurance

0

-3,050

-19,650

15,795

35,445

54,448

25,885

80,333

54,448

25,885

80,333

C0240

Health
reinsurance

Total

R1710

60,674

-731,441

0

731,441

636,740

10

636,750

636,740

10

636,750

C0230

Other life
insurance

Life reinsurance obligations

Gross

Changes in other technical provisions

1,671,966

0

R1610

Gross

Claims incurred

2,054,137

0

R1510

Gross

Premiums earned

2,054,137

0

R1410

C0220

Insurance with Index-linked
profit
and unit-linked
participation
insurance

Gross

Premiums written

C0210

Health
insurance

Annuities
stemming from
Annuities
non-life
stemming from
insurance
non-life
contracts and
insurance
relating to
contracts and
insurance
relating to
obligations
health insurance
other than
obligations
health insurance
obligations

Lines of business for: life insurance obligations

Templates

Annex I
S.05.02.01
Premiums, claims and expenses by
country
Total Top
5 and
home
country

Top 5 countries (by amount of gross premiums
written) — Non-life obligations

Home
country

C0010

C0020

C0030

C0040

C0050

C0060

C0070

C0080

1
C0090

1
C0100

1
C0110

1
C0120

1
C0130

C0140

R0010

Premiums written
Gross - Direct business

R0110

1,972,521

0

0

0

0

0

1,972,521

Gross
Proportional
reinsurance accepted

R0120

522

0

0

0

0

0

522

Gross
Non-proportional
reinsurance accepted

R0130

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Reinsurers’ share

R0140

278,738

0

0

0

0

0

278,738

Net

R0200

2,251,781

0

0

0

0

0

2,251,781

Gross - Direct business

R0210

1,994,548

0

0

0

0

0

1,994,548

Gross
Proportional
reinsurance accepted

R0220

‐386

0

0

0

0

0

‐386

Gross
Non-proportional
reinsurance accepted

R0230

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Reinsurers’ share

R0240

287,342

0

0

0

0

0

287,342

Net

R0300

2,281,504

0

0

0

0

0

2,281,504

Gross - Direct business

R0310

1,238,026

0

0

0

0

0

1,238,026

Gross
Proportional
reinsurance accepted

R0320

330

0

0

0

0

0

330

Gross
Non-proportional
reinsurance accepted

R0330

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Reinsurers’ share

R0340

157,596

0

0

0

0

0

157,596

Net

R0400

1,395,952

0

0

0

0

0

1,395,952

Gross - Direct business

R0410

‐123

0

0

0

0

0

‐123

Gross
Proportional
reinsurance accepted

R0420

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Gross
Non-proportional
reinsurance accepted

R0430

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Reinsurers’ share

R0440

225

0

0

0

0

0

225

Net

R0500

102

0

0

0

0

0

102

Expenses incurred

R0550

491,732

0

0

0

0

0

491,732

Other expenses

R1200

55,132

Total expenses

R1300

546,864

Premiums earned

Claims incurred

Changes in other technical
provisions
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Home
country

C0150

Top 5 countries (by amount of gross
premiums written) — Non Life obligations

C0160

C0170

C0180

C0190

C0200

1

1

1

1

1

C0230

C0240

C0250

C0260

C0270

Total Top
5 and
Home
country
C0210

R1400

C0220

C0280

Premiums written
Gross

R1410

2,771,219

0

0

0

0

0

2,771,219

Reinsurers’ share

R1420

26,183

0

0

0

0

0

26,183

Net

R1500

2,797,402

0

0

0

0

0

2,797,402

R1510

2,771,219

0

0

0

0

0

2,771,219

Premiums earned
Gross
Reinsurers’ share

R1520

26,183

0

0

0

0

0

26,183

Net

R1600

2,797,402

0

0

0

0

0

2,797,402

Gross

R1610

2,438,852

0

0

0

0

0

2,438,852

Reinsurers’ share

R1620

21,452

0

0

0

0

0

21,452

R1700

2,460,304

0

0

0

0

0

2,460,304

Gross

R1710

‐584,650

0

0

0

0

0

‐584,650

Reinsurers’ share

R1720

4,289

0

0

0

0

0

4,289

Net

R1800

‐580,361

0

0

0

0

0

‐580,361

Expenses incurred

R1900

138,756

0

0

0

0

0

138,756

Other expenses

R2500

47,571

Total expenses

R2600

186,327

Claims incurred

Net
Changes
provisions

242

in

other

technical
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Annex I
S.22.01.22
Impact of long‐term guarantees and transitional measures

Amount with
Long-Term
Guarantee
measures and
transitionals

Impact of
transitional on
technical
provisions

Impact of
transitional on
interest rate

Impact of
volatility
adjustment set to
zero

Impact of
matching
adjustment set to
zero

C0010

C0030

C0050

C0070

C0090

Technical provisions

R0010

20,354,436

0

0

103,868

0

Basic own funds

R0020

2,008,222

0

0

-43,394

0

R0050

2,028,219

0

0

-43,394

0

R0090

1,088,657

0

0

55,717

0

Eligible own
Requirement

funds

to

meet

Solvency Capital Requirement

Solvency

Capital
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Annex I
S.23.01.22
Own funds
Basic own funds before deduction for participations in other financial sector
Ordinary share capital (gross of own shares)
Non-available called but not paid in ordinary share capital at group level
Share premium account relating to ordinary share capital
Initial funds, members’ contributions of the equivalent basic own fund item for mutual and mutual-type
undertakings
Subordinated mutual member accounts
Non-available subordinated mutual member accounts at group level
Surplus funds
Non-available surplus funds at group level
Preference shares
Non-available preference shares at group level
Share premium account relating to preference shares
Non-available share premium account related to preference shares at group level
Reconciliation reserve
Subordinated liabilities
Non-available subordinated liabilities at group level
An amounts equal to the value of the net deferred tax assets
The amount equal to the value of the net deferred tax assets not-available at the group level
Other items approved by supervisory authority as basic own funds not specified above
Non-available own funds related to other own funds items approved by the supervisory authorities
Minority interests (if not reported as part of a specific own fund item)
Non-available minority interests at group level
Own funds from the financial statements that should not be represented by the reconciliation reserve and do
not meet the criteria to be classified as for Solvency II own funds
Own funds from the financial statements that should not be represented by the reconciliation reserve and do not
meet the criteria to be classified as for Solvency II own funds
Deductions
Deductions for participations in other financial undertakings, including non-regulated undertakings carrying out
financial activities
Whereof deducted according to art. 228 of the Directive 2009/138/EC
Deductions for participations where there is non-availability of information (Article 229)
Deductions for participations included by using D&A, when a combination of methods is used
Total of non-available own fund items
Total deductions
Total basic own funds after deductions
Ancillary own funds
Unpaid and uncalled ordinary share capital callable on demand
Unpaid and uncalled initial funds, members’ contributions or the equivalent basic own fund item for mutual and
mutual type undertakings, callable on demand
Unpaid and uncalled preference shares callable on demand
Letters of credit and guarantees under Article 96.2), of the Directive 2009/138/EC
Letters of credit and guarantees other than under Article 96.2), of the Directive 2009/138/EC
Supplementary members calls under first subparagraph of Article 96.3) of Directive 2009/13/EC
Supplementary members calls other than under first subparagraph of Article 96.3) of Directive 2009/13/EC
Non-available ancillary own funds at group level
Other ancillary own funds
Total ancillary own funds
Own funds of other financial sectors
Credit institutions, investment firms, financial institutions, alternative investment fund manager, financial
institutions
Institutions for occupational retirement provision
Non-regulated entities carrying out financial activities
Total own funds of other financial sectors
Own funds when using the D&A, exclusively or in combination with method 1
Own funds aggregated when using the D&A and combination of method
Own funds aggregated when using the D&A and combination of method net of IGT
Total available own funds to meet the consolidated group SCR (excluding own funds from other financial sector
and from the undertakings included via D&A)
Total available own funds to meet the minimum consolidated group SCR
Total eligible own funds to meet the consolidated group SCR (excluding own funds from other financial sector
and from the undertakings included via D&A)
Total eligible own funds to meet the minimum consolidated group SCR
Minimum consolidated group SCR
Ratio of Eligible own funds to Minimum Consolidated Group SCR
Total eligible own funds to meet the group SCR (including own funds from other financial sector and from the
undertakings included via D&A)
Group SCR
Ratio of Eligible own funds to group SCR, including other financial sectors and the undertakings included via
D&A

244

Total

Class 1 unlimited

R0010
R0020
R0030

522,882
0
780,835

522,882
0
780,835

R0040
R0050
R0060
R0070
R0080
R0090
R0100
R0110
R0120
R0130
R0140
R0150
R0160
R0170
R0180
R0190
R0200
R0210

0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
656,944
190,963
0
91,164
752
0
0
0
213,765

Class 1 limited

Class 2

Class 3

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

80,549
0

110,414
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
91,164
752
0
0
0
0

0
0

656,944

0
0
0
213,765

R0220

0

R0230
R0240
R0250

20,048

5,258

0

14,790

0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0

R0260
R0270
R0280
R0290

0

0

0

0

0

214,517
234,566
2,008,222

213,765
219,023
1,741,637

0
0
80,549

0
14,790
95,624

752
752
90,412

R0300

0

0

R0310
R0320
R0340
R0350
R0360

0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

R0370
R0380
R0390
R0400

0
0
0
0

R0410
R0420
R0430
R0440

19,997

5,207

0

14,790

0
0
19,997

0
0
5,207

0
0
0

0
0
14,790

R0450
R0460

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

R0520
R0530

2,008,222

1,741,637

80,549

95,624

90,412

1,917,809

1,741,637

80,549

95,624

R0560
R0570
R0610
R0650

2,008,222

1,741,637

80,549

95,624

1,917,809
572,975
335%

1,741,637

80,549

95,624

R0660
R0680

2,028,219

1,746,844

80,549

110,414

R0690

186%

1,088,657
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90,412

90,412

Templates

Reconciliation reserve
Excess of assets over liabilities
Own shares (held directly and indirectly)
Forseeable dividends, distributions and charges
Other basic own fund items
Adjustment for restricted own fund items in respect of matching adjustment portfolios and ring fenced funds
Other non-available own funds
Reconciliation reserve before deduction for participation in other financial sector
Expected profits
Expected profits included in future premiums (EPIFP) — Life business
Expected profits included in future premiums (EPIFP) — Non-life business
Total expected profits included in future premiums (EPIFP)

Tier 1 unrestricted
R0700
R0710
R0720
R0730

2,167,192
31,722
77,296
1,394,881

R0740
R0750
R0760

6,349
0
656,944

R0770
R0780
R0790

151,456
28,599
180,055
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Annex I
S.25.01.22
Solvency Capital Requirement - for Groups on Standard Formula
Gross
solvency
capital
requirement

Market risk
Counterparty default risk
Life underwriting risk
Health underwriting risk
Non-life underwriting risk
Diversification
Intangible asset risk
Basic solvency capital requirement
Calculation of solvency capital requirement
Operational risk
Loss-absorbing capacity of technical provisions
Loss-absorbing capacity of deferred taxes
Capital requirement for business operated in accordance with
Article 4 of directive 2003/41/EC

Undertaking
specific
parameters
(USP)

C0110
C0090
923,428
111,774
152,117 none
71,047 Standard
606,766 Standard
-530,194

R0010
R0020
R0030
R0040
R0050
R0060
R0070
R0100

1,334,938

R0130
R0140
R0150

C0100
164,598
‐154,248
‐313,665

R0160

Solvency capital requirement excluding capital add-on

R0200

1,053,493

Capital add-on already set
Solvency capital requirement

R0210
R0220

1,088,657

Other information on SCR
Capital requirement for duration-based equity risk sub-module
Total amount of Notional Solvency Capital Requirements for
the remaining part
Total amount of Notional Solvency Capital Requirements for
ring fenced funds
Total amount of Notional Solvency Capital Requirements for
the matching adjustment portfolios

R0400
R0410

1,003,639

R0420

49,855

R0430

Diversification effects due to RFF nSCR aggregation for article
304

R0440

Minimum consolidated group solvency capital requirement

R0470

572,975

R0500

35,163

R0510

35,163

Information on other entities
Capital requirement for other financial sectors (Non-insurance
capital requirements)
Capital requirement for other financial sectors (Non-insurance
capital requirements) - Credit institutions, investment firms
and financial institutions, alternative investment funds
managers, UCITS management companies
Capital requirement for other financial sectors (Non-insurance
capital requirements) – Institutions for occupational retirement
provisions.
Capital requirement for other financial sectors (Non-insurance
capital requirements) - Capital requirement for non-regulated
entities carrying out financial activities
Capital
requirement
requirements

for

non-controlled

participation

R0520

R0530
R0540

Capital requirement for residual undertakings
Overall SCR

R0550

SCR for undertakings included via D and A

R0560

Solvency capital requirement

R0570
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Simplifications

C0100

none
none
none
none

Identification code of the
undertaking
C0020

815600DEEE5337E9A213

81560024671913E6D590

8156000B54CB772C3595
C_0008

815600984DE360E01F67
C_0016

6354007PIZYILKCCBZ91

8156009D97A1D99A6312

815600E5F548C390A350

815600123ED82D1A8C37
C_0045
C_0046
C_0091
0
0
0
0
0

Country

C0010

IT

IT

IT

IT

IT

IT

IE

IT

IT

IT

IT

IT

IT

0

0

0

0

0

Undertakings in the scope of the Group

S.32.01.22

Annex I
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0

0

0

0

0

2 ‐ Specific code

2 ‐ Specific code

2 ‐ Specific code

1 ‐ LEI

1 ‐ LEI

1 ‐ LEI

1 ‐ LEI

2 ‐ Specific code

1 ‐ LEI

2 ‐ Specific code

1 ‐ LEI

1 ‐ LEI

1 ‐ LEI

C0030

0

0

0

0

0

CP Servizi Consulenziali

Cattolica Beni Immobili

Cattolica Agricola

TUA Assicurazioni

BCC Vita

Berica Vita

Cattolica Life

Cattolica Services

BCC Assicurazioni

Cattolica Immobiliare Spa

Lombarda Vita Spa

ABC ASSICURA

Società Cattolica di Assicurazioni

C0040

Type of code of the
Legal Name of the undertaking
ID of the
undertaking

Joint‐stock company

Joint‐stock company

Joint‐stock company

0

0

0

0

0

10 ‐ Ancillary services undertaking as defined in Article
1 (53) of Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/35

0

0

0

0

0

Joint‐stock company

Limited liability company

10 ‐ Ancillary services undertaking as defined in Article
Limited liability agricultural company
1 (53) of Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/35

2 ‐ Non life insurance undertaking

1 ‐ Life insurance undertaking

1 ‐ Life insurance undertaking

Designated activity company

Joint‐stock consortium company

10 ‐ Ancillary services undertaking as defined in Article
1 (53) of Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/35
1 ‐ Life insurance undertaking

Joint‐stock company

Joint‐stock company

10 ‐ Ancillary services undertaking as defined in Article
1 (53) of Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/35
2 ‐ Non life insurance undertaking

Joint‐stock company

Joint‐stock company

Co‐operative company

C0060

Legal form

1 ‐ Life insurance undertaking

2 ‐ Non life insurance undertaking

4 ‐ Composite undertaking

C0050

Type of undertaking

Templates
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CC_SHARE_ESTCONS

CC_SHARE_ESTCONS

0.51

1

Non‐mutual

CC_SHARE_ESTCONS

CC_SHARE_ESTCONS

CC_SHARE_ESTCONS

CC_SHARE_ESTCONS
0
0
0
0
0

0.9999728

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Non‐mutual

Non‐mutual

Non‐mutual

0

0

0

0

0

IVASS

Non‐mutual

CC_SHARE_ESTCONS

0.51

IVASS

Non‐mutual

CC_SHARE_ESTCONS

0.6

IVASS

Non‐mutual

CC_SHARE_ESTCONS

Non‐mutual

0.6

Central Bank
of Irel

Non‐mutual

CC_SHARE_ESTCONS

1

Non‐mutual

IVASS

CC_SHARE_ESTCONS

IVASS

Non‐mutual

0.6

IVASS

Non‐mutual

CC_SHARE_ESTCONS

C0190

C0180

CC_SHARE_ESTCONS

IVASS

Non‐mutual

% used for the
establishment of
accounting
consolidated
accounts

% capital
share

0.6

C0080

C0070

Category (mutual Supervisory
/non‐mutual)
Authority

Undertakings in the scope of the Group

S.32.01.22

Annex I

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

0.9999728

0.51

0.6

0.6

1

0.51

1

0.6

0.6

C0200

0

0

0

0

0

C0210

% voting rights Other criteria

Criteria of influence

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

C0220

Level of
influence

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

0.9999728

0.51

0.6

0.6

1

0.51

1

0.6

0.6

C0230

Proportional
share used for
group solvency
calculation

1 ‐ Method 1: Full consolidation
1 ‐ Method 1: Full consolidation
1 ‐ Method 1: Full consolidation
1 ‐ Method 1: Full consolidation
1 ‐ Method 1: Full consolidation
1 ‐ Method 1: Full consolidation
1 ‐ Method 1: Full consolidation
1 ‐ Method 1: Full consolidation
1 ‐ Method 1: Full consolidation
1 ‐ Method 1: Full consolidation
1 ‐ Method 1: Full consolidation
0

0
0
0
0
0

1 – Included in
the scope
1 – Included in
the scope
1 – Included in
the scope
1 – Included in
the scope
1 – Included in
the scope
1 – Included in
the scope
1 – Included in
the scope
1 – Included in
the scope
1 – Included in
the scope
1 – Included in
the scope
1 – Included in
the scope
0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0

0

1 ‐ Method 1: Full consolidation

1 – Included in
the scope

C0260

Method used and under method 1,
treatement of the undertaking

1 ‐ Method 1: Full consolidation

C0250

Date of the
decision if
Article 214 is
applied

Group solvency calculation

1 – Included in
the scope

C0240

YES / NO

Inclusion in the scope of Group
supervision

Independent Auditors’
Report

